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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Before the 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING 
File No. 3-15918 

In the Matter of 

DENNIS J. MALOUF, 

Respondent. 

RESPONDENT'S RESPONSE TO 
DIVISION'S PROPOSED ADDITIONAL 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW 



I. Proposed Findings of Fact 

A. Securities Exchange Act§ 15(a)(l): Unregistered brolter or dealer 

1 The bond transactions at issue in this case are securities transactions. 

United States Treasury, agency and municipal bonds traded on behalf ofUASNM clients 
from 2008 through 2011 were "securities" as defined by Section 2(a)(l) of the Securities 
Act of 1933 and Section 3(a)(10) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange 
Act"). Pre-Tt·ial Joint Stipulation 1,.FOF #281. 

United States Treasury and municipal bonds are "exempted securities" as defmed by 
Section 3(a)(12)(A)(i) and (A)(ii) of the Exchange Act, but municipal bonds are not 
deemed to be "exempted secw·ities" for the purposes of Section 15 of the Exchange Act 
(see Section 3(a)(l2)(B)(ii)). Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 2, FOF #282. 

United States Treasury bonds are "government securities" as defined by Section 3(a)(42) 
ofthe Secmities Act. Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 3, FOF #283. 

UNDISPUTED 

2 From 2008 to May 2011, Malouf regularly participated in securities transactions at 
key points in the chain of distribution. 

From 2008 to May 2011, Malouf was one of several investment advisers at UASNM who 
provided advice regarding investments on behalf ofUASNM customers and transactions 
were canied out on behalf ofUASNM customers pursuant to the advice of Malouf and 
other UASNM advisers. Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 4, FOF #284. 

In providing investment advice to UASNM customers, Malouf and other UASNM advisers 
utilized instruments of interstate commerce, such as telephones, electronic mail, and 
regular mail. Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 5, FOF #285. 

During 2008 to May 2011, Malouf was CEO and President ofUASNM, a registered 
investment adviser, and he was an advisory representative for UASNM. Pre-Trial Joint 
Stipulation 6, FOF #286. 

During 2008 to May 2011, Malouf solicited clients on behalfofUASNM. Pre-Trial Joint 
Stipulation 7, FOF #287. 

Malouf was primarily the person at UASNM who identified which bonds should be 
purchased for UASNM customers. Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 8, FOF # 288. 

DISPUTED 
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Malouf did not participate at "at key points in the chain of distribution." All of the 
material cited by the Division in support of this proposed finding of fact demonstrates that 
Malouf was acting solely as an investment adviser. 

"From 2008 to May 201 1 , Malouf was one of several investment advisers at UASNM who 
provided advice regarding investments on behalf of UASNM customers" 

"In providing investment advice to UASNM customers, Malouf and other UASNM 
advisers . . . " 

"Malouf was CEO and President of UASNM, a registered investment adviser, and he was 
an advisory representative for UASNM" 

Malouf solicited clients to use UASNM investment advisory services, and the 
identification and recommendation of bonds to purchase were part of that investment 
advisory service. 

There is no evidence that he pru1icipated at any other "key point in the chain of 
distribution." 

UASNM directed various brokers to buy and sell securities in the secondary market for its 
customers in accounts that were custodied at those brokers. Participation in the "chain of 
distribution" connotes seeking out investors to purchase initial public offerings .or invest in 
pdvate placements or direct participation 4 engaging in wholesaling of 
securities to brokers, or Neither Malouf nor anyone else at UASNM 
partic~ated in the "chain of distribution" of securities. 

3 From 2008 to May 2011, Malouf was not registered with the Commission as a 
broker or dealer and he was not associated with a broker or dealer. 

Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 12, FOF #292. 

UNDISPUTED 

4 On approximately January 1, 2008, Malouf sold a Raymond James Financial 
Services ("RJFS") broker-dealer branch that he founded in 1999 to his then branch 
manager Maw·ice Lamonde. 

Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 13, FOF #293. 

UNDISPUTED 

5 From 2008 into 2011, Latnonde made a series of ongoing payments to Malouf for 
the RJFS branch. 

Pre-Trial Joint Stipulation 14, FOF #294. 
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UNDISPUTED 

6 Lamonde paid close to 100% ofthe commissions for Maloufs bond trades to 
Malouf. 

Q But what rm bying to reconcile Jnd 
understmd is: it sounds like yom methodology for 
m."'lking paymenb to lvh.1falonfvru actually to pay 
him clO".,e to 100 pel'Cent of the--

A Bond tra<les. 
Q -- bon.d trades, con-ect? 
A Ye!>. 
Q So that isn~ 40 percent of the branch 

revenue. And it seems to be tied: actually, to the 
_bond n-ade:!>. So what yo.u were a-ctually doing was_ 
gi1.li.Dg Mr. Ma]ou:f do.:.e lo 1 Q(} percent Gf me 
in-tome- fram thE! bond tr:!Jdes, cooect? 

A .iTnst file bond ~. 

Q J'nst file bond tmdes. cooect? 
A Right 

Q But ili.at wasn't }'our agreemen~ 1Mt's 
;·our testimony! 

A I'm souy, say 1h3t again_ 
Q Yoo are eSSEDti31!1yadmi1.ting yes,Idi.d 

try to psy 1.b. 1falonf close to 100 pt:n:ent of thi! 
bond t:r:l<fe n!\'l:nue, but I didn't h:m! that 
,agreemJ!:ll.t uith h:im. I h3d this 40 pe:rc.ent 
agreemf:!l! and then I had a Pfepa~{men1 arr~~ 
but I neve:r!ept tr:tak of it I hoped it would 
wo:it out 

A Th.:rt's tru'!!. 
Q 1"lmt's. ~ 

A Poor busi.rn!:ss, but it's true. 

~ ~~PI1ils:ide ·lbe~ MJilld~~ 
~~iat-~~~Au~~l 
lffist~~~an «~am~ 
~®MF.~~lftom!Raimofld!J~} 
~~on~badito'Mr.~,l 

l ~} 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 204: 16-205:24; Exhibit 203; FOF #20. 

DISPUTED 

There is insufficient evidence LaMonde paid comissions to Malouf for Maloufs bond 
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trades. The Division has failed to establish which trades Malouf directed or tie any 
payments by LaMonde to any such trades. On a quarterly basis, there are substantial 
differences between the commissions eru.ned by LaMonde and the payments to Malouf that 
are inconsistent with payment of"lOO% of the commissions" 

See Exhibit 203, Maloufs PFOF 124, 125 

Malouf thought that the commissions from hi.s bond trades were his money. 

Q ~ata.re.those pa)'f.Oll BdWJl.Ces for? 
A APm,· it would have been to pay Dermis. 
Q Ollce again, this situation whete Malouf 

mskes.a.~de,heka.ows he has mo~coniing.to him, , 
8lld hi! ean't wait even a couple \\•etks to get the 
money? .He wants the money right away? 

A Yes. 
Q Let's talk about that for a little bit. 
A His idea was it's his money md he could 

pt it 'Wllen he wanted it. 
Q That \\'as his und&ntmding? 
A Yeah. -

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 195:1-12. 

DISPUTED 

The Division relies solely on the unreliable hearsay testimony of LaMonde, under duress, 
without counsel, and without any cross-examination. There is no con·oborating testimony 
from Mr. Malouf or anyone else. At most this is an opinion or speculation by LaMonde, 
who could have no ideas what Malouf thought. 

8 Lamonde's payments to Maloufwerc based on bond-trade commissions from the accounts 
that Malouf sold to Lamonde ( 44Y5). 
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:But thatcloeslt't aDSWer for JBi ho\\' much 

~~1/e.~!f~~~T~jf~::ch 
som.e.tiJi~g·.lik~.W,~} its.b#e(\ on.fh.e 
C()IJ11'li.ssi.qJIS···¥d.·tJlars .J.l't~.s.p~i~~ ell011P·~. me. 

=~~;t~~~ti:~~~;~~ea~the 
U1lderst8lld my question? 

'}\ ·:~ti~ . . . . . . 
Q . Wllat is ·£h~ 8ll5lVei'? 
A.·.·· • It. was .based on the .commissioDS generate~ 

:from44Y5. 
Q · !~os~ are 1he acc~1fllts dult Mr~ !.falouf 

tnmsfe#ed to you,• comet? 
A . · Correct. 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 184:1-15; FOF # 221. 

DISPUTED 

LaN.fonde's testimony is hl:ternally contradictory ~d wholly unreliable .. He also testified 
that the payments were a percentage of gross commissions for the whole branch, not just 
accounts transferred to 44Y5. 

Q. One element was the four~year payout period. How (did) the amount of the 
payout, did you discuss that with Mr. Malouf? 

A. It was going to be a percentage of the growth. 
Q. Percentage of the gross what? 
A. Commissions. 
Q. Gross commissions earned by .... 
A. The branch. 
Q. As a whole? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So, every commission that the branch eatned, Mr. Malouf was going to be entitled 

to 40 percent of that? 
A. Correct. 
Q. For four years? 
A. CotTect. 

Malot1fTrial Transcript 11/24/14 at 1595:20-1596:11 

9 Malouf used Raymond James to trade bonds because he got paid for those bond 
transactions, and he was not ashamed of receiving $1.1 million in commissions because 
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Malouf thought he did a good job. 

Q. Okay. And in fact, one of the reasons you chose to trade through Raymond 
James was because you got paid; right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And I believe you previously testified that you were not ashamed of receiving 
any of the commissions from the bond trades that you did do, and the revenue of the 
branch because you did a good job? 

A. That is correct. 

Q. And do you acknowledge that between 2008 and May of2011, you received 
approximately 1.1 million dollars from Mr. Lamonde? 

A. Approximately. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/20/14 at 941 :25-942:12; FOF #176; FOP #177. 

DISPUTED 

Malouf said that if he could get the same bond at the same price from either RJFS or another 
broker, he was not obligated to direct a trade to the other broker sitnply because he might 
benefit in some way if the trade went through RJFS. Whether Malouf would benefit was just 
one of several reasons Malouf chose to trade through RJFS. He also used RJFS for bond 
trading based on a number of other reasons. 

See Maloufs PFOF 163, 164 

A That is con·ect. I mean at the end of the day, I looked at all the information they 
sent me, so I had the information of what they had available. They would send me the e
mails, and I'd see Griffm, I<ubik would have whatever FLBs that I'd have. And I'd look at 
them, and I'd. go out and look, and I'd fmd something better. So why buy this when I have 
that? You're going to say, well, because you got paid. Well, you're absolutely right. There's 
no doubt about it. I didn't need to pay Griffin, Kubik if I got the same bond at the same bid at 
the same price. There was no obligation to do that. 

Q So these e-mails that you were getting from Griffm, l(ubik -
A And various others. 
Q -- and various others had the exact bonds you were looking at? 
A I don't lmow that all the time. Sometimes, yes. But a federal home loan bank is a 

federal home loan bank. If it tnatures in2010 and it matures in 2008 or '9, and I have an '8 or 
'9, it may be a different issue with the same coupon, but it actually is very close. 
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Ex. 231, Malouf Investigative Testimony Transcript at 259:6-260:4 

10 Lamonde told Calhoun that the checks from Lamonde to Malouf were commissions 
from Raymond James. 

Q. And what was your understanding of what those checks related to? 

A. I was told they were commissions from Raymond James. 

Q. Who told you that? 

A. Well, when I frrst started there, Dennis told me that his big clients were 
Raymond James's clients and then Maurice told me that those were commission checks 
from Raymond James. 

Q. Did you ever have any discussions with Maurice Lamonde about these checks? 

A. Yes, I asked him one time what they were for. 

Q. And what did he say? 

A. He said that they were commission checks. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/21/14 at 1243:13-1243:21---1244:22-1245:1. 

DISPUTED 

During her investigative testimony Calhoun testified that when she started working at 
UASNM in 2004 Malouf received commission checks (Malouf still owned Branch 4GE at 
that time and was registered with RJFS). She testified there was no reason for her to think 
any different later on when Malouf had sold Branch 4GE. She did not testify that 
LaMonde told her they were commissions during her investigative testimony. Only that 
she would ask about the memo that LaMonde would allegedly put on the checks -
"commission." When confi·onted with the checks at the hearing, Calhoun admitted that 
contrary to her statement about the memo line, none of them actually contained the memo 
"commission." She never testified during the investigation that LaMonde told her they 
were commissions. 

12 Q During the time periods that you were 
13 depositing those checks, what was your understandh1g 
14 ofwhat those checks related to or why Mr. Lamonde 
15 was giving checks to Mr. Malouf? 
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16 A My understanding was they were commission 
17 checks from Raymond James clients that Mr. Malouf 
18 still had at Raymond James. 
19 Q And do you recall how you had that 
20 understanding or why you had that understanding? 
21 A What I do recall, John, is when I started 
22 there in 2004, Dennis, again, had just become the 
23 president ofUASNM.lie had told me from the 
24 beginning that his big clients were at Raymond James. 
25 He only eatned a salary at UASNM because he had to as 
Page 20 
1 the president. Raymond James, or at least Maurice's 
2 entity, was there. There was no reason for me to 
3 think any different. 
4 Q That it wasn't still commissions from his 
5 Raymond James work, you mean? 
6 A There was no reason for me to think any 
7 different that -- yes, I thought they were Raymond 
8 James clients and Raymond James commissions. 
9 Q Do you recall if Mr. Malouf ever told you 
10 that they were commissions from Raymond James? And 
11 let me strike that question andre-ask it just so 
12 it's clear. 
13 Do you recall, during the time period 2008 
14 through 2011, whether Mr. Malouf ever told you that 
15 the amounts that he was receiving from Mr. Lamonde 
16 represented commission payments from Raymond James? 
17 A I recall me asking about the memo Maurice 
18 would put on the checks, "commission," and Dennis 
19 would say yes. 

Ex. 227 at 19:12-20:19 

3 Q So, your understanding after 2007, once the 
4 branch had been sold, they were commissions because 
5 that's what they had been previously; right? 
6 A My understanding all along was that they were 
7 commission checks. I was told they were Raymond 
8 James's clients, but I always knew they were commission 
9 checks. 

Malott/Trial Transcript 11/21/14 at 1256:3-9 
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3 Q Do you see the column "memo" there? 
4A Yes, I do. 
5 Q Oltay. And that would be the information 
6 recorded from the memo line of the checlts from Mr. 
7 Lamonde to Mr. Malouf. 
8 A Okay. 
9 Q You can only see a portion of it here blown 
10 up. Maybe we can just go through the whole thing. 
11 Do you see anywhere there the word 
12 "commission" on the memo lines? 
13 A I do not on this, no. 
14 Q Do you see the word "commission" in any of 
15 the memo lines there? 
16 A No, I do not. 
17 Q Oltay. There are several pages to this. I'll 
18 represent to you that the word "commission" does not 
19 appear in any of those fields. Would that surprise 
20 you? 
21 A That would not surpdse me, no. 

MaloufTrial Transcript 11121114 at 1258:3-21 

11 This Proposed Finding of Fact intentionally left blank. 

12 In 2009 and 2010, Malouf argued with Lamonde about the amount of almost every 
commission check. 

Q. And were the checks actually handed to you by Ml'. Lamonde? How did you 
get the checks? 

A. 2009 and '10 definitely handed to me by Mr. Lamonde. 

Q. Okay. And do you know why Mr. Lamonde was giving you the checks as 
opposed to Mr. Malouf? 

A. I was under the impression so -- well, one Dennis wouldn't be there and would 
be calling wanting the checks deposited right away and the other is to avoid a conflict 
between the two of them. 

Q. What do you mean by that, to avoid a conflict? 

A. In 2009 and '1 0 they argued about the amount of the check every time one was 
given. 
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Q. And about the amount. Can you be more specific? 

A. From what I recall, Mr. Malouf wasn't happy with the amount of the check, and 
Mr. Lamonde would say no, that's right, that's what it is. And then they would have an 
argument about it, and then it would be passed to me to be deposited. 

MaloufTl"ial Tr. 11/21/14 at 1245:5-1246:24. 

DISPUTED, though Calhoun made this claim the credibility of any of her testimony is 
questionable. No other witness has corroborated her testimony, neither Malouf at the 
hearing or during the investigation, nor LaMonde during the investigation. The legitimacy 
of Calhoun's testimony is clouded by her fear of being fired by I<opczynski, her friendship 
with Maloufs ex-wife, and the inconsistency between her investigative testimony and 
testimony at the hearing. Regardless, whether or not Malouf and LaMonde argued about 
the amounts of checks is immaterial to the propriety of the payments. 

13 Malouf sometimes asked Lamonde "where is my check" in the presence of at least 
Hudson or Calhoun. 

FOF#60. 

UNDISPUTED 

14 Lamonde Referred to the Payments he made to Malouf as Commissions on his 
2008,2009 and 2010 Tax Returns. 

TOIII 
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Exhibit 76, Exhibit 77, Exhibit 78; FOF #44. 

UNDISPUTED that LaMonde referred to the payments as "Commissions" on the tax 
returns, but DISPUTED the reference is accurate or definitive as to the nature of the 
payments. Don Miller, a well credentialed and expetienced CPA, testified that LaMonde 
did not repoti the payments conectly. 

13 Q Could you explain why that was done on this 
14 draft, please? 
15 A Sure. This business -- when Dennis ~~ Mr. 
16 Malouf, dropped off his tax information for me to begin 
17 the return for this year, he provided me -- he told me 
18 and he also provided me a document that stated that he 
19 sold the business for that year. I believe it was 
20 January 1, 2008, was the effective date of the sale. 
21 The same individual that bought the business 
22 from Mr. Malouf also sent him a F01m 1099 for 
23 commission income or revenue for services, which was 
24 inconsistent with the sale. The same individual who 
25 signed the sale document also sent that 1 099. So, at 
1 this point of preparing the return, we felt that it was 
2 an incorrect 1 099. 
3 So, we were going to have a matching problem 
4 with the service in that these were actually the sale 
5 proceeds that the buyer was paying the seller for the 
6 business that he purchased, and at this point we felt 
7 that it was an inadvertent 1 099. 
8 So, in order to get the correct result on the 
9 tax return, but at the same time deal with the fact 
10 that it appeared to us an inadvertent or incorrect 1 099 
11 was filed, we put the 1099 in the return initially, and 
12 then we back it out so that it zeros out at this point. 
13 And then we repoti those same proceeds as a sale item 
14 on the Schedule D sale of a business schedule. 
15 And then, had we completed the return, I 
16 would have followed up with the person who submitted or 
17 filed this F01m 1 099 and asked them to con·ect it. 

lvfaloufTrial Transcripf 11/24/14 at 1577:13-1578:17 

15 Lan1onde provided Malouf with IRS Fo11n 1099s for the paytnentsjust as Malouf 
had provided his brokers with Form 1 099s prior to selling the branch to Lamonde. 
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Exhibit 238 at 10, Exhibit 14; FOF #44, FOF #48. 

DISPUTED. Although LaMonde did provided Malouf with IRS Form 1 099s, it is 
disputed that LaMonde's use of 1099s was anything like what Malouf had done for his 
brokers prior to selling the branch to LaMonde. Don Miller testified that the 1 099s issued 
by LaMonde were issued in error. Nobody has challenged the propriety of 1 099s issued by 
Malouf to his brokers. 

See Response to PFOF 14 above. 

16 Lamonde's payments to Malouf totaled $1,068,084.13, which equaled 99.4% of 
Lamonde's commissions. 
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Sources for Trial Exhibit 203 ·Payments-Commissions Comparison: 

Binder 1· Maurice Lamonde's 2008 • 2011 Wells Fargo bank statements (contain ad In Testimony Exhibits 104, 105, 106, & 107) 

Binder 3 • Selected Raymond James Payroll Statements for 2008 • 2011 relating to Maurice Lamonde. 

Trial Exhibit 201· Payments by Lamonde to Malouf 

Exhibit 203. 

UNDISPUTED 

17 From 2008 through May 2011, Malouf received transaction-based compensation 
fi·om Lamonde for the bond transactions at issue in this case. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##4-16. 

DISPUTED 

The Division has failed to rove the com ensation Malouf received was tied to an 
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particular transactions. The Division has not proven which transactions Malouf directed or 
been able to connect any of the payments to any transactions directed by Malouf. From 
2008 through the beginning of 2011 there are only two quru1ers during which the payments 
made by LaMonde to Malouf are within 5% of the commissions eruned. The average 
vru·iance between the payments and commissions over the entire time fi·ame is almost 30%. 
See Malouf's PFOF 124 and 125. 

18 The Purchase of Practice Agreement ("PP A") between Malouf and Lamonde was 
signed, notarized, and provided to Raymond James in June 2010, not January 2008, the 
purported date noted on the fi·ont of the PP A . 

.. 
Exhibit. 97. 

DISPUTED 

The unnotarized version with an effective date of Jan. 2, 2008, was intialed on every page 
and signed by Dennis Malouf and Maurice LaMonde. See Ex. 57. Evidence shows only 
that it was notarized in 2010 and that the notarized version was rovided to RJFS in 2010. 

19 Prior to June 2010, when asked for a wtitten copy of the PP A, Lamonde indicated 
that he and Malouf were still working on it, and did not provide a signed copy. 

HELLO KIRKATTACHGD IS THil PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATI!MENT YOU NEBDED . .JiM. 
WO~I.NG ON THE :PURCHASE AGREEMENT AND WILL HAVE SARAH TAKE A LOOK AT lT TO 
MAKB SURE lJIS OK. 
ALSO SARG DOES NOT HAVE AN ACCOUNT 1\ T RJ. 
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!3ACK A FEW YEARS AND I AM STILL WORKING ON THE AGREEMENT AND WILL SEND IT AS SOON AS WE 
FINI.SH IT. 

Exhibit 60, Exhibit 94; FOF #27. 

UNDISPUTED 

20 Lamonde admitted that he and Malouf had no written agreement until June 2010. 

Q rm just going to read :from Exhlbit 60. 
Your e-mail from May of20(}9 say-5, 'Tm working on 
the purchase agteement and will ha\"e Sarah take a 
look at it to make !>l.U'E! it's okay." 

A Okay. 
Q Rut you ne\'er did that? 
A Probably not 

Exhlbit 239 - Lamonde Tr. at 163: 10-164:13. 

DISPUTED 

LaMonde's testimony is contradictory from beginning to end. He testified he had a writt en 
agreement with Malouf and changed his testimony as a result of the Divisions coercion and 
threats of erj ur . His inconsitent and unreliable testimon cannot be deemed an 
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"admission." 

13 BY MR. MULHERN: 
14 So, ultimately, you did enter into a 
15 written purchase of practice agreement with Mr. 
16 Malouf? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q When did that occur? 
19 A Januru.-y 2008 or December 2007, one or the 
20 other. 
21 Q So you reached a finalized, wtitten 
22 agreement at that point in time? 
23 A Con·ect. 
24 Q And your signature, you believe, was on 
25 that agreement as well as Mr. Malouf? 
1 A Yes. 
2 Q And you had gotten that agreement from 
3 Raymond James? 
4 A Correct. 
5 Q And Mr. Bell? 
6 A Correct. 
7 Q So at any point in time then was your 
8 atTangement with Mr. Malouf regarding the sale of 
9 the business based on any oral understanding, as 
1 0 opposed to that written agreement? 
11 A Just to the extent that I could pay him 
12 faster if I needed to or wanted to. 
13 Q And that oral understanding, when did 
14 that occur? 
15 A The same time. 
16 Q At the same time? 
17 A (Nodding head.) 
18 Q Yes? 
19 A Yes. 

See Exhibit 308 at 70:13-71:19 

21 The June 2010 PP A between Malouf and Lamonde stated that Lamonde would pay 
Malouf continuing commissions pursuant to IM-2420-2. 

9 . This Agreement sht\U ser\'<: :•~ not\c~ to· Rraynt(md J(fm~s Finnndnl Sc;.•n·ico~ (or subs<:C:Jlll.mt 
. FlNRA Jlro~:cr l)l}Uh~J· with which either one ofth.c pllnie..; to this Agrecm::ttlt'ntfY bt!c.ome !kensett} ofth~ 
p~rtics~· nsrccm~nt. to pay oontimling <:omlnissionslsc-curities r\'!lf!le-d le"~s in nccordnnce with J.M~2420~2. 
(or its sncce.~sor provisicm) under the NASD CoO<hl~t Ruf~s as contnjned in tl1e NASD.Mtlntt•\L 
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Exhibit 97 at RJFS-SEC-UASNM-000163. 

DISPUTED as to the reference to the "June PPA." See Response to Divisions PFOF 18 
above. UNDISPUTED as to what the PPA states. 

22 From 2008 through May 2011, Malouf s arrangement with Lamonde did not comply 
with IM-2420-2 because while still receiving commissions after leaving Raymond James 
and not registered as a broker dealer, Malouf was affiliated with an investment adviser 
(UASNM) and was engaged in the securities business. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##2-16, supra. 

DISPUTED- Nowhere in IM-2420-2 does it state that Malouf could not be affiliated with 
an investment adviser or engage in the securities business. 

See Maloufs PCOL 43,44 

IM 2420-2 provides that "the payment of continuing commissions in connection with the 
sale of securities is not improper so long as the person receiving the commissions remains a 
registered representative of a member of the Association. However, payment of 
compensation to registered representatives after they cease to be employed by a member of 
the Association- or payment to their widows or other beneficiaries -will not be deemed 
in violation of Association Rules, provided bona fide contracts call for such payment." 

Q All right. So, you're reading that paragraph. Is there anything in there that 
references retirement as a requirement? 

A The information about how he can pay his widow or beneficiary? 
Q Well, it says, "to pay him or to his widow or other beneficiary." 
A Right. Right. 
Q So nothing in there about retirement? 
A Not to my knowledge. 

MalotifTrial Transcript 11/20/14 at 1044:12-21 

B. Investment Advisers Act § 206(1) and (2): employ any device, scheme, or artifice to 
defraud or engage in any transaction, practice or course of business which operates 
as a fraud or deceit 

1. Malouf's failure to disclose his arrangement to receive payments from 
Lamonde 

23 From January 2008 to May 2011, Malouf had an agreement with Lamonde under 
which he received payments from Lamonde that were dependent upon commissions 
Lamonde received from Raymond James that were generated, in whole or in part, by 
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bond trades that Malouf directed to Lamonde and Raymond James. 

Malouf further testified that when he used Raymond James' bond desk to purchase 
bonds Lamonde was paid a commission and then had money to pay Malouf under their 
agreement. FOF # 175. 

One of the reasons Malouf chose to trade tlu·ough Raymond James was because then he 
got paid. FOF #176. 

DISPUTED, See Response to PFOF 6 and 8 above. Malouf's agreement with 
LaMonde was memorialized in the PP A. It required LaMonde to pay Malouf based 
upon the Branch 4GE revenues. The branch generated revenues from commissions it 
earned. 

24 Malouf' s agreement with Lamonde called for Lamonde to pass along almost all of 
the commissions that Malouf made from RJFS bond trading on behalf ofUASNM 
clients back to Malouf. 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 205:19-24. 

DISPUTED LaMonde's testimony is internally inconsistent and is umeliable hearsay 
because it is the product of testimony coerced under duress while LaMonde was 
umepresented by counsel. There has been no conoborating evidence from any other 
witness or documents that there was an agreement to "pass along almost all of the 
commissions" to Malouf. 

See Res onse to PFOF 6 above, and Malouf's PFOF 124, 125. 

25 Maloufs agreement with Lamonde created a clear conflict of interest. 

Malouf agrees that the ongoing payment arrangement with Lamonde created a clear 
conflict of interest ever since he entered into the arrangement with Lamonde in early 
2008. FOF # 178. 

"Without a doubt," disclosure regarding the ongoing payments Malouf was receiving 
from Lamonde should have been in all the relevant ADV disclosures. FOF #193 

Hudson viewed Malouf's arrangement with Lamonde as a potential conflict of interest. 
FOF # 127. 
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When Ciambor learned in June of201 0 that Malouf had been receiving payments from 
Lamonde as a result ofUASNM bond trades through the RJ branch he believed that 
was a clear conflict of interest. FOF #151. 

UNDISPUTED that the agreement created a conflict of interest. Although the existence 
of a conflict of interest, in and of itself, is not impermissible. 

26 Malouf's conflict of interest was not disclosed to UASNM investors. 

Mr. Malouf did not tell Ms. Owens that he would receive payments related to bond 
trades placed through Raymond James. FOF #328. 

Mr. Malouf did not tell Mr. M01iarty that he would receive payments related to bond 
trades placed through Raymond James. FOF #330. 

At least some ofUASNM's ADVs between 2008 and 2011 did not disclose that 
Mr. Malouf sold his RJFS branch to Mr. Lamonde and was l'eceiving ongoing payments 
from Mr. Lamonde in connection with that sale. FOF #8. 

Ciambor believes that disclosure of the financial incentive for UAS to route trades 
through RJ, that was ultimately made in March 2011, should have been disclosed in all 
~orm ADVs ever since ~aloufs anangement ~ith Lamonde in 2008. !OF #154. 

DISPUTED 

The Division does not dispute that the conflict with Branch 4GB was disclosed from 
2004 through August 2008, and again in March 2011 in Forms ADV. Mr. Moriarty had 
constructive notice of the conflict long before Malouf sold Branch 4GE to LaMonde. 
Owens was on constructive notice of the conflict when she acknowledged receipt of the 
February 2008 Form ADV. The Division did not produce any customers who had 
never received notice of the conflict, or the similar conflict which existed prior to 2008. 
The only customers to whom the specific conflict would not have been disclosed are 
any new customers that joined UASNM between August 2008 and March 2011. The 
Division has not offered evidence that any such customers existed. 

See FOF 280, Malouf's PFOF 47,75 

27 The statement in UASNM Form ADVs that brokers would not be recommended 
"based upon any arrangement between the l'ecommended broker and U ASNM" was 
matelially misleading given Malouf's arrangement with Lamonde. 

Item 12 ofUASNM's Fo1m ADV Pmt II, dated April12, 2010, disclosed that the 
broker recommended by UASNM was not "based upon any arrangement between the 
recommended broker and UASNM," and, instead, was "dependent upon a number of 
factors including the following: Trade execution, custodial services, trust services, 
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recordkeeping and research, and/or ability to access a wide variety of securities. 
UASN~.reviews? on. a perio~ic and systematic basis, its third-pru.iy relationships to 
ensure tt ts fulfillmg tts fiductary duty to seek best execution on client transactions.'' 
FOF#9. 

At least some ofUASNM's ADVs between 2008 and 2011 did not disclose that Mr. 
Malouf sold his RJFS branch to Mr. Lamonde and was receiving ongoing payments 
from Mr. Lamonde in connection with that sale. FOF #8. 

DISPUTED No arrangement existed between UASNM and any broker. Malouf and 
l(eller recommended brokers based upon a number of factors, not because of any 
a11·angement between UASNM and a broker. Keller said Malouf sought multiple bids 
from brokers on trades they did together and Ciambor testified he saw evidence of 
multiple bids and UASNM achieving best execution. 

See Malouf's PFOF 59, 61, 62, 101, 163, 164 

28 The statement in UASNM's Form ADVs that employees ofUASNM do not 
receive any commissions or fees from recommending [brokerage] services" was 
materially misleading given Malours atTangement with Lamonde. 

Item 12 ofUASNM's Form ADV, Part II, dated Apri112, 2010, affirmatively 
represented that "employees of UASNM are not registered representatives of Schwab, 
Raymond James or Fidelity, and do not receive any commissions or fees from 
recommending these services." FOF #10. 

DISPUTED. The statement in the April 12, 2010 Form ADV was accurate. No 
UASNM employees were registered representatives of Schwab, RJFS, or Fidelity. No 
UASNM employees received any commissions or fees in exchange for recommending 
the services of any broker. The only payments received by Malouf were for the sale of 
Branch 4GE, they did not constitute "commissions or fees" for recommending services. 

See Malours PFOF 86, 124, 132, 133 

29 UASNM' s failure to disclose that Malouf was receiving payments from 
Lamonde for trades routed through Lamonde's Raymond James branch was materially 
misleading. 

At least some ofUASNM's ADVs between 2008 and 2011 did not disclose that Mr. 
Malouf sold his RJFS branch to Mr. Lamonde and was receiving ongoing payments 
from Mr. Lamonde in connection with that sale. FOF #8. 

DISPUTED it was not proven that the information was materially misleading. Mr. 
Moriru.iy and Ms. Owens had constructive notice of that Malouf could receive payments 
from Branch 4GE, and decided to remain customers of UASNM anyway. Customer 
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Carl Shaw Cad Shaw testified that it did not matter to him where the trades were 
directed or the costs associated with transactions. 

7 Q With respect to fees or charges for · 
8 transactional aspects of your account, do you have an 
9 understanding as to whether there are charges 
10 associated with maldng transactions? 
11 A I know there were charges. Wasn't really 
12 aware, nor did I pay attention to amounts. I knew that 
13 there were fees. So -- and I paid the fees. And 
14 again, at least in my mind, as I operated my business, 
15 I let Dennis operate his, and operate with my money, 
16 because the performance, for me, was what I was looking 
17 for and that's what I got. In tenus of nickel --
18 trying to figure out what little commission or what was 
19 being charged to me didn't matter to me. 
20 Q Okay. So, from the transactional cost aspect 
21 to the mechanical of those, that was not important to 
22 you? 
23 A I don't know that business, so I don't know 
24 what's -- ~hat's standard, what's 1:1-ot standard. 
25 Q Mm-hmm. If on a transaction in your account 
1 the charge affiliated with that transaction was half a 
2 percent versus one percent, would that be material to 
3 you? 
4ANo. 
5 Q Is it more important the returns that you 
6 earned on your account? 
7 A That's correct. 

MaloufTrial Transcript 11/21/14 at 1506:7-1507-7 

The lack of disclosure was also not materially misleading because there were other 
disclosures putting customers on notice of the possibility of payments from RJFS or 
that Malouf was associated with RJFS. These other disclosures put customers on notice 
regarding affiliations with RJFS and was sufficient to allow them to inquire further or 
deceide not to invest through UASNM. 

[CITE] 

30 The statements on UASNM's website that: 

Uncompromised objectivity through independence, UASNM is not 
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" 

owned by any product, company nor compensated by any commissions. This 
allows us to provide investment advice devoid of conflicts of interest. UASNM 
may place trades through multiple sources ensuring that the best 
cost/service/execution mix is met for its clients. 

And 

We do not accept commissions and we vigorously maintain our 
independence to ensure absolute objectivity drives our decisions in managing 
our clients' portfolios. 

were materially misleading in view of Malouf s arrangement with Lamonde. 

At times, between 2008 and 2011, UASNM's website made the following statements: 

"Uncompromised objectivity through independence, UASNM is not owned by any 
product, company nor compensated by any commissions. This allows us to provide 
investment advice devoid of conflicts of interest. UASNM may place trades through 
multiple sources ensuring that the best cost/service/execution mix is met for its clients." 

"We do not accept commissions and we vigorously maintain our independence to 
ensure absolute objectivity drives our decisions in managing our clients' portfolios." 
FOF#12. 

Mr. Malouf previously testified that he "probably read" statements on UASNM's 
website in 2008 about UASNM being independent and not charging commissions. FOF 
#191. 

While Malouf testified that he may not have read every work ofUASNM's website, he 
was familiar with its contents in the 2008,2009, and 2010 time frame. FOF #189 

DISPUTED the statements on the website were misleading from 2005 because of 
relationships between Kopczysnki and National Advisors Trust Company and Secured 
Partners and Hudson's relationship with NATC, not solely because of any arrangement 
Malouf had. Hudson and Kopczynski were advised in this regardin in 2007 and chose 
to do nothing until 2012, after Malouf had left UASNM, in response to an SEC 
Examination. 

Maloufs PFOF 155, 156 

31 UASNM marketed itself as being independent and free of commissions, which 
was materially misleading given Maloufs arrangement with Lamonde. 
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UASNM marketed itself as "independent," meaning that they were fee only and did not 
take commissions. FOF #129. 

DISPUTED. See Response to PFOF 30 above. Further, UASNM was fee only and did 
not in fact take any commissions. Maloufs PFOF 86. 

2. Maloufs failure to see}{ best execution 

32 UASNM's marketing materials told clients that brokers would be recommended 
"based on the broker's cost, skill, reputation, dependability, and compatibility with 
Clients, and not upon any a11·angement between the recommended broker and UAS." 

(:li~nts \\oishlnti kcfh,lJ>Iema,nc~UAS 's =it(h'icc-·are fr<e. \U S(tlC:~~~ imy brokt:t' iiUCVQr·J:aJer that .lh\'Y widt 
and arc"so·infonncd. TimsuCJic."JllS who wish UAS co·a'L'COtntnend a·br.o~'el' wm •·ee~h'e i't= 
l't.'C<it\lntttnila)ir}l~ t;·a~echi•~ *tl llr'bk~1 •s..cctslr fi.kiU; n~fJ11\1i.lit..,·n, ~iil~li•ltt~lfily, u~\if~Qinpatilrilily with 
Cllent!C"~ 11nd·not·.~pon any.:arranscmcnt:.betw<:en the. i·c~omtncnded bt·ekc•· •nnd Ui\S. · 

Exhibit 24 at MaloufSEC000559. 

UNDISPUTED 

33 An investment advisor may not rely solely on a broker's trading platform, such as 
BondDesk, to fulfill his fiduciary duty of best execution. 

Q [McKenna] I understand that, and you've testified to that, I think, a couple 
of times today. 

My question is a simple one. Did you understand that you had the ability, as an 
investment advisor, to put off your best execution fiduciary duty to BondDesk? 

A [Malouf] I- no. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 1147:1-7. 

3E) Use of a Si11gle Broker to Effect Bond Trades, Even Wit ere til at Broker 
lias Multiple Dea/e1·s' Bid-Ask P1•icing Ca1111ot Satisfv Best Exec11tion: 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons Report at 28-29. 

UNDISPUTED, but Malouf did not rely solely on BondDesk. BondDesk is a tool that 
can assist in achieving best execution, and the Division's expert agreed it was a good 
place to find bond bids/asks. See FOF 263, Malouf's PFOF 4, 11, 149, 164 
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34 Simply trading through a broker like Raymond James does not satisfy an 
investment advisor's fiduciary duty of best execution. 

Q [Mci(elUla] And is your testimony that if you trade tlu·ough Raymond 
James, and Raymond James meets its duty of best execution as a broker-dealer, then 
you have, as a result of that, met your fiduciary duty of best execution as an investment 
adviser? 

A [Malouf] I- the way you're plu·asing the question I guess is on me. And I 
just- I don't understand. I mean, each custodian has the exact same best execution 
review, and if I can't rely on that information I'm not sure what I can do to rely on a
so, the answer would be, no, I guess I can't. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11120/2014 at 1147:14-24. 

3E) Use of a Si11gle B1·oker to Effect Bo11d Trades. Eve11 Wllere tit at B1·oke1· 
lias Multiple Dealers' Bid-Ask Prici11g Ca1111ot Satisfv Best Exec11tion: 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons Report at 28-29. 

DISPUTED. Trading through a broker like Raymond James may satisfy an investment 
advisor's duty ·of best execution if, after considering the various factors set forth in the 
SEC's guidance, it turns out the broker consistently provide the best execution. Malouf 
considered many factors when choosing to trade tlu·ough RJFS. Keller placed 50-60% 
of his own trades through RJFS and has not been accused of failing to satisfy his duty 
of best execution. The Division's own expert acknowledged that whether you need to 
get multiple bids from different brokers depends upon the circumstances. 

See FOF 381, COL 23, Maloufs PFOF 59, 149, 164 

35 To seek best execution an investment advisor generally must obtain competing 
bid or ask prices from more than one broker-dealer. 

There Is a minimum standard 
that must be met when considering whether or not advisors seek best execution for their clients. 

The minimum standard focuses on three basic elements: 

1. Identifying qualified broker-dealers, 
2. Getting alternative bids or asks for the subject security, 
3. Having a clear procedure In place to document and evaluate this process. 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons' Expert Report at 21. 
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Q [McKenna] Now, would you acknowledge that, in fact, during this time 
period, you should have gotten multiple bids from different brokers to seek best 
execution on these bond trades? 

A [Maloufj Yes. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 935:13-17. 

UASNM's process with regard to best execution was to utilize a three bid process 
where they would get if they could three bids on any security. FOF #133. 

Ciambor learned through discussions with Hudson, that UASNM met its best execution 
obligations by seeking clarification on pdcing in accordance with industry best practice 
of requesting multiple bids from multiple broker dealers or other counter parties. FOF 
#145. 

From: 

Sene: 
To: 
Subject: 

Joe, 

Mike Ciarnbor </O=FIRST ORGANIZATION/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=zMCIAMBOR> 
Thursday, July 28, 20112:59PM 
Joseph Kopczynski  
RE: Audit 

For best execution on bond transactfons, we typfcally retommend that the adviser get multiple bids from brokers to 
compare the markup on the bonds whfch wJII give you an Idea which counterparty Is providing the best prfces. On our 
previous revfews, we typically had been provided with examples of bld sheets with notes on the pricing available for the 
same or similar offerings from other brokers. 
Wo were previously undor the Impression that the feodback on the prfclng was befng shared among the individuals 
Involved In the portfolio management and trading process, but based on a conversation I had with Kfrk a few weeks ago 
this may not have been as collaborotrvo a process as I first thought. Wo can work on adding formal procedures to the 
manualldentffyfng the documentation that needs to bo malntarned and the personnel that will be Involved In the 
process. 

Exhibit 20. 

DISPUTED obtaining multiple bids is not a regulatory requirement and the Division's 
expe1i acknowledged that whether multiple bids were necessary depends upon the 
circumstances. Best execution is based upon a number of qualitative and quantitative 
factors that may not require multiple bids. 

FOF 381, COL 23 
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36 An investment advisor's fiduciary duty of best execution is different than a 
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broker~dealer' s lesser duty. 

As a prelude to the discussion of how Investment advisors should seek best execution I offer a short 
discussion of how broker-dealers seek best execution. I do this to emphasize that broker-dealers are 
subject to different, lower standards than Investment advisors because they do not owe a fiduciary duty 
to their clients. 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons' Expert Report at 20, see also discussion in Sections 3A and 3B 
on pages 20~23. 

Maloufs expert witness, Wolper, admits that Raymond James satisfying its duty of 
best execution does not mean that Malouf satisfied his. FOF #243. 

Malouf s expert witness, Denigris admits that Malouf is not governed by Raymond 
James's markup/markdown policy. FOF #252. 

Q [McKenna] I understand that, and you've testified to that, I think, a 
couple of times today. 

My question is a simple one. Did you understand that you had the ability, as 
an investnient advisor, to put off your best execution fiduCiary duty to BondDesk? 

A [MaloufJ I -no. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 1147:1-7. 

Q [McKenna] And is your testimony that if you trade through Raymond 
James, and Raymond James meets its duty of best execution as a broker-dealer, then 
you have, as a result of that, met your fiduciary duty of best execution as an investment 
adviser? 

A [MaloufJ I -the way you're phrasing the question I guess is on me. And I 
just- I don't understand. I mean, each custodian has the exact same best execution 
review, and if I can't rely on that information I'm not sure what I can do to rely on a
so, the answer would be, no, I guess I can't. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 1147:14-24. 

UNDISPUTED 

Malouf told others that he sought multiple bids for his bond trades. 
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Q [McKenna] And how did that policy that UASNM conveyed they were 
employing compare or comport with yow· understanding of best execution 
applications? 

A [Ciambor] It appeared to us that they were seeking cladfication on pricing 
in accordance with industry best practice, requesting multiple bids from multiple 
broker-de~ers or other counterpruties. 

Q And who at UASNM told you that that was their policy, to seek multiple 
bids? 

A I believe that came through discussions with Mr. Hudson and Mr. Malouf. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11119/2014 at 726:19-727:4. 

Q. [McKenna] Okay. So, you testified that you didn't think that Mr. 
Malouf shopped for the best price; right? 

A. [I(eller] That he said he did And looking backwards, I don't think he 
did. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11120/2014 at 1203:2-6. 

Q [McKenna] And did Mr. Malouf ever represent to you, or to anybody else 
at UASNM, in your presence, that he was utilizing a process of soliciting multiple bids 
on his bond trades? 

A [Hudson] Yes. He had opened some DVP accounts in 2008 with- I 
believe there were three of them. UBS, I think Smith Barney and Morgan Stanley. 
And we had existing ones with Morgan Keegan and Griffin Kubiak, Stevens and 
Thompson, maybe Crews & Associates at the time too. So he opened some accounts 
for that purpose, for the ability to either buy bonds there or at least check with those 
folks, to verify, and you know, indicated- Mr. Malouf had indicated to us that he, you 
know, knew the markets, knew what was appropriate, what was customary, in terms of 
markups. And he sometimes chru·ged a quarter, sometimes a half, sometimes a point, 
depending upon what was appropriate for that security. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11117/2014 at 169:4-22. 

UNDISPUTED, but the Division has not presented sufficient evidence that Malouf did 
not petiodically seek multiple bids on bond trades. 

Malouf's own expert witness aclmowledges that Malouf s practice was not to 
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obtain competitive quotes when placing bond trades through Raymond James. 

19. While Mr. Malouf admitted that he did not obtain competitive quotes from three 

different broker-dealers each time he placed nn order for execution with Rnymond James, he was 

not required to do so. 

Exhibit 579, Wolper Expe11 Report at 8,, 19. 

DISPUTED 

Mr. Wolper clearly states that it was not his practice to obtain competitve quotes from 
three-broker dealers each time he placed an order, i.e. in every instance. Mr. Wolper 
did not state that Malouf never obtained competitive quotes. Keller's testimony was 
that Malouf did obtain multiple bids on trades they did together and that Malouf taught 
him about getting multiple bids. Ciambor also testified that he saw evidence of 
multiple bids taldng place. 

Malouf's PFOF 23, 24, 61, 62. 

19 Q I understand that. I think I'm a little 
20 confused now, because I thought you said earlier that 
21 selecting Raymond James was sufficient to satisfy Mr. 
22 Malouf's duty of best execution? 
23 A I said--
24 Q Did I understand you wrong? 
25 A You may have. I'm going to try -- I don't 
Page 1463 
1 remember the exact words that I may have employed, but 
2 it is either consistent with his best execution 
3 obligation or it goes towards the satisfaction of his 
4 best execution obligation. 
5 But, I guess the issue I have is, to suggest 
6 that the decision to route trade orders to Raymond 
7 James was a casual decision blithely made by Mr. 
8 Malouf. You know, you can't get lucky, if you ask me, 
9 when it comes to fulfilling your best execution 
1 0 obligations. 
11 So, what I'm saying is, when he made that 
12 decision to route his trade orders to Raymond J atnes, it 
13 appears to have been based upon a careful consideration 
14 of the quality of the executions that he was getting 
15 from Raj'111ond James, based upon his historic experience 
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16 working for them, with them, and then, in subsequent, 
17 continue to route trades, combined with the deafening 
18 silence from Mr. Kopczynski and ACA, who were doing the 
19 firm's best execution reviews. 

MalotifHearing Transcript 11/21/14 at 1462:19-1463:19 

39 Malouf did not shop around for bids from competing brokers when executing 
bond trades on behalf ofUASNM clients. 

UASNM client accounts. There is no evidence In the case that Malouf regularly obtained 
multiple price quotes when buying or selling bonds, and Malouf admits that he did not. Similarly 
there Is no Indication that Malouf ever bargained for lower prices or for lower commissions. 
Instead, between 2008 and 2011, Malouf appears to have executed almost all of his clients' 
trades through RJFS In order to obtain payments from Lamonde. 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons' Expert Report at 4, ~ 1. 

Malouf acknowledged that "it's possible" that had he shopped around, he could 
probably get a lower bid for his clients. He was also shown a video clip of previous 
testimony (Exhibit 195, video of St. Tr. at 291:6-18) (Exhibit 194 is written transcript) 
where he testified as follow~: 

"Q: For best execution, couldn't you shop around and get a lower level 
commission for your client? 

A: I think- I think that's possible, yeah. I guess you probably could. But the 
fact is this whole thing was to give me money to put into the California office that has 
not been talked about today. 

And the-it's been-the truth of the matter is that this has always been 
acceptable since 99. And now the divorce is going on, it's not. And that's just the way 
it is. 

I mean, it's been- it's just the way it is. And I could be painted any other way, 
but that's just the way it is". FOF #174. 

Q [McKenna] Now, would you acknowledge that, in fact, during this time 
pedod, you should have gotten multiple bids from different brokers to seek best 
execution on these bond trades? 

A Yes. 

Q Would you also acknowledge that you did not do that? 
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A No. 

Q You would not acknowledge that? 

A I will not acknowledge that. 

Q Do you recall testifying differently when you met with Mr. Mulhern and 
provided investigative testimony? 

A I don't recall. 

MR. McKENNA: Can we pull up his transcript, which is- what's the exhibit 
number, 231? 

MR. BRICKELL: Yes. 

MR. McKENNA: And let's go to page 124. Starting at line 8 and we're going 
to go to line 19. I'm going to read. This is the question. "At what point in the process 
would you possibly get bids from other broker-dealers?" Your answer: "I would spot 
check. It wasn't a situation where I got three bids, like I should have done. Okay? I 
read best execution, and I looked at the information. I called Raymond James about 
best execution. They explained how they did it. And it satisfied everything that I 
thought was necessary to get best execution. There was no formal fotmat. I did check 
from time to time, but there was nothing religiously set up to say here are three bids. 
Let's take this one." Did I read that con-ectly? 

A Yes. 

MR. McKENNA: You can take that down, Tim. 

Q Mr. Malouf, would you acknowledge that you did not send out bids when 
you wanted to buy a bond for a UAS client, nor would you send out asks when you 
wanted to sell a bond? 

A No. 

Q You would not acknowledge that? 

A I would not. 

MR. McKENNA: Can we pull up his transcript at page 127, please. And let's 
go to lines 14 to 19. _Q And I'm just going to read from your transcript again. "Q. 
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All right. But other than that process, what else did you do to spot check?" Your 
answer: "I mean, that's it. I wish I could say I had the bid ask, but I just didn't. I 
didn't send it out for a bid or a quote, if that's where you're headed." Did I read that 
correctly? 

A You did. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 935:13-937:16. 

Q [Mcl(enna] And did you ever come- strike that. As of today, in your 
opinion, Mr. Hudson, did Mr. Malouf in fact seek multiple bids on the bond trades that 
he was executing on behalf ofUASNM clients? 

A There's no documentation that he did-

Q Did you look for any documentation? 

A Yes, we did. Yes. And there's- the only documentation of a three-bid 
process were, you know, from other advisers. There are some notations in there that, 
you know, that he had made a phone call here and there, but it's not consistent and 
pretty infrequent. He may have done it. Mr. Malouf was not known for being a heavy 
documenter. But there's no written documentation of it-

Q Okay. 

A -- or very little. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11117/2014 at 170:9-25. 

Q. [McKenna] Okay. So, you testified that you didn't think that 
Mr. Malouf shopped for the best ptice; right? 

A. [Keller] That he said he did and looking backwards, I don't 
think he did. 

MaloufTtial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 1203:2-6. 

DISPUTED. Malouf spot checked bond markets daily. Keller's testimony was that 
Malouf did obtain multiple bids on trades they did together and that Malouf taught him 
about getting multiple bids. Ciambor also testified that he saw evidence of multiple 
bids taking place. 

Malours PFOF 23, 24, 49, 61, 62, 148 
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40 Malouf acknowledged that had he shopped around among brokers for lower 
bids on bond sales he probably could have gotten a lower bid for his clients. 

Malouf acknowledged that "it's possible" that had he shopped around, he could 
probably get a lower bid for his clients. He was also shown a video clip of previous 
testimony (Exhibit 195, video of St. Tr. at 291:6-18) (Exhibit 194 is written transcript) 
where he testified as follows: 

"Q: For best execution, couldn't you shop around and get a lower level 
commission for your client? 

A: I think- I think that's possible, yeah. I guess you probably could. But the 
fact is this whole thing was to give me money to put into the California office that has 
not been talked about today. 

And the-it's been-the truth of the matter is that this has always been 
acceptable since 99. And now the divorce is going on, it's not. And that's just the way 
it is. 

I mean, it's been- it's just the way it is. And I could be. painted any other way, 
but that's just the way it is". FOF #174. 

DISPUTED. FOF 174 states only that Malouf acknowledged "it's possible" he could 
have gotten lower bids. He did not admit he probably could have gotten a lower bid. 
It's unknown whether he actually could have gotten a lower bid, and the Division has 
failed to provide evidence that he could actually could have. 

41 The evidence showed that in at least some cases, shopping bond trades among 
brokers resulted in a broker offering a better price than Raymond James. 

Exhibit 218 reflects I<eller' s seeking bids for a bond purchase, RJ offedng a best ptice 
of 106.854 and Schwab offering a best price of 105.753. FOF #204. 

UNDISPUTED, though there was no evidence that UASNM customers ever paid a 
higher commission on a trade through RJFS in spite of a lower available price 
elsewhere. Mal ours PFOF 146 

41-2 By shopping bond trades with other brokers UASNM adviser Matt Keller was at 
times able to. get RJFS to come down to meet a lower price. 
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>> FROM: MA TTK <Gold Mine User> 
>> TO: MONICAP <GoldMine User> 
>>DATE: Thu, 17 Apr200810:54:23 -0600 

>> RE: bonds to place in Schwab (New Mexico Hospital accounts) 

>> HI, Monica. 
>> Today. 1 worked with Raymond James to purchase a non-callable US Treas 
>> bond that matures in September 2011. We purchased 1,500 bonds of CUSII 
>> 912828FU9. The bonds should be placed In the following Schwab accountsc 
>> accordingly: 
>> 1) 8115-9840: 600 bonds 
>> 2) 1147-7655: 500 bonds 
>> 3) 2836-3801 : 400 bonds 
>> We paid $1,606,673.67 for these 1,500 bonds (price of 1 06.89062). Ty 
>> Kattenhorn of Smith Barney provided me a quote this momlng of 107.055 
>> for the same bond and RJ matched Schwab's price of 106.89062. 
>> Please let me know If you have any questions. Mo said that he will deliver 
~~the confirm to you tomorrow. I believe that Schwab Value Advantage will 
~> need to be sold in the above accounts. 
>>Thanks, 
>>Matt 

Exhibit 341. 

UNDISPUTED 

42 Malouf traded through Raymond James as opposed to other brokers because 
then he got paid. 

From 2008-2011, Malouf did the majority of his bond trades on behalf ofUASNM 
clients through RJ. FOF #173. 

Malouf further testified that when he used Raymond James' bond desk to pw·chase 
bonds Lamonde was paid a commission and then had money to pay Malouf under their 
agreement. FOF #175. 

One of the reasons Malouf chose to trade through Raymond James was because then he 
got paid. FOP #176. 

DISPUTED 

Malm.u said that if he could get the same bond at the same price from either RJFS or 
another broker, he was not obligated to direct a trade to the other broker simply because 
he might benefit in some way if the trade went through RJFS. Whether Malouf would 
benefit was just one of several reasons Malouf chose to trade through RJFS. He also 
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used RJFS for bond trading based on a number of other reasons. 

See Malours PFOF 163, 164 

A That is correct. I mean at the end of the day, I looked at all the information they 
sent me, so I had the infonnation of what they had available. They would send me the e
mails, and I'd see Gtiffin, Kubik would have whatever FLBs that I'd have. And I'd look at 
them, and I'd go out and look, and I'd find something better. So why buy this when I have 
that? You're going to say, well, because you got paid. Well, you're absolutely right. 
There's no doubt about it. I didn't need to pay Gtiffm, Kubik if I got the same bond at the 
same bid at the same price. There was no obligation to do that 

Q So these e-mails that you were getting from Griffin, Kubik -
A And various others. 
Q -- and various others had the exact bonds you were looking at? 
A I don't know that all the time. Sometimes, yes. But a federal home loan bank is 

a federal home loan bank. If it matures in 2010 and it matw·es in 2008 or '9, and I have an 
'8 or '9, it may be a different issue with the same coupon, but it actually is very close. 

Ex. 231, Malouf Investigative Testimony Transcript at 259:6-260:4 

43 Malouf did not shop for the best price for the majority of his bond purchases, he 
simply pw·chased from Raymond James. 

Proposed Finding of Fact #39. 

DISPUTED 

Malouf said that if he could get the same bond at the same price from either RJFS or 
another broker, he was not obligated to direct a trade to the other broker simply because 
he might benefit in some way if the trade went through RJFS. Whether Malouf would 
benefit was just one of several reasons Malouf chose to trade through RJFS. He also 
used RJFS for bond trading based on a number of other reasons. Malouf considered 
many of the qualitative factors set forth in the SEC's guidance on best execution in 
deciding to direct trades to RJFS. 

See Maloufs PFOF 163, 164 

A That is cmrect. I mean at the end of the day, I looked at all the information they 
sent me, so I had the information of what they had available. They would send me the e
mails, and I'd see Griffin, Kubik would have whatever FLBs that I'd have. And I'd look at 
them, and I'd go out and look, and I'd find something better. So why buy this when I have 
that? You're going to say, well, because you got paid. Well, you're absolutely right. 
There's no doubt about it. I didn't need to pay Gtiffin, I<ubik if I got the same bond at the 
same bid at the same price. There was no obligation to do that. 

Q So these e-mails that you were getting from Griffin, I<ubik -
A And various others. 
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Q -- and various others had the exact bonds you were looking at? 
A I don't know that all the time. Sometimes, yes. But a federal home loan banlc is 

a federal home loan bank. If it matures in 2010 and it matures in 2008 or '9, and I have an 
'8 or '9, it may be a different issue with the same coupon, but it actually is very close. 

Ex. 231, Malotiflnvestigative Testimony Transcript at 259:6-260:4 

UASNM's trade blotter (Exhibit 30) shows that between January 2008 and May 
2011, it traded only $16,789,390.30 in bonds through other brokers. Thus, 89% of 
UASNM's bond trades were made through RJFS during the relevant period. 

lion IUTrllclu Ncn Ill Trades RJ DondTradu Total UAStiM Bond Trldes ~ ofTradcs 
BonciN•me ~ l!!!!a2W lwb:I2l!! YnrlyTota! Ihw!a!:!.Bl 
MCt:!Hl!Y Ctfl"t liM GROSS RCPTS 
USTI\!ASNOU 
FED HOME LN DIC 
fED HOME LN IlK 
USTI\WNOU 
USTI\!ASHOTE 
fED HOME LN SIC 

$5J,7D.OD 
$100,392.00 
$107.5!17.00 
$155.!137.61 
$105,4110.94 

$GOO.S2U1 
sas.asuo 

FED HOME LN IlK $270,SDUO $6,1146,755.15 $46,634.651.91 $SS.511.4l7.18 67" 
1011 

FEO HOLlE LN SIC 

ROfAAMCRBt: 
USTRWHT 
FED HOME U' 61( 
fED HOME U'IIIC 
f!D HOME LN II~ 
fED HOME LN IlK 
tOUGH SCtt OIST PA 

........... llll~»l·t..,_,,_,, ... ,_ ... ~ 

SUUG£.00 
$612.858.00 
SUl.OlO.ZS 
$557,.680.75 

$1.505,74&.51 
$5UU.G9 

$00.530.00 
.$.4.U7.1.5A. SS.755.2!1l.11 50 m uo 4? 

S15,76U!IO.SO $16,7111.390.30 $140,81!1.708.15 

llfllw 4 •N"'IU • ..,. t,.la IM ..... IICCDWl.Ut.l.&.uAltCIWlnlrn 1-yl.t;h » 
lolllldof>IUIIl•IJA)ICiotiiiJo..Ui ""'"'-.CAl~ 1A.m. &c.pal!•)a.,-1.1&..., ltola 

$10 610.04UJ 
$157,609,098.45 

Exhibit 207 at 2 (Summarizing Non-RJ Bond Trades in Exhibit 30). 

DISPUTED 

Exhibit 30 is not UASNM's trade blotter, it is a spreadsheet specifically created by 
Hudson dwing the suit he and Kopczynski filed to remove Malouf from UASNM. 

12 MR. McKENNA: I want to pull up Exhibit 30 if 
13 we could, please, Tim. And if you could just blow up 
14 the heading a little bit so that we can hopefully read 
15 it. 
16 Q Mr. Hudson, do you recognize this document? 
17 I'll represent this is just the first page of a 
18 multi-page spreadsheet document that goes on. 
19 A I do recognize it. 
20 Q Can you tell us what it is, please? 
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21 A I believe this was first produced in the New 
22 Mexico litigation, but it has been used in many 
23 other -- it has been submitted to other people too. 
24 And it was -- this first part is all bond trades from 
25 the date of UASNM's taking over the business, until 
1 5-13-11, which was the date Mr. Malouf was terminated 
2 from UASNM 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11117/14 at 101:12-102:1 

6 Q Were you personally involved in pulling the 
7 data and creating the spreadsheets that are Exhibit 30? 
8 AI was. 
9 Q And again, when was this created? 
1 0 A I believe it was first created in response to 
11 a discovery request in the New Mexico litigation. 
12 Q Would that have been in 2011? 
13 A 2011. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/17/14 at 103:6-13 

45 Mr. Wolper's (Mr. Maloufs expert) opinion that an investment advisor need 
not shop amongst competing brokers should be afforded little to no weight because Mr. 
Wolper has no investment adviser expertise and conflates an investment advisor's 
fiduciary duty of best execution with a broker-dealer's lesser duty. 

Wolper never provided legal advice to investment adviser on best execution issue. 
FOF#233. 

Wolper never provided expert opinions regarding best execution for investment 
advisers. FOF #234. 

Wolper does not hold any securities license. FOF #235. 

Wolper never worked as a regulator of an investment adviser. FOF #236. 

Wolper never traded bonds for a client. FOF #237. 

Wolper never managed a bond fund. FOF #238. 

Wolper does not believe there is a difference between the fiduciary duty applied to 
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broker dealers versus investment advisors as to best execution. FOF #242. 

DISPUTED. Mr. Wolper has extensive regulatory experience in the securities industry 
as well as many years of legal experience representing and advising investment 
advisers. Wolper's opinion is consistent with the fact that there is no regulatory 
requirement to obtain multiple bids and Dr. Gibbons' admission that multiple bids are 
not necessary on every transaction. Wolper does not attempt to conflate an investment 
advisor's duty with that of a broker, he explains why the distinction drawn by the 
Division is not really relevant in this matter. 

17 Q Great. Could you please provide us with a 
18 summary of your bacl(ground and qualifications, please. 
19 A Sure. I've been practicing law for 31 years 
20 now. I was in private practice for ten years in 
21 Atlanta, and then I was a regulator for ten years, and 
22 then I resumed practice in 2004. When I started 
23 practicing law I was often and predominantly securities 
24 defense related. Never exclusively, but predominantly. 
25 From 1993 to 2004 I worked for NASD, which is 
1 now FINRA, of course. Started out as an enforcement 
2 attotney, became a director of the Atlanta district 
3 office. When I left there in 2004 to return to private 
4 practice, my practice has been devoted exclusively to 
5 the representation of investment broker deals, and 
6 investment advisers. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/21/14 at 1393:17-1394:6 

16 Q During your time as a regulator with FINRA, 
17 did you have occasion to deal with cases that involved 
18 the same types of issues that are the subject of your 
19 report? 
20 A Yes. I mean, the idea of excessive 
21 compensation -- whether you're talking about markups or 
22 commissions -- was not an infrequent topic to come up. 

See MaloufHearing Transcript 11121/14 at 1395:16-22 

18 Q In your private practice, have you had 
19 occasion to deal with issues similar to those that 
20 you've addressed in your report? 
21 A I have. As I said, all I do is -- rightly or 
22 wrongly, all I do is represent brokers and 
23 broker-dealers and investment advisers. So, the issues 
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24 that have been presented in this case are issues with 
25 which I'm already familiar as a consequence of the work 
1 I do pretty much every day. 
2 Q Was there anything presented in the materials 
3 that you reviewed that were unique or new to you in any 
4way? 
5 A No. I mean, just -- again, looking at the 
6 scope of my report, I didn't -- there's issues in this 
7 case that I haven't offered an opinion on. The things 
8 that I'm talking about M- best execution and the -- you 
9 know, the normality of the sale of a practice-- those 
1 0 are the kinds of things that I deal with all the time. 

See MaloufHearing Transcript 11121114 at 1396:18-1397:10 

10 Q Ql,ay. Let's talk for a minute about the 
11 bases for your opinions here. I guess we ought to 
12 start with best execution. And why don't we start with 
13 you sort of articulating what your view or your opinion 
14 is on the best execution in this particular case. 
15 A Well, investment advisers have a fiduciary 
16 duty. That fiduciary duty includes, as one of its 
17 components, the need to get best execution. I think 
18 those are pretty obvious propositions. So, the 
19 question in this case, though, is whether Dennis Malouf 
20 did his, whatever his role was, to obtain best 
21 execution, whether he met his or not. Which may be a 
22 different question than whether UASNM met its 
23 obligation to get best execution, or whether Mr. 
24 Kopczynski --
25 Q "Kopczynsld." 
1 A "Kopczynski"-- met his obligation to ensure 
2 that the firm was getting best execution, as the firm's 
3 compliance officer. 
4 So, with that said, yes, an investment 
5 adviser has an obligation to get best execution. But 
6 in my opinion in this case, is that Mr. Malouf, given 
7 the role that he occupied, met whatever obligation he 
8 may have had, because I think the obligation is going 
9 to differ when you look at it just him versus the 
1 0 investment adviser overall. 
11 Q Well, let's talk a little bit about that. 
12 Can you tell us what your thoughts and 
13 opinions are about the oblieations of Mr. Malouf 
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14 individually like that? 
15 A Well, there's -- I mean, there's an 
16 overarching obligation to get best execution on every 
17 trade. It's just a matter of how you achieve that. And 
18 the way that is achieved is not on a real-time, 
19 trade-by-trade basis, at least in my opinion. 

See Malott/Hearing Transcript 11121114 at 1402:10-1403:19 

23 Q No, that his opinion was that it should be 
24 done on a trade-by-trade, real-time basis. 
25 A Right, right. I'm saying you can't. That's 
1 a good theory, but, in execution, I think it doesn't 
2 work. 
3 QWhy not? 
4 A Well, there's a -- one of the facets of best 
5 execution is the temporal facet. When you receive an 
6 order, you have to fill the order promptly. And to 
7 suggest that on a trade-by-trade basis you're supposed 
8 to make contact with three contra parties, or potential 
9 ~antra parties, to get bids for prices, I think th9:t's 
10 unworkable. Because it's not like you're trading an 
11 equity where the prices are all -- it's dght there and 
12 you can press a button -- particularly for liquid 
13 secmities -- and get a fill and get your order traded. 
14 To suggest that you have to reach out to 
15 three, or traders at other broker-dealers who may have 
16 the same inventory -- and if we're dealing with, you 
171mow, Treasuries, it's not exactly an illiquid 
18 investment, so there are probably lots of people 
19 offedng these things. But to suggest you're supposed 
20 to call three people every time you want to make a 
21 trade, obtain those competitive quotes, and then decide 
22 who's got the cheapest -- that's not even the light 
23 word there, because I think best execution is not 
24 strictly a quantitative analysis. So, just because you 
25 get the lowest quote doesn't necessarily mean that's 
1 the place at which you want to execute the trade. 
2 But, anyway, the point is, it's a relatively 
3 time-consuming process because tnost of these 
4 communications are made by phone. Or, you know, back 
5 in the day, traders liked to use, you know, instant 
6 messaging. Sometimes -- they will communicate with 
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7 their companion traders in some fashion. But it's not 
8 instantaneous, by any means. You've got to record, 
9 somehow, the fact that you've got these tlu·ee 
10 competitive quotes and go ahead and make your trading 
11 decision. I think that is -- it's not necessatily a 
12 very quick process. And like I said, it butts up 
13 against the competing obligation to get a quick and 
14 timely execution. 
15 And maybe -- look, there's no question that 
16 for certain securities, maybe, that may be okay, but 
17 we're dealing with very liquid bonds, ones that are at 
18 issue in this case, when you're dealing with Treasuries 
19 and the agencies here. A very deep market for these 
20 bonds l'elative to other bonds. So, as a consequence of 
21 that, highly liquid, a competitive market. 
22 There is -- the idea that there's going to be 
23 some broker-dealer out there that is charging way more 
24 than the market and then the market's going to drive 
25 business to him or away from him -- if he's not 
1 competitive, he's not going to get the business. 
2 So, I think, even Dr. Gibbons says that when 
3 you're dealing with this market -- small spreads --
4 because of the nature of the securities that are at 
5 issue in this case -- and as a consequence of their 
6 smaller spreads, you've got smaller commissions here, 
7 so there's less opportunity to make money on these 
8 things. 
9 So, taking it from the abstract to the 
1 0 specific here, to suggest that when these particular 
11 bonds -- these sort of bonds are being traded, you 
12 know, for these customers, which are in smaller lots, 
13 you're not talking about institutional-sized trades, 
14 you're talking about retail-sized trades. Again, less 
15 oppmtunity for price improvement when you're dealing 
16 with a small trade. 
17 If you're dealing with the type of seculity 
18 that we got here, the size of the trades involved, to 
19 suggest that there is a need for Mt·. Malouf to have 
20 achieved best execution by talking to three competing 
21 broker-dealers, I disagree with. 
22 Q In your review, did you find anything-- or, 
23 have you ever seen anything that establishes a 
24 three-bid system as a regulatory requirement? 
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25 A As a requirement? Absolutely not. There 
1 isn't one. I challenge anybody to show me that as a 
2 requirement. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/21/14 at 1403:23-1407:2 

13 Q How many times have you represented 
14 investment advisers in the past? 
15 A Past, ever? 
16 Q Ever. 
17 A Oh, dozens. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/21114 at 1426:13-17 

10 Now, do you understand that the obligation of 
11 best execution as to a brol{er-dealer is different from 
12 the obligation of best execution for an investment 
13 adviser? 
14 A Well, not entirely. I've read the motion in 
15 limine that you all filed challenging my 
16 qualifications. 
17 Q I hope you lil{ed it. 
18 A And I know that you're drawing a distinction 
19 between the fiduciary obligation that attends to 
20 investment advisers and the more transactional 
21 obligation that attends to broker-dealers, where they 
22 make a recommendation to buy/sell or exchange a 
23 security under old Rule 2310, which was the one that 
24 was pertinent during the time period here. But with 
25 that said, I don't think it really matters. 
1 I mean, I think the distinction that you drew 
2 in the motion in limine is really not relevant here, 
3 because the obligations of the registered 
4 representative -- the broker-dealer to obtain best 
5 execution are going to be the same as the investment 
6 adviser, whether you call it transactional based under 
7 the suitability rule, or whether you call it -- or 
8 under the best execution rule, or whether you call it, 
9 you know, "fulfillment of my fiduciary obligations." 
1 0 So, I don't think this notion that there is an 
11 important difference between how a broker-dealer 
12 fulfills best execution versus how an investment 
13 adviser fulfills best execution. 

See Malottfllearing Transcript 11/21/14 at 1459:10-1460:13 
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24 I take it that you would disagree that an 
25 investment adviser's duty of best execution is a higher 
1 duty than the duty of best execution for a broker-
2 dealer? 
3 A I would agree with that. 
4 Again, irrespective of the label, whether you 
5 call it fiduciary obligation or the broker-dealer's 
6 suitability/best execution obligation, it's going to be 
7 essentially the same mechanics to fulfill those 
8 obligations. 

See Malot!{Hearin~ Transcript 11/21/14 at 1460:24-1461:8 

46 McGinnis advised that UASNM had a best execution problem because there 
were excessive markups, and possibly an unregistered broker-dealer issue, and said that 
UASNM needed to self-report the issue, quickly. 

FOP #137. 

UNDISPUTED, although McGinnis never independently verified whether any of the 
conduct at issue was actually attributable to Malouf, instead relying on what Hudson 
and Kopczynski told him. 

11 Q Did you review the conduct of Mr. Hudson in 
12 rendering your opinion in the state court litigation? 
13 A No. 
14 Q Did you consider whether Mr. Hudson had 
15 complied with his obligations as a fiduciary, as an 
16 investment adviser, and involving the securities laws 
17 that are attendant to that? 
18 A I don't recall, no. 
19 Q So, the only thing that you were asked to do 
20 is to examine conduct that you were told was engaged in 
21 by Mr. Malouf; correct? 
22 A That is con-ect. 
23 Q And can we agree that you did not conduct any 
24 independent investigation to verify whether the conduct 
25 that was being attributed to Mr. Malouf was actually 
1 conducted by Mr. Malour? 
2 A Yes, we can. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/18/14 at 446:11-447:2 
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48 

The payments from Lamonde and incentive to execute bond trades through RJ created 
a best execution issue in Ciambor's mind. 

FOF#153. 

UNDISPUTED 

3. Malouf's Failure to Seek Best Execution Resulted in Payment of Excessive 
Commissions 

Malouf directed the majolity (between 60% and 95%) of the 81 bond trades 
identified by Dr. Gibbons. 

Malouf directed no more that 48 to 77 of the 81 trades analyzed by Dr. Gibson (60% 
and 95%). FOF #77. 

DISPUTED. FOF 77 states only that Malouf directed no more than 48 to 77 of the 
trades analyzed by McGinnis. The estimate that Malouf directed 60% to 95% of bond 
trades at UASNM related to all bond trades. Municipal bonds and corporate bonds are 
excluded from the trades identified and analyzed by Dr. Gibbons, and ·accordingly the 
percentage of all bond trades (including municipals and corporates) directed by Malouf 
cannot be applied directly to the trades analyzed by Dr. Gibbons. 

17 Q Oh, I see. Oltay. But you are familiar with 
18 this document in particular, this .... this report that's 
19 been marlted as Exhibit 29? 
20 A The format is sketchy but, yes, it's 
21 something equivalent they would show me in my time. 
22 They may have upgraded their software in '08. 
23 Q And the run period for this, I believe, is 
24 2008 through 2011. So, the date is January 18, 2008. 
25 In any event, if we were to lool' at this 
Page 931 
1 document .... I'll just represent to you that it covers 
2 trades from 2008-2011; ol,ay? 
3 A Sure. 
4 Q Would you agree that in that time period a 
5 lot of the trading -- and this is bond trading -- that 
6 was done through Raymond James was done at your 
7 direction? 
8 A No. Actually, I would _Qrobably assume -- I 
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9 think I testified to the fact that 60 to 70 percent. 
10 Q Okay. So 60 to 70 percent? 
11 A Possibly. But after looking at the 
12 information, that may or may not be correct. It may be 
13 less. 
14 Q Might it be more? 
15 A No. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/20/14 at 930:17-931:15 

10 Q I \Vant to turn to some specific bond trades 
11 and ask you about what you may Imow about Mr. Malours 
12 involvement in these. And you're not aware of this, 
13 but Mr. Malouf did file a motion in limine claiming 
14 that certain documents evidence the fact that he wasn't 
15 involved in all UASNM bond trades. 
16 First of all, is it your testimony that Mr. 
17 Malouf was involved in every single bond trade that 
18 UASNM made? 
19 A No. 
20 Q But approximately 90 percent? 
21 A Approximately 90 percent. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11117/14 at 112:10-21 

49 Malouf himself believes that a commission of over one percent on a Treasury or 
Agency bond trade of$1,000,000 or more is excessive. 

Malouf and Lamonde also both testified that they would never charge more than a 
hundred basis points on a bond trade, yet the evidence will show that some bond trades 
run through RJFS were subject to commissions in excess of one percent. Malouf's own 
proffered expert, DeNigris, includes multiple bond trades through RJFS that exceeded 
this purported one percent limit in his Tab 1, including three trades with commissions 
of Approximately 50 percent more than that amount. FOF #43. 

In the 2008-2011 time period, Malouf understood that Lamonde would pay at most 1 
percent commission on a bond trade, or less if Raymond James' institutional grid 
suggested it. FOF #184. 

Malouf did not dispute his prior testimony that for a $1 million treasury bond an 
appropriate commission would be one percent, would drop to 0.5 percent above that 
then goes down from there. FOP #186. 

DISPUTED. Malouf has never testified that a commission over 1% is excessive. He 
testified that he had an agreement with LaMonde not to charge more than 1% on any 
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trade Malouf directed to him, and LaMonde confirmed this agreement. The Division 
has not offered any proof that Malouf directed any trades to RJFS that had a 
commission exceeding 1%, or that he was aware of any trades where the commission 
exceeded 1%. Malouf did not dispute that an appropdate commission on a $1 million 
treasury bond would be 1%, he never testified that anything over 1% was "excessive," 
and he said nothing about agency bonds. 

Maloufs PFOF 44 

8 Q Ql{ay. Is it your understanding that the 
9 commission on a $1 million federal government bond is 
10 one percent and drops to half a point above that and 
11 then goes down from there? 
12 A We're talking about a Treasury bond? A 
13 government bond? Are we talking about Federal Home 
14 Loan Banks? I'm confused because there's a very big 
15 difference between a Treasury bill and FLB. There's a 
16 big spread in risk there. And I know that there's no 
17 risk, that the government guarantees it, but Federal 
18 Home Loan Banks were under fire in 2008 to 2011. 
19 Q Well, I mean, I want to use your definitions, 
20 not mine, because I'm talking about your prior 
21 testimony. We're talldng about a $1 million federal 
22 government bond. What does that mean to you? 
23 A Treasury note is my bet. And I would assume 
24 that, yes, that would be the proper answer. I may have 
25 m.isspoke just now. 
1 Q Okay. So, one percent for a million dollars 
2 drops to a haifa percent above that and then goes down 
3 from there? 
4 A Right. And I might not -~ without seeing the 
5 issue, I don't know. So, if I said that, I would have 
6 to defet· to my testimony. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/20/14 at 972:8-973:6 

50 For a treasury bond trade of over $1 million an appropriate commission would 
be one-half of one percent and go down from there. 

Malouf did not dispute his prior testimony that for a $1 million treasury bond an 
appropriate commission would be one percent, would drop to 0.5 percent above that 
then goes down fron1 there. FOF #186. 

UNDISPUTED, but see response to PFOF 49 above. 
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51 Exhibit 553 is a July 2, 2008 e-mail from Monica Pineda to Matt Keller and 
Kirk Hudson reflecting one bond purchase of at least $1,000,000 and another of 
$522,825 that Mr. Malouf was involved with. 

Ji·rom: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirk, 

MONICAl' 

Wednesday, July 2, 2008 4:57PM 
MATTK 
KIRK 
re: 7-02-08 Global Transaction Ledger 

The below Is the two bond purchases I worked with Moe to purchase Into Harley's account. 

Monica 

>> Ran this week's GTL. 
>> Only action Item Is that Kirk Is confirming what activity occurred with 
>> Harley Ventures Inc./ Yearout on 6-25-08 and 6-26·08. Two "Money 
>> Transfers" occurred: The one on 6-25-08 Is too large and shows only 
>> asterisks (so must be at least $1,000,000+) and the one on 6-26-081s for 
>> $522,855. 
>> Monica: Do you mind placing this as a follow-up to ask Kirk on Monday, 
>> 7-07, to confirm what he found? 
>> Thanks, 
>> Matt 

Exhibit 553. 

Q [McKenna] And then can you explain why you think Mr. Malouf would be 
involved in this bond transaction? 

A [Hudson] Well, because knowing these accounts, you know, he bought- I 
lmow he bought these bonds. I follow this account here, I know, pretty closely. And I 
never, you know, bought it, done any kind of trade away with Raymond James for that 
account. And nobody else would because it's not their client. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11117/2014 at 122:12-19. 
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DISPUTED. There is nothing in the email to suggest that Malouf was involved. The 
Harley account was one of Hudson's accounts, who was copied on the email, and 
Hudson's testimony is self-serving because he has an interest in blaming Malouf for all 
trades. Keller could not corroborate who serviced the Harley account between Malouf 
and Hudson. Malouf specifically disagreed with Hudson's testimony about who did 
trades for the Harley account. 

23 Q Let's tal(.e a lool' at 553, please. Let's lool' 
24 at the top one first. 
25 The Harley account was Kirl' Hudson's account; 
1 right? 
2 A I believe, IGrk and Mr. Maloufs. 
3 Q Why do you believe that? 
4 A Because I remember, when we went over to 
5 prospect that client, it was Mr. Malouf, Mr. Hudson and 
6 myself. 
7 Q Once the client was secured, who serviced the 
8 account? 
9 A You'd have to ask the two of them. I don't 
10 know. 

See Malouf Hearing Transcript 11/20/14 at 1211:23-1212:10 

18 Q Do you recall Mr. Hudson's testimony from 
19Monday? 
20 A The best of my ability. 
21 Q And do you recall him testifying in 
22 particular about a Harley trade -- a client of his 
23 named Harley-- I believe it's the Yearouts? 
24 A Child of the Y earouts; cotrect. 
25 Q And do you recall him testifying about a 
1 specific trade in that account -- and he did this in 
2 the transcript at page 115 and 116, where he testified 
3 that he Imew you were involved in the trade because 
4 nobody else at UASNM ever did a trade away from Raymond 
5 James on the Harley account, and he had not. Do you 
6 remember that? 
7 A That no one else has ever done a trade away 
8 at Raymond James or in the Harley account? 
9 Q For his client. 
1 0 A I don't recall. I mean, if he said that, I 
11 don't agree with it. 

See Malouf Hearinf! Transcript 11/20/14 at 1141:18-1142:11 
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52 A $5,500 commission was paid on the $522,825 bond trade (1.052%) reflected 
in Exhibit 553 and the other trade was for $1,537,829 and involved a $15,212.90 
commission (0.99%). 

V 30,01 
liAYl'.Clltl JAHI!S ' AIISOCJATBll, IU 

DIITB 05/06/08 1".1\ 111/Jn'U RBCOltO REPORT PAGE 1 
ltUH TIM!! 04157:22 E kUlt DATE 05/07/0D 
OVPICE t 40·8 HIIURJC8 t.NIOIIlJ£1 KCI\ PRE'JUENC'It II • WEIIICLY 

···································-············· ···························-······························· OCT'!' ACCOUllf N:c:outll' D PkliiCfi'.I\L CI\OSS STA!lU AI! 1\E OLD 
DATB 1\I.'I'IIIER SHOitl' NIIMZ S ·SHARES DESCRtP PRICE AIIOUIIT CCI.OC. COKif. awtOI! IIET HCII T 

~;;;;·~-- ;tu:;·;i;;;.;···;···;;;;;;·~u;;nOQi·~·;;;;:·~;·~~-;;·--··· .. A;;;;;;:;;··;;;;:~;--········-··:;;···-··:;;·;;i;; 
IIZrrRY O:U.V SERIBS A 
YnU.l.U 
PRIClh 104,557 
RATE/.sATYt U  

OG/25 W.S PIOELITY B 1190000 tiEH HBXICO 8T IIBWWrCB TU, S 101.:!1 1517829.00 15212.90 .DD .00 02191' 
1'IIX BOS !lOOK DrilY c:ILY 
YKC3,3/PJOO,OO{D070lll 
MT£/AATVt U  

Exhibit 29 at RJFS-Malouf-000159. 

UNDISPUTED 

53 The Division's expert in this matter, Dr. Gary Gibbons, identified 81 trades in 
Treaswy and federal agency bonds during the period in question. Dr. Gibbons 
excluded Corporate and municipal bond trades. The trades represented $95,954,806 in 
principal amount and generated $833,798 in commissions, which, on a dollar weighted 
average basis, is 87.28 basis points, or .8728 percent. Dr. Gib~ons utilized his 
experience and other sources to opine that Treasury and agency bond trades such as 
these should have been subject to commissions in the range of 10 to 70 basis points. 

FOF#39. 

DISPUTED insofar as Gibbons range goes to 75 basis points. 

Bond Characteristics 

Par Value of Bond Commission on Buvs Commission on Sells 
Level Low Range High Range Low End High End Low End High End 

1 ~s -::::,{·:}L:;,r· ~ .~:.:·;}:~; .;·:$.-~-~~~,aoo;o®;_oo.:. ~~)g~~:~':,~so ;~i}~~~::-j~~~:?-~~675 .:~~0,~::>:i:}4s :_;;:;;s.~[::f}:~~.~:;:Zo 

See Gibbons Report Fig. 3 

54 Respondent offers no expert testimony regarding a competing range of 
reasonable commissions on the bond trades analyzed by Dr. Gibbons. 

Wolper does not offer an opinion on appropriate commission range or whether 
particular commissions [were] reasonable. FOF #241. 
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UNDISPUTED 

55 Dr. Gibbons found that UASNM clients were charged excess commissions of 
between $442,106 and $693,804 on the 81 bond trades he analyzed. 

Industry standard. Figure A5-111n Appendix V captures this graphically. On just the 81 trades I 
examined in preparing this report the calculation of harm Is between $693,804 on the high side and 
$442,106 on the low side. I previously noted that the total amount of commission generated by the 81 

Exhibit 243, Gibbons' Expe11 Report at 36. 

DISPUTED that Dr. Gibbons' determination that UASNM clients were charged 
"excess commissions." There are no published maximum allowable commissions and 
all of the commissions were within the RJFS guidelines for fair and reasonable 
commisions. There is insufficient proof that any of the commissions charged were 
"excessive" and Dr. Gibbon's calculations are completely subjective. 

FOF 42, 80, 3785 

56 Dr. Gibbons' findings regarding excessive commissions are consistent with the 
fmdings of Steven McGinnis, who recommended that UASNM self-report to the SEC 
based on the charging of excessive commissions. 

Q [Bliss] Did the range of markups/markdowns indicated in that Exhibit 5 
l'esult in any way in your l'ecommendation to self-report to the SEC? 

A [McGinnis] Yes. 

Q And for what reason? 

A I looked at this. It looked like the clients were being charged exorbitant 
prices and that they needed to- and in light of what I read on the firm's ADV and no 
indication in any of the documentation that this -these types of charges were going to 
be placed against the client accounts, I felt the firm had no choice but to go to the SEC. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/18/2014 at 415:17-416:3. 

DISPUTED. See Response to PFOF 55 above. Further, Dr. Gibbons did not 
independently anive at fmdings similar to McGinnis, he relied upon McGinnis' range 
and the settlement with UASNM (which was based upon McGinnis' range) when 
coming up with his own range. Also, Dr. Gibbons' range is not consistent with 
McGinnis range because it is as much as 50% higher than McGinnis' on the high end 
(75 basis points vs. 50 basis points). 
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See Response to PFOF 53 above. 

See Gibbons Expert Report at 3D) Advisors Need to Control the Price at Which They 
Transact Bonds In Order to Satisfy Their Fiduciary Duty 

The commission ranges shown in Figure 3 are a product of several sources of information 
brought together and summarized specifically for this report. Each of these data sources are cited 
in other portions of this repott. When considered together the data sources form a mosaic that has 
led me to assemble the table. Each of the data sources makes an important contribution to the 
results found in the table: 

*** 
Expert Opinion of Steven McGinnis: Though not exactly the same, this range of commissions I 
have identified is approximately the same as the range given by the expelt Steven McGinnis (see 
government exhibit 44, page 20, line 4 et seq.). In his testimony he estimates the appropriate 
range of commissions for the bond trades Malouf made through RJFS to be in the 20 to 50 basis 
point range .... 

*** 
Cease and Desist Settlement: Contained in the Cease-and-Desist Order (Administrative 
Proceeding File No. 3-15917) issued to UASNM, UASNM agreed to pay $506,083 back to its 
clients for the excess commissions it charged on the various bond trades occurring during the 
period under· scrutiny. I understand that for this calculation, a 40 ·basis point baseline was used as 
a proxy for a reasonable commission rate for all US Treasury and Federal Agency bond trades 
and amounts above that amount were deemed to be excessive. 

57 Mr. McGinnis testified that in his 44 years in the securities industry, he has 
"never seen a million dollars conflict of interest like this before." 

Q [Bliss] What was the basis of those recommendations? Is it the same that 
you talked about today? 

A [McGinnis] The same. Yes. 44 years in the industry and having worked 
with a lot of firms. My job through most of my career has been going into troubled 
firms and turning them around. You tend to see the same things over and over again. 
When a fmn is troubled, it's because someone usually got greedy. That's what 
happened here. This is, you !mow, the beginning of the end of every fum. 

Q As far as the conflict of interest that you've talked about that Mr. Maloufs 
conduct created, how would you characterize that conflict of interest? 

A My opinion would be, fraud. 

Q How does it compare to other conflicts of interest you've seen throughout 
your career? 
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A Of this type, the greatest one-- first off, I've heard of like major frauds, 
but as far as actually participating or in the review or looked at or had a fmn I was 
hired to consult with -- would be in the five figures. Largest fraud I ever dealt with was 
probably in the mid eight figures, when I was with the SEC. But I've never seen a 
million dollars conflict of interest like this before. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/18/2014 at421:24-422:22. 

UNDISPUTED that McGinnis said this, but the relevance of the statement without any 
context or explanation is unclear. 

58 Dr. Gibbons has also opined that Malouf engaged in several repetitive short 
term bond trades that lost money for his clients. This non-standard industry practice is 
further evidence ofMalours scheme to put his interests ahead of his clients and the 
conflict of intet·est that led him to execute bond trades through RJFS even where this 
may not have been in the best interests ofUASNM clients. 

s. Much of the bond trading by Malouf was detrimental to the client. It appears that much of all 
Treasury and Federal Agency trades that were executed during the study period were of 
repetitive, short term trades with trading patterns Inconsistent with normal bond ownership. 

Exhibit 243 at 4. 

DISPUTED. Gibbons' admitted that he could not identify any specific trades directed 
by Malouf and therefore it is unknown whether Malouf directed any of the "shmt term" 
trades. Because the trades cannot be attributed to Malouf, they are not evidence of any 
motive or scheme. Gibbons has also failed to consider or investigate whether any of 
the short tetm trades were carried out at the direction ofUASNM customers or based 
upon a decision made by the UASNM investment committee. 

1 Q Did you undertal{e any effort in this report 
2 to identify any specific trades to determine or confirm 
3 that Mr. Malouf did a specific trade? 
4ANo. 

See Malot({HearinK Transcript 11/18/14 at 508:1-4 

59 The evidence showed many bond trades of $1 million or more that charged 
commissions in excess of the 0.5 percent Malouf testified was reasonable for trades of 
that size. 

A commission of approximately 1% was paid to the Raymond James branch on the $3 
million federal agency loan reflected in Exhibit 339. FOF # 321. 

A $5,500 commission was_Qaid on the $522,825 bond trade (1.052%) reflected in Exhibit 
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553 and the other trade was for $1,537,829 and involved a $15,212.90 commission 
(0.99%). FOP # 322. (Malouf was involved with this trade, See Proposed Finding of 
Fact #51, above). 

Trade Acccun1 Trado Trlllsactlon Transaction Cross 
Datil Number Dlnlc~d!!: ~I!! CUSIP Price NeiPrlce Ouanll)I Commission Commission 'K 

311012008 ? Sd 90.688 ($13,688.200) (15,000) $137M) 1.001% 
311012008 ? SeD 107.739 ($37,708.650) (35,000) $381.16 1.001% 
311 tf.l008 ? SeD 97.644 ($24,386.000) . (25,000) $246.50 1.001% 
311112008 ? SeD 93.416 ($46,708.000) . 150,000) $472.00 1.000% 
3'1112008 ? SeD 92.070 ($23,017 .500) (25,000) $232.&0 1.000% 
.u3I2008 ? Buy 103.549 $2.1182,199,460 2,880,000 $28,800.00 0.976% 

412912008 ? Sri 1011.819 ($18,159.160) (17,000) $91.25 0.500% 
412912008 ? SctU 100.000 ($9,000.000) (9,000) $0.00 0.000% 
5'2212008 ? Bur 100.100 $2,002,000.000 2,000,000 $19,882.50 1.002% 
&mm08 ? Buy 115.128 $1,161,280.000 1,000,000 $11,407.20 1.001% 
&'22J2008 ? Bur 104.4117 $2,089,3.c0.800 2.000,000 $20,680.80 1.000% 
71212008 ? Bur 102.317 $767,378.000 760,000 $7,608.00 1.001% 

6'1412008 ? SeD 100248 (5751,882.9301 (750,000) $7,694.58 1.000% 
6'14ll008 ? SoD 101.310 ($2,000,8&5.9801 (1,975,000) $20,210.77 1.000% 

I 1/1712008 'I SeD 118.281 ($49,14G.500I (60,000) so.oo 0.000% 
1112112008 ? Bur . 93.387 $188,774.000 . 200.000 $2.600.00 1.357% 
I 112112008 'I Buy 105.420 $1,660,216.000 1,480,000 $14,800.00 0.958% 
311912009 ? Buy 101.450 $991,673.750 1,000,000 $10,752.50 1.096% 
311~ ? Bur 112.935 $5&4,(175.000 600,000 $5,000.00 0.893% 
4'1512009 ? Sel 104.259 (152, 129.370) (50,000) $125.00 0.239% 
4'15'2009 ? Sd 108.413 ($27 ·' 03.250) (25,000) $G2.50 0.230% 
&'1912009 ? Sl!l 98.500 ($9,850.0001 (10,000) $50.00 0.505% 
511912009 ? Sel 108.358 .. ($21,871.2001 (20,000) $109.00 0.500% 
511912009 ? Sel 108.356 ($21,871.2001 (20,000) $109.00 O.SOO'r. 
~ ? Sel 107.450 ($1,455,947,500) (1,355,000) $13,650.00 0.922% 
6I2V2009 ? SeD 105.172 ($2,923,795.360) (2,780,0001 $14,692.44 D.50()% 

li'22J2009 ? SeD 112.653 . IS 1,126,629.0501 . (1,000,000) $5.660.95 0.500% 
7/112009 ? Buy 106.763 $4,270,520.000 4,000,000 $42,281.76 I .GOO% 

7/'012009 ? StD 102.224 ($25,556.11 0) (25,000) $258.14 I.DOO% 
7f.W.2009 ? SeD IOU13 ($27 ,428.250) (25,000) $277.25 1.001,.. 
713fJDJJm ? SeD 102.699 (S25,B49.770) 125.0001 $259,09 ~~~ 

e/712009 ? Bur 99.267 $1,141,570.600 1,160,000 $16,870.50 1.000% 
6'1712009 ? Sell 99.055 ($24,763.7601 (25,000) $0.00 0.000% 
8'2512009 ? Bur 110.-434 $4,417,3GO.~ 4,000,000 $48,000.00 1.099'Yo 

Trlde Trade Transacti r111sact1on Gross 
DllO OlramdiJV: Typo Prlal Hoi Price Quantity Commission COmmission 

6'2512009 ? SeD 103.777 ($4,099,181.6301 (3,950,000) $41,405.88 1.~ 

fn/2009 ? Sel 110.014 ($55,007.000) (50,000) so .so 0.001% 
IG'212009 ? .Bur 113.055 $565.275.000 500,000 $8,000.00 1.~ 

11/1012009 'I Buy 110.125 $2.202.600.000 2,000,000 $32.000.00 1.474% 
1~412009 7 au, 112.586 $586,702.210 600,000 $8.613.94 1.123% 
1?1412009 ? Buy 108.015 $928,354.610 750,000 $9,191.63 1.000% 
1~-112009 ? au, 107.800 $879,914.810 760,000 $8,oC07.S5 0.965% 
1/1312010 'I SeD 109.498 ($28,661.180) (25,000) $250,8oC 0.905% 
1/I:WOIO ? SoD 100.263 ($25, 135.6901 (25.000) $125.35 0.49~ 

1/1312010 ? 8811 108.025 ($27,006.250) (25.000) $125.00 0.481,.. 
112012010 ? SeD 110.383 ($27,695.750) (25,000) $260.00 0.898% 
2/1212010 ? SeD 107.072 ($176,668.800) (165,000) $825.00 0.46~. 

3t'el2010 ? SeD 99.350 ($1,117,687 .500) (1,125,000) $11,260.00 0.097% 
3fel2010 1 SeD 108.125 ($540,625.000) (SOD,OOO) $5,000.00 0.916% 

311112010 1 Buy 108.850 $5.f.4,260.000 600,000 $4,500.00 0.834% 
312212010 1 sea 109.050 (181,787 .500) (75,000) $582.60 0.1383% 
(/16.12010 1 scm 100.355 ($983,366.380) (976,000) $9,932.99 I.OOOfo 
412312010 ? Bur 100.735 $780,694..460 776,000 $7,729.65 1.~ 

512112010 ? au, 105.220 $263,050.000 260,000 $2,576.00 0.989% 
&'112010 ? Buy 104.310 $599,780.650 575,000 $5,937.80 1..ooo% 
71212010 ? Buy 10o4.117 $416,469.250 400.000 $4,123.48 I.OOO'Yo 

7/W2010 ? au, IOS.GoC9 $1,o479,088.<420 I,MIO,OOO $14,844.42 I.OOO'Y. 
.7ml2010 ? SeD 105.118 C$13,S80.710I (11,000) $135.16 I.OOO'Y. 

&'312010 ? Buy (13.828 $341,478.590 300,000 $3,380.94 l.ooD'l\ 
1111712010 ? Buy 100.931 $3,835,385, loCO 3,800,000 $19,000.00 0.498% 
Qll712010 ? SeD 115.500 ($4,3a9,000.000) (3,800,000) $19,000.00 0.431% 

10'2MDIO ? Sd 109.499 ($16,424.850) (16,000) $82.85 0.501% 
11118'2010 1 SeD 114.<400 (52,099,240.000) (1,835,000) $18,350.00 0.867% 
1111812010 ? Buy 99.023 $990,221.e80 1,000,000 $5,000.00 0.607% 
1111812010 ? au, 99.750 $997,600.000 1,000,000 $5,000.00 0.604% 
12/231'2010 ? Buy 109.489 $301,094.760 275,000 $2.981.00 UIOO% 
1212&'2010 1 Sel 108.441 ($487,984.500) (4!0,000) $2.452.50 0~ 

1n12011 7 Buy 99.345 $298,034.890 300,000 $2.950.84 1.000'~ 

111812011 ? S!!l 97.912 ($24,478.020) (25,000) $247.23 1.oocw. 
1120.'2011 ? Buy 104.182 $599,043.770 576,000 $5,760.00 0.969% 

Exhibit nigris Amen tt Report, Tab 1, pages 1-2. 

UNDIS that commiss  50 basis points were charged on a number of 
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bond trades, but DISPUTED that Malouf testified that 0.5% was appropriate on trades of 
$1 million, or that the appropriate commissions Malouf testified about related to anything 
other than treasw-y bonds. See Response to PFOF 49 above. 

C. Malouf acted with scienter 

1. The Purported Purchase of Practice Agreement 

60 Malour s claim that he and Lamonde signed a written Purchase of Practice 
Agreen1ent in late December 2007 or early January 2008 is not credible. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##61-73, below. 

Raymond James intercepted an e-mail between Lamonde as his wife, referencing 
financial problems and the lack of a written agreement with Malouf. As a result, Bell 
requested a copy of the written buy/sell agreement between Malouf and Lamonde. FOF 
#223. 

Lamonde told Bell that Lamonde and Malouf were working on a buy/sell agreement, 
but that no sale had yet taken place; Lamonde did not tell Bell that Lamonde was 
already making payments to Jylalouf. FOF #224. 

During 2009, Bell requested a copy of the buy/sell agreement on multiple occasions; the 
agreement was not provided, Lamonde told Bell that Lamonde was still working on the 
agreement, and Lamonde responded to e-mail requests for the agreement as follows: 
"I'M WORKING ON THE PURCHASE AGREEMENT'' (on May 15, 2009) and "I 
AM STILL WORKING ON THE AGREEMENT AND WILL SEND IT AS SOON AS 
WE FINISH IT." (on June 4, 2009). Bell understood there was no sale or agreement at 
that time. FOF #225. 

Bell received a copy of the putported written buy/sell agreement no later than June 10, 
2010. The front page was dated January 2, 2008, but the signature page and notary 
were dated June 11, 2010. Bell was concerned about the date discrepancy and thought 
it did not make sense and was inappropriate. FOF #227. 

Malouf testified that payment for the branch was to be 40% of branch l'evenue over a 4 
year production period. FOF #166. 

The PPA stated that the production petiod was to be five years, from January 2, 2008 to 
12-31,2012. FOF #167. 

Malouf is not sure why if everything is based on fow· years, the contract contemplates 
five. FOF #168. 
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DISPUTED 

The unnotarized version with an effective date of Jan. 2, 2008, was intialed on every 
page and signed by Dennis Malouf and Maurice LaMonde. See Ex. 57. Evidence 
shows only that it was notarized in 201 0 and that the notarized version was provided to 
RJFS in 2010. Nobody has testified that they asked Malouf for a copy of the agreement 
prior to June 2010. Nobody has testified that Malouf refused to provide a copy of the 
agreement. 

61 The Purchase of Practice agreement that was first produced in June of2010 was 
notru.izcd on June 11, 2010 . 

• 7 

WIOdumt. 
(JOINI.f Al~~uP. 

. . 

Exhibit 97 at RJFS-SEC-UASNM-000 166. 

UNDISPUTED 

62 The contract, bearing a June 11,2010 notary signature, was attached to an e-
mail dated the day before, June 10,2010. 
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Bobbie Hartzell 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Eileen O'Donnell  
Thur~day, June 10. 2010 2:43PM 
Kirk Bell - RJFS National S~les 
Maurice Lamonde 
4GE Purchase agreement 
Purchase of Practice Agreement pdf 

Allucheu please find the purchase ugreentenl for 4GE. 

Thank you, 

Exhibit 97 at RJFS-SEC-UASNM-000160. 

UNDISPUTED 

63 No witness other than Malouf claimed to have seen a written Purchase of 
Practice Agreement prior ·to January of2010. 

Prior to 2010, Hudson, Kopczynski, and Keller had not seen a written PP A regarding 
Malouf's sale ofhis RJ branch to Lamonde. FOF #126. 

Mr. Miller [Mr. Malours accountant] first saw a copy of the wtitten Pw·chase of 
Practice Agreement in May of2011. FOF #325. 

Bell received a copy of the purported written buy/sell agreement no later than June 10, 
2010. The front page was dated January 2, 2008, but the signatw·e page and notary 
were dated June 11, 2010. Bell was concerned about the date discrepancy and thought 
it did not make sense and was inappropriate. FOF #227. 

Q [McKenna] And was it Mr. Malouf that told you he sold his Raymond 
James branch? 

A [Ciambor] Yes, I believe, during the 2008 on-site review. 

Q And that would have been May or June of 2008? 

A Correct. 
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Q And did he tell you who he sold the branch to? 

A Mr. Lamonde. 

Q Did he provide you with a copy of the sales agreement? 

A No, he did not. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 736:9-20. 

Ciambor discovered that Malouf had been receiving payments from Lamonde for the 
sale of his RJ branch no later than the June 2010 on site review. FOF #150. 

DISPUTED. 

LaMonde testified he had a written PPA in December 2007 or January 2008. 

13 BY MR. MULHERN: 
14 So, ultimately, you did enter. into a 
15 written pw·chase of practice agreement with Mr. 
16 Malouf? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q When did that occur? 
19 A January 2008 or December 2007, one or the 
20 other. 
21 Q So you reached a finalized, written 
22 agreement at that point in time? 
23 A Con·ect. 
24 Q And your signature, you believe, was on 
25 that agreement as well as Mr. Malouf? 
1 A Yes. 
2 Q And you had gotten that agreement from 
3 Raymond James? 
4 A Correct. 
5 Q And Mr. Bell? 
6 A Correct. 
7 Q So at any point in time then was your 
8 all'angement with Mr. Malouf regarding the sale of 
9 the business based on any oral understanding, as 
1 0 opposed to that written agreement? 
11 A Just to the extent that I could pay him 
12 faster if I needed to or wanted to. 
13 Q And that oral understanding, when did 
14 that occur? 
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15 A The same time. 
16 Q At the same time? 
17 A (Nodding head.) 
18 Q Yes? 
19A Yes. 

See Exhibit 308 at 70:13-71:19 

64 Lamonde changed his testimony about entering into a written agreement with 
Malouf in late 2007 or early 2008 after being confronted with e-mails indicating that 
there was no written agreement until 2010 and acknowledged that he and Malouf did 
not create a written, signed agreement until June of2010. 

Q · Jt,1r.:~Pit4e,is:tb~ ariytbillg ~t )'on 
wi$t() clarify ~rad.d ~.to ·the statements 
~t you luive.m.a~ earljert()daY? 
· · · ·• )\. · : Welkl'Jl1 h~pmg tb.e cl~tioJJS we 
did at the ena o~ ~-clay c~~e:d the sniff I 
said attheb ..... ' oftbe ell,~ 

·:· ............ ~ .......... ~.····' 
· 9 .. : 9~~Y~ .f\p.yt~,ipg ~ p~cular that you 

wan.tto Jri.al:e. S\lT~ is,~~~? 
.· A The ~g#ed.4~t)iot b,eing there Wltil 

June~ -:The \semal colmict. 
• :•·Q·· ·~o.•t¥•hv6.~ii.¢~~ges~g-to.~Y-~''~e 

YOtll" ~e i# ::~~tgnp*y)l1at )~:d,id.not have a 
signet\ a~trigh(tnv~Y, coiJ"eCt? 

A: <:.c:o~ • 
. · .••• Q , •.• :··1\ful·~ .. ~~~~-~g·tJu.tt }'~~~ .a,~~y 
lu\4.~.9~.~~-.witJ1.i)"9.:~~~~~~~s.•··Qne 
CC)Jl1~fgthe40.~c~·~y~lijlj,:b.ttt 
illitia.llY ~-})a~en.S•wer~·goillg to-~ <4.eteJJni~:~d 
based on.the.ce>nnlnSsioilS that v.-ere·beirig ·~by 
Raymond J.atn.es through UASNlvl boDd traclliig? 

A· iConect. 
Q An\rthing else? 
A Not that I c.an think of. 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 285:5-286:2. 

DISPUTED LaMonde changed his testimony as a result of coercive, leading questions 
by the division, threats of pe1jury, and a lack of protection from any counsel to 
represent him during his testimony. 

65 Malouf has been unable to produce any copy of Exhibit A to the Purchase of 
Practice Agreement, which purportedly set forth the clients Malouf was transfening to 
Lamonde. 
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The Purchase of Practice Agreement Provides: 

t: Seller paaians J:!Mor tho BOlo and oxoluslve rlsht to piovfdo. Investment advice and servloes; 
lnoludlng tho si11e or · es llld Jnauranco produoti, to iiiOfTelret"nlfmt-ammms;---AUaoheltas-

-Bxh!blt A Is a U~aooouata,..whlah-herolo~IUsarctomJd to as '~a aaalgnod BQaounttt 
Soller topresonts ~lblt A conialll3 tho names of' all of' hJslher ~~sting Gllettts. Sotlet' warrants dlat 1\0 

Exhibit 97 at RJFS-SEC-UASNM-000 161. 

Q. [McKenna] Now, again, I'm going to give you my understanding, and 
cotTect me if I'm wrong, but your contention is that when you signed this agreement 
there was an Exhibit A to the agreement that listed the client accounts you were actually 
transfetl'ing to Mr. Lamonde; is that right? 

A. [MaloufJ Yes. 

Q. And would you- would you acknowledge that, in connection with the 
SEC investigation as well as the UAS litigation, you have not been able to locate a copy 
of that Exhibit A? 

A. CotTect. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11120/2014 at 921:25-922:11. 

In connection with the SEC's investigation, UASNM looked through its files to see if it 
had a copy of the PP A or Exhibit A anywhere in its files and it did not fmd one. FOF 
#128. 

UNDISPUTED that Malouf has been unable to locate a copy, but clients were 
indisputably transferred from Malouf to LaMonde via a list that was in RJFS' 
possession. McGinnis never asked Malouf or RJFS for a copy of Exhibit A. 

FOF 69, 70 Maloufs PFOF 76, 78 

66 Lamonde did not make payments to Malouf on a monthly basis as provided for 
in the Purchase of Practice Agreement. 

Exhibit 97 at RJFS-SEC-UASNM-000162. 

In performing Malouf s personal bookkeeping, Ms. Calhoun received checks for 
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deposit approximately twice a month from Maurice Lamonde. FOF #258. 

The number of checks Malouf received from Lamonde between January 2008 and May 
11, 2011 varied from between zero to four a month. FOF #323. 

See also Exhibit 201. 

UNDISPUTED 

67 Between January 2008 and April 2011, Lamonde paid Malouf approximately 73 
% of the total RJ branch revenue. 

l.a!oorldo's 1095 
~ rromRI 

20M $6&1.165 
2fm $504.677 
2010 $Ui' .• U~ 

Tut.el S l,ti03)lS 

Exhibit 208. 

MAlOUf INCOME AtWM 

r.wours lott frurn Untonde 
1nd M•locrf' Drah T• R&tiUid 

Mclwft tl. ollamonde'• 
Tot.tl RJ £•rDIItp 

DISPUTED The $1,174,04~ in checks to Malouf represented on the Division's Ex 208 
is incm1·ect. LaMonde paid $1,068,084 to Malouf. See FOF 20. 

DeNegris calculated that LaMonde paid Malouf 57.35% of the branch revenues and 
44.59% of the gross commission earned by the branch. 

See DeNigris Rebuttal Exhibit 4 

!il7/11 -5'20/11 1 $15,086.2811 b ===========:II 
Totals $1,862,251.83 $2,395,118.61 $ 1,068,084.13 

Checks paid to Malouf as o percentage of Gross Commission-> 44.59% 
Checks paid to Malouf as a percentage of Branch Retentatlon-> 57,35% 

Note: 

Even using the figures from LaMonde's 1099 fi:om RJ on the Divisions Ex. 208 (which 
do no include any amounts for 2011) the payments to Malouf are 66.6% of what 
LaMonde eatned. 

Also, the propriety of Ex. 208 is questionable given that the individual who prepared it, 
John Schmalzer, has been banned fi:om the banking industry. Maloufs PFOF 93. 
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68 Lamonde admitted in testimony that he and Malouf did not follow the terms of the 
PPA and that he paid Malouf more than the terms of the PPA required. 
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Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 178:1 7-179:25. 

UNDISPUTED although the additional payments made by LaMonde were 
re )a ments on the amount owed. 

69 Lamonde also testified that Malouf repeatedly demanded immediate cash 
payments for the entire commission that had been earned from particular UASNM bond 
trades (which was contrary to the terms of the agreement that provided for monthly 
payments). 

Q And you testified that nt times Mr. 
Malouf expected or wanted or demanded to be paid 
right away, rather than waiting a week or two for 
his money, correct? 

A Correct. 
Q And I think you testified that he 

expected to be paid, yon know, all or mostly all of 
the amow1t that his trades had generated, correct? 

A Correct. 
Q And that's what I wanted to follow up on. 

that particular point. In response to him making 
that demand of you, did you ever come back to him 

. and say, no, that's not what is required under the __ -~: 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 274:22-275:15. 

DISPUTED. Althou h LaMonde ave tlus testimony it is unreliable hearsay iven 
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under duress, without counsel, and without any cross-examination. There is no 
corroborating testimony from Mr. Malouf or anyone else. 

70 Lamonde was forced to seek at least 13 cash advances from RJFS to pay Malouf. 

Lamonde paid Malouf using payroll advances at times. FOF #214. 
Payroll Advances 

BRANCH ForFBOlfno #of 
DATE Bmnch OJy Roolon MANAGER AMOUNT Manager AISvancos Chg Amt or Etrar 

1211712008 40& SD & Mauri co. Lamonde $ i8,100.00 1 SO.OD 

112012009 AGS SD IS Maurtce Lamonde $11600.00 Peter Lohrma 11 1 

112012009 40E so G Maurfce Lamonde $1.680.00 2 S$0,00 

411812009 4011 $0 5 Maurice Lamonde $13600.00 Poter Lahrma r. 2 S50.00 

411812009 .COl! 8D 5 Maurfce Lamonde $3.880.00 ) S1SO.OO 
I 

Exhibit 101 (note that the number of advances FBO Lamonde totals 6). 

Shane Coley 

From: Gerrl Kavouklls Price 
-- .... _scnt: ___ Jhursday, May..20...2.0~. PM ________ -·· .... ····--·----- .. -- .. ·-··-··------·-·-~ 

To: Shane Coley 
Subject: Payroll Advances - 4GE 

11/1112009 4GE so 5 Maurice Lamonde $19600.00 
12/11/2009 4GE so 5 Maurie(! Lamonde $20,800.00 
1/14/2010 4GE so 6 Maurice Lemonde $23260.00 
3/1012010 4GE so s Maurice Lamonde $26 000.00 
4/19/2010 4GE 43Y7 so 5 Maurice Lamonde $8,800.00 
4/19/2010 4GE 4G03 so 5 Maurice Lamonde $2,900.00 ' 4/19/2010 4GE 5336 so 5 Maurice Lamonde 1.120.00 Abr 

Exhibit 1 02. 

DISPUTED that LaMonde was "forced" to seek cash advances to pay Malouf, there 
was no such testimony. The evidence establishes only that LaMonde took cash 
advances from time to thne. Two of the cash advances referenced above indicate 
"FBO" Peter Lehrman, indicating that they were to pay Peter Lehnnan not Malouf. The 
cash advances also coincide with a period of fmancial instability for LaMonde and there 
is no evidence suggesting that the advances were not a result of LaMonde's personal 
financial issues. 

71 Maloufs claim that Lamonde was simply pre-paying what he owed for the branch 
defies logic given that Lamonde was bm1·owing against a life insw·ance policy, taldng 
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money from his father-in-law's bank account and running up new credit card debt 
without telling his wife. He was in no position to be voluntarily pre-paying tens of 
thousands of dollars to Malouf on a monthly basis. 

Raymond James intercepted an e-mail between Lamonde as [sic] his wife, referencing 
financial pl'oblems and the lack of a written agreement with Malouf. As a result, Bell 
requested a copy of the written buy/sell agreement between Malouf and Lamonde. FOF 
#223. 

_ ... -----·-·--------·--·----- ·-·---- .. ·---·-··-· ...... _ .. __ -·-··-·"'"--- .. ---·--····-·-.... --···---····-··-··---·-·--..-~-····-·" 
From:   
Sent: Tuesday, Aprll28, 2009 10:39 AM 
To: Maurice Lamonde 
SubJect: Situation 

So here goes, since you are not going to apologize or even acknowledge this situation t'll put It In writing ror you. 

Not only have you not been up front about your business dealings but now you have lied to me on a personal note. I've 
worried constantly about ynur business deallnos Your eoo Is too blo to admit defeat and I'm arrald we will end up 
bankrupt before this ls over. I knew you were taking mo.ney from Dad's ~ccounl not ;;ure for what but I knew it was going 
to you somehow. Now I find we have credit cards with balances that I never knew wo had l\nd In addition to that I still 
have never seen in wrilino (allhouoh promised) the agreement belween you and Dennis or the st~le of our accounts wilh 
Raymond James. We have worked very hard for what we have and 1 don't reel that you value that at all anymore, your 
reputation and your business has now become more important than your family, appearance has become evetYlhlng to 
you. So what to do, yes I'm thlnklno about somehow saparatlno our assets so that you don't take me down with 
you. What I have worked ror Is VERY Important to me and I do. hope to re~lre somo day and I don't see it happening as 
you keep digging us deeper and deeper. 

Exhibit 89. 
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Q Lers start first with the e-mnil from 'I 
I 

her to you at the botton1 of the first page dated 
·April28.th, ·2009~ ·Iwanted to ask you questions 
abouta nwuber ofdifferent things which she says I 
iuhere. It says, "Not only have you not been up 
front about your business dealings, but now you 1: 

~--~------~--~~ 
Page 126 i 

I 
have lied. to nte ()11 a personal note. 1' 

Do you kllow what that is refming to. 
A Yes. 
Q · What isit referring to? 

. · A .. That I boiTOwed ntoney out of tny life 
msurance~ 

Q Wbat n1oney did you botTow out of your l 
life insUrance? I 
· A ··. Approxituately 9,000. 

1

1 

Q When did you bo1row that money? 
A Oh, earlier that year, I believe. 

1

. 

Q :So the e-mail--
A Or the end of that year. The end of i 

2008. ! 
Q. You borrowed 9,000 out of your life j! 

instirance? 1 

A Right. I, 

Q Yes? 
A Yes. 1 

Q And when she says you lied to her, how I 
didyoulie to Iter? j 

A Because I bon·owed the tnoney and didn't 
tell her: l 

Exhibit 239- Lamonde Tr. at 127:20-128:23. 

DISPUTED LaMonde's efforts to prepay pre-date any indication of his financial 
troubles. Ptior to May 2009 LaMonde was making payments to Malouf that exceeded 
the amount of commissions that LaMonde was earning. The email from his LaMonde's 
wife is sent in May 2009 and there is no indication he had any financial troubles ptior to 
that time. After May 2009 the payments decreased significantly to levels well below 
the amount of commission that LaMonde was earning. See Malouf's Post-Hearing 
Brief Section III.C.c and Exhibit A. 
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72 Lamonde's payments to Malouf were tied to the commissions earned on the 
UASNM bond trades Malouf made through Lamonde's Raymond James branch. 

Q [McKenna] Okay. You said something about a timing relationship 
between the bonds. What did you mean by that? 

A [Hudson] Well, it seemed like after a bond transaction, I mean pretty 
much, pretty clear that there were, you know, Moe giving him checks, or Dennis asking 
for a check from Moe, you know, within close proximity to bond transactions. 

Q So Mr. Malouf would make a bond trade through the Raymond James 
branch, and then subsequently, a day or two later, he would be asking for a check from 
Mr. Lamonde? 

A Could be a day or two, could be a week. You lmow, I- I think Raymond 
James has a payroll cycle probably like we do at our company. But very much tied to 
that kind of a time frame. There would be trades and requests for money, seemed to be 
tied together. But again, I wasn't paying real strict attention to it. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/17/2014 at 142:4-21. 

On at least one occasion, Malouf requested that Lamonde get an advance from 
Raymond James. FOF #196. 

Maurice Lamonde told Paula Calhoun that the checks Lamonde gave to Malouf were 
commission checks. Proposed Finding of Fact #73, below. 
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ComDarison of Commissions Earned bv Lamonde from Malours Trades 
with Pavments Made by Lamonde to Malouf 

;~~~~~~~-
oifference• .. 
(a.ihd1/' . ' 

Cornmlsslon • 

··~ :--'·'·'·'·, r~,ji;·l"' ''·'"! .• 'l!!t~N Payments by Lamonde ~mo.unt:P.ald by . 
·.~~~Ciri~cnuir-~:, ·1~ to Malouf ili.it~Cie) •;1 ~ 1 

Total for Arst Quarter 2008 $91,349.53 595,760.05 (4,410.52) 

Total for Second Quarter 2008 $123,649.29 $125,065.00 (1,415.71) 

Total for Third Quarter 2008 $82,718.05 $120,171.48 (37,453.43) 
Total for Fourth Quarter 2008 $85,062.95 $108,100.00 123,037.05) 

Total for Year ZOOS $382,779.82 $449,096.53 (66,316.71) 

Total for First Quarter 2009 540,959.18 $57,850.45 (16,891.27) 

Total for Second Quarter 2009 $34,583.93 $48,668.32 114,084.39) 

Total for Third Quarter 2009 $125,761.94 $146,640.48 {20,878.54) 
Total for Founh Quarter 2009 $150,729.84 5113,051.00 37,678.84 

Total for Year Z009 $352,()34.89 $366,210.25 (14,175.36' 

Total for First Quarter 2010 $130 052.13 $121181.29 8870.84 

Total for Second Quarter 2010 $32 962.32 S22 607.00 10 355.32 

Total for Third Quarter 2010 $66 813.50 529.786.00 37 027.50 
Total for Founh Quarter 2010 $71,598.89 $64,168.50 7,430.39 

Total for Year Z010 $301,.426.84 $237,742.79 63,684.05 

Total for First Quarter 2011 $37 660.27 $14.482.00 23 178.27 
Total for Second Quarter 2011 S552.56 $552.56 0.00 

Total for Year ZOll $38,212.83 $15,034.56 23,178.27 

TOTAL $1,074,.45438 $1,068,084.13 6,370.25 

sevte: tor TNI EJJ<:tit 101• ~t:oCOtM!i:slon= CO'ft~ri:on: 

~Mtr 1· Malllia \a'IIOI'Idc'~ laOS ·1011 Vltlb Farp ~ rtltcii\UIU lconWnta In Te..'1Unonr Edic.u 104,10,,105. fo107l 

B'ne!tr l· Selt«ed R.aymoncSJame: Pa,'I'OI S'l:lternc:nts flor zoos •lOU relWn£ to Maurice tNnorce. 

lriat bti:it 1D1• Pl)"'''ents t:lf Lamoncse to Ma~ 

Exhibit 203. 

DISPUTED The Division has not offered evidence of any particular bond trade 
directed by Malouf or tied any commission paid to any trade directed by Malouf. See 
Maloufs PFOF 124, 125, 126. The testimony of Hudson and Calhoun is neither 
infmmed nor credible. 

73 Maurice Lamonde told Paula Calhoun that the checks Lamonde gave to Malouf 
were commission checks. 

Q [Mcl(elllla] And what was your understanding of what those checks related 
to? 

A [Calhoun] I was told they were commissions fi.·om Raymond 
James. 

Q Who told you that? 

A Well, when I first started there, Dennis told me that his big clients were 
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Raymond James's clients, and then Maurice told me 'hat those were commission checks 
fi·om Raymond James. 

Q And were the checks -- Well, let's just look at Exhibit 1- for a minute, if we 
could, please. And I want to go to page 25 of that PDF. If you could blow up the top 
two checks, please. Ms. Calhoun, do these checks look familiar to you, I guess I should 
say? 

A Yes, they do. 

Q What do they l'eflect, in your opinion? 

A Commission checks Maurice Lamonde LTD would give to Dennis. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/21/2014 at 1243:13-1244:7. 

Q [McKenna] Did you ever have any discussions with Maurice Lamonde about 
these checks? 

A [Calhoun] Yes, I asked him one time what they were for. 

Q And what did he say? 

A He said that they were commission checks. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/2112014 at 1244:22-1245:1. 

DISPUTED See Response to PFOF 10 above. 

74 Malours position that his all'angement with Lamonde was fully disclosed is not 
credible. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##26, 79-88. 

DISPUTED Everyone has testified that they knew about the sale of Branch 4GB and 
that they knew about the payments, suspected payments were occwTing, or were told 
about the payments by Malouf. The payments were no secret. It was also no secret that 
UASNM was directing bond trades to RJFS from 2007 to 2011 

FOF 34, 51, 59, 347, Malours PFOF 26, 57, 60, 83, 122, 143, 149 

75 Malouf knew that his arrangement with Lamonde was a conflict of interest, and 
he failed to disclose that conflict to his clients at UASNM. 

Proposed Findings of Fact ##25-26. 
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DISPUTED Kopczynki, Hudson, and Ciambor were delegated responsibility for 
reviewing Forms ADV and marketing materials for accuracy and completeness. They 
had sufficient infotmation, or access to such information, to ensure appropriate 
disclosures were made. Any failures were theirs as delegates of Malouf. 

See FOF 55, 56, 57, 58, 98, 99, 102, 108, 109, 110 COL 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, Malours 
PFOF 34, 53, 144, 158, 159, 160, 165, 166 PCOL 17 

76 Malouf's expert witness, Alan Wolper, recognizes that SEC No-Action Letters 
provide guidance on the interpretation of FINRA rules and are relied upon in the 
securities industry. 

77 Q [Bliss] Would you agree that SEC non-action letters provide guidance to the 
interpretation ofFINRA tules? 

A [Wolper] Yes. 

Q And would you agree that they are relied on in the industry? 

A Sure. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/21/2014 at 1498:7-12. 

UNDISPUTED 

78 Malouf contends, on the one hand, that his payments from Lamonde were allowable 
under FINRA's IM 2420-2 Continuing Commission policy, i.e. they were 
"commissions," but on the other he contends that the payments were not commissions. 
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H. NASD Rule 2420 

Relevant to the claim undct' § lS(a)(l) is NASD Rule 2420 and Jnterp1·etive 

Memorandum 2420-2. Rule 2420 addresses dealings between FrNRA member firms (such as 

RJFS) and non-members (such as Malouf, who voh~ntnrlly relinquished his FINRA registration 

upon sale of the R.Tf'S bt•anch, effective December 31, 2007). IM 2420-2 addresses FINRA 

policies (applicable only to its member lirms and their associated persons) l'cgarding coutinuing 

commissions. It provides that "the payment of continuing commissions in connection with the 

sale of secul'ities is not intpropct• so long as the person receiving the commissions remnlns a 

registered t•cpl'esentntive of a member of the Association. However, payment of compensation to 

Rules, provided bona fide conh·aots call for such payment." See Bxh. I. IM 2420-2 sets forth the 

procedure by which FINRA member firms may pay continuing commissions to non-membot•s. 

Maloufs Pre-Hearing Brief at 17-18. 

D. Excltnngo Act Sections lS(n)(l) nnd lSC(n)(l)(A) 

Malouf did not t·eccive commissions or engage in ony other conduct that would classify 

him as a ubt·okcr'' for purposes of Section lS(a)(l) and lSC(a)(l)(A). Payments Maloufreceived 

fi·om LaMonde were n pot·tion of revenues earned by B1·anch 4GB paid as considcratio11 for the 

plU'chnse of the branch pursuant to the PP A. 

!d. at22. 

DISPUTED 

Malouf s argument is that the payments to him were not "commissions" or "transaction
based" compensation. The Division has failed to prove that the payments were based 
upon any transactions. If the payments are somehow deemed to be "commissions" then 
they were pe1missibly paid pursuant to NARD 1M 2420-2 and do not constitute "broker 
conduct" because they were paid for the purchase of the branch 
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2. Malouf kept secret his receipt of transaction based compensation 

79 Prior to 2010, i.e. for at least two years, Malouf did not tell his employees at 
UASNM that he was receiving payments fi·om Lamonde based on commissions eatned 
on trades he made through Lamonde's Raymond James branch. 

In 2008 Kopczynski and Hudson understood that Malouf had sold his RJFS 
branch to Lamonde, but they were not aware of the specific terms of that sale. Hudson 
learned in 2008 or 2009 that Malouf was receiving ongoing payments from Lamonde, 
but he assumed that such payments were being made in connection with some type of 
fmancing or preatTanged installment payment schedule. FOF #34. 

Q [McKenna] Were you aware that Mr. Lamonde was paying Mr. Malouf for 
the branch over time? 

A [Keller] I wasn't aware of that in 2008 and 2009. But in the early part of 
2010, I did become aware of it, because Mr. Malouf and I had some contentious 
conversations regarding it. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11120/2014 at 1172:19 .. 24. 

Q [Mcl(enna] In 2008, did you suspect that these payments that Mr. Malouf 
was receiving fi.·om Mr. Lamonde might have related to commissions eatned tluough the 
Raymond James branch, based on Mr. Maloufs trades? 

A [Hudson] I don't know about in 2008. Between 2008 and 2011, by the time 
20 11 came around, I was pretty sure it was very timing oriented, relating to the bonds, 
and in 2008 I just knew that monies .... what I overheard, monies passing between the 
two. 

During that period of time, somewhere in there, I came to believe that, you know 
quite frankly, they had some kind of agreement, you know, related to like an eamout, 
you know, an earnout being where you got some share of the profit of the fum. I'd been 
involved in other businesses where there were sales with eatnouts and I thought it 
seemed like an eamout to me. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/17/2014 at 141:12-142:3. 

Q. [King] When did you first become aware that Mr. Lamonde was actually 
making payments to Mr. Malouf? 

A. [Kopczynski] Perhaps in 2010, late. 
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Malouf Trial Tr. 11121/2014 at 1332:24-1333:1. 

Q. [Mcl(enna] Okay. What did Mr. Malouf specifically tell you, if anything, 
about his association with Raymond James? 

A. [Kopczynski] That it was over with. 

Q. And when did he tell you that? 

A. When I inquired whether he actually sold the branch. 

Q. And when was that? 

A. Early 2008. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/21/2014 at 1376:4-12. 

Proposed Finding of Fact #80, below. 

DISPUTED Everyone has testified that they knew about the sale of Branch 4GE and 
that they knew about the payments, suspected payments were occurring, or were told 
about the payments by Malouf. The payments were no secret. It ·was also no secret that · 
UASNM was directing bond trades to RJFS from 2007 to 2011 

FOF 34, 51, 59, 347, Malours PFOF 26, 57, 60, 83, 122, 143, 149 

80 Malouf told UASNM's bookkeeper, Paula Calhoun, over and over not to tell 
others at UASNM about the work she was doing for him; which included depositing 
commission checks from Lamonde. 

Q. [McKenna] Did Mr. Malouf give you any direction about talking to others at 
UASNM about this bookkeeping that you were doing for the side companies or for him 
personally? 

A. [Calhoun] He told me I could never say anything to anybody at work about 
what I did for him, over and over. 

Q. Over and over, he told you that? 

A. Yes. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/21/2014 at 1240:4-12. 

DISPUTED 
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Ms. Calhoun only stated she was not to say anything about her bookkeeping work, not 
about depositing checks. There is no evidence Ms. Calhoun was told not to discuss the 
checks and she admitted they were passed freely, and openly in the office. The 
payments were not a secret. 

81 Malouf told UASNM's bookkeeper, Paula Calhoun, that he would fire her if she 
told others at UASNM about the work she was doing for him; which included 
depositing commission checks from Lamonde. 

Q [Mcl(enna] Did he tell you what would happen if you did? 

A [Calhoun] He was the president. He would fire me. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/2112014 at 1240:13-14. 

DISPUTED 

Ms. Calhoun did not testify that she would get fired if she told anyone about the checks 
from LaMonde. In any event, Calhoun's testimony was not credible. 

82 Malouf told UASNM's independent compliance consultant, Michael Ciambor, that with 
the sale of his Raymond James branch to Lamonde his relationship with Raymond 
James was effectively severed. 

Q [McKenna] And was it Mr. Malouf that told you he sold his Raymond 
James branch? 

A [Ciambor] Yes, I believe, during the 2008 on-site review. 

Q And that would have been May or June of 2008? 

A Correct. 

Q And did he tell you who he sold the branch to? 

A Mr. Lamonde. 

Q Did he provide you with a copy of the sales agreement? 

A No, he did not. 

Q Did you ask for it? 

A No, I did not. 
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Q Whynot? 

A Based on our conversations with Mr. Malouf, he indicated that, you know, 
essentially, his relationship from that point forward with Raymond James had been 
effectively severed. I took him at his word. I viewed that transaction as a sale of a 
personal asset that wouldn't necessarily come underneath any of the rules and 
regulations to be reported or reviewed under the Advisers Act. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11119/2014 at 736:9-737:6. 

Q [King] And at the time you first learned that the branch had been sold -- I 
believe your testimony was that Mr. Malouf told you that he severed ties. I think is the 
word that you used. 

A [Ciambor] Correct. 

Q Okay. AJ:e those the words he used? 

A I can't recall specifically. 

Q Okay. 

A But he indicated that he sold the branch office, and we confirmed that he 
was no longer licensed through our BrokerCheck review. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 773:18-774:3. 

Q [King] Now, why is it in 2009, when you're already under the impression 
that he had sold the branch and had a one-time payment and had severed all ties .... why 
did you ask him again? 

A [Ciambor] Because that's a tactic that examiners use during their reviews, 
where essentially they will ask the same question to multiple employees to identify 
inconsistencies. Given that we're on site with our clients year over year, that's also a 
tactic that we employ to make sure that we believe we have gotten correct information 
fi.·om our clients from the interviews in previous years. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 775:21-776:7. 

DISPUTED 

The Division cites testimony of Ciambor on cross that he does not recall Mr. Malouf 
saying he "severed ties." 
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Q [King] And at the time you first learned that the branch had been sold -- I 
believe yow· testimony was that Mr. Malouf told you that he severed ties. I think is the 
word that you used. 

A [Ciambor] Con-ect. 

Q Okay. Are those the words he used? 

A I can't recall specifically. 

Q Okay. 

A But he indicated that he sold the branch office, and we confirmed that he 
was no longer licensed through our BrokerCheck review. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 773:18-774:3. 

83 Prior to June 2010, Malouf did not tell Ciambor that he was receiving payments 
from Lamonde based on commissions earned on trades he made through Lamonde's 
Raymond James branch. 

Q [McKenna] Now, in 2008, when you learned that Mr. Malouf had sold his 
Raymond James branch to Mr. Lamonde, did you have any understanding of whether he 
was to receive ongoing payments from Mr. Lamonde in consideration for the sale of that 
branch? 

A [Ciambor] No. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 737:20-25. 

When asked if Malouf told him when he interviewed Malouf in June of2009, that he 
had received in the last year and a half over 40 payments from Lamonde totaling over 
half a million dollars based upon trades that had been run through Mal ours fotmer 
Raymond James branch, Ciambor testified 'absolutely not,' but if that were the case he 
should have. FOF #156. 

DISPUTED Malouf told Ciambor he sold Branch 4GE to LaMonde in June 2008. 
Ciambor' s testimony was not that Malouf did not tell him but that he did not ask. In 
retrospect Ciambor admits that an actual SEC examiner would have asked about the 
terms of the sale. Hudson, Keller, and Kopczynski all knew about or suspected 
payments were being made, and none of them told Ciambor either. Hudson and 
Kopczynski were Ciambor's primary contacts at UASNM. It is also disputed, as 
discussed above, that Malouf received any payments from LaMonde based upon 
commissions earned on trades he directed. 
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84 

FOF 104, 149, 385 Malouf's PFOF 35 

Ciambor testified that based upon what he knows now he thinks Malouf lied to 
him. 

Q [Mcl(enna] Based upon what you know now- I mean, bottom line, do you 
think Mr. Malouf lied to you about his agreement with Lamonde. 

A [Ciambor] Yes, I do. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 852:21-25. 

UNDISPUTED that this is what Ciambor testified, though it is a self-serving statement 
and not credible or supported by evidence. 

85 UASNM did not disclose Malouf's continued involvement with the Raymond 

86 

James branch in its Forms ADV or on its website. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##96-101, 105-106, below. 

DISPUTEP it was disclosed in ~arch 2011 on the Form ADV after being spe~ifically 
authorized by Malouf. Also DISPUTED to the extent no time frame has been 
identified. UNDISPUTED that it was not disclosed on the website. 

Regardless, Kopczynki, Hudson, and Ciambor were delegated responsibility for 
reviewing Forms ADV and marketing materials for accuracy and completeness. They 
had sufficient information, or access to such infotmation, to ensure appropriate 
disclosures were made. Any failw·es were theirs as delegates of Malouf. 

See FOF 55, 56, 57, 58, 98, 99, 102, 108, 109, 110,280 COL 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 
Malouf's PFOF 34, 53, 144, 158, 159, 160, 165, 166 PCOL 17 

A September 17,2010 e-mail exchange between Kirk Bell and Eva Skibicki at RJFS 
reflects that a 1 point commission on a $3.8 million bond trade was reduced to half a point 
per a discussion between Bell and Skibicki. 
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Bobble Hartzell 

From: Kirk Bell· RJFS National Sales < > 
Sent: Friday, September 17.2010 2:57PM 
To: Eva Skibicki 
Cc: Maria Shepherd · 

-sub)~t.-. ----.---RE:-1-need-you·to-calJ·me-;prease-----------

Importance: High 

I spoke to Moe on this trade. 

Take It down to a ~per our dlscussron. 

Moe also mentioned that he .thought that $3.8 wont through at less than a point. 

I am jumping to a meeting. 

Exhibit 65. 

See Proposed Finding of Fact 87, below. 

UNDISPUTED 

87 Hudson became concerned about Malouf s receipt of payments in the fall of 2010 
when he learned that Malouf had questioned RJFS' decision to write down the 
commission charged on a particular bond trade. 

Q [McKenna] So you've mentioned several things that raised concerns with 
you about this arrangement: the fact that Mr. Malouf was asking Mr. Lamond for 
checks, the rent situation, your growing awareness that this was an erunout type of 
situation, the proximity of the request for checks to the bond trades. Anything else that 
caused concern, in your mind about this atTangement? 

A [Hudson] Well, I think you know, towards the end, towards the end of his 
employment with UAS, there was a time when you know, I had come back from a 
business trip and there was a pretty strong vehement disagreement amongst my other 
patiners about an investment committee meeting where people had decided to -- well, 
Mr. Malouf thought they had agreed to sell 10 percent of the client pot1folios out of 
equity and buy fixed income. And Mr. Lehrman and Mr. Keller disagreed. 

And ftuihermore, Mr. Malouf thought it was 10 percent out of equities 
regardless of whether they were in compliance with their investment policy or not. So if 
a client was already 10 percent below where they should have been, was going to go 
another 10 percent below. 
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Mr. Keller and Mr. Lehrman thought it was a reduction of the asset allocation 
related to equities by 1 0 percent and then an evaluation client by client. 

And so, it was -- that was probably one of the first times where it seemed like a 
fairly recldess way of approaching the investment management. The bond purchases 
and other things like that, I've never dw·ing the, you know, up until that point had any 
question about are these appropriate actions or are these good quality bonds and things 
like that for the account. For the most part, they were with a couple of exceptions, that 
I'm aware of. But -- but, that was an action that seemed designed just to create more 
bond purchases. 

That was probably, you know, from my standpoint, you know, I talked about 
kind of the increasing concern about this conflict of interest. There was in September of 
2010, the time when I had overheard a bond purchase had been DK'd, meaning 
Raymond James had stopped it from happening. ·It had already been purchased, already 
been ready for delivery, and they stopped it because they-- they, ''they" are the seller, 
they wanted to reduce the commission. 

Q. Raymond James wanted to reduce the commission? 

A. Raymond James wanted to reduce -- the seller wanted to reduce the 
commission that was charged on a $3 million bond trade to UAS. And that struck me as 
really -- I had overheard Moe and Dennis talking about it, and that struck me as very 
strange~ that the seller was going to be reducing their profit, or their commission on our 
part. Seemed like that should be our job, you know. 

Q. Do you know what the commission was that was paid on this $3 million 
bond trade? 

A. It was originally 1 percent, and was reduced to 50 basis points. 

Q. Who reduced to --

A. Raymond James. I assume their corporate office or their compliance 
counsel. 

Q. Did you overhear any reaction by Mr. Malouf to this reduction in 
commission? 

A. I think he was just puzzled by it. I overheard a conversation with them 
passing. I believe I mentioned it to Ms. Villa at the time, but just --just to confitm that 
it was true. And she told me yes thafs ttue. 

Q. Did you have an understanding of why Mr. Malouf would be questioning 
this reduction in the commission? 
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A. Well, it seemed strange to me. I mean, I think that that would be what's 
related to Moe's income, but you know, could be because the ~~ the bond trade didn't go 
through. But I thought it was a little strange to be ~~ you know, that whole situation for 
us, to be in a position where the seller is telling us that we were ~- we were allowing too 
much to be made on a trade. 

Q Too much to be made by the seller? 

A By the seller. 

Q So in effect, what they did was they reduced the price you had to pay for the 
bond? 

A They reduced the ptice, yes, that we had been willing to pay. 

Q And who was -- who had made that bond trade; do you know? 

A Mr. Malouf. 

Trial Tr. 11/17/2014 at 145:14-149:5. 

UNDISPUTED that this is what Hudson claimed, but his testimony is not credible and 
he admitted to knowing about the payments in 2008. FOF 34 7 

88 Hudson thought it was odd that Malouf would be concerned about a commission write 
down because that money was going to Lamonde. 

89 

See Proposed Finding of Fact #87. 

UNDISPUTED that this is what Hudson claimed, but his testimony is not credible and 
he admitted to knowing about the payments in 2008. FOF 347 

3. Malouf is not a credible witness 

Malouf pdor sworn statement that all bond trades were done after shopping the 
proposed transactions with other brokers such as Fidelity and Schwab was contradicted 
by his later sworn testimony. 

In the state litigation, Malouf signed an Affidavit that stated, in part: 
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f: All bond tr~dos involving Raymond James were done with full disclosure 

to olhers ut UASNM and ACA Comp1iunce GJ·oup, ns evidenced by the disclosures in tho 

Fmn1 ADV. All such trades were done after "shopping,. the proposed transaction with 

other brokers (Fidelity nnd Sohwnb) so thnt, if the transaction would be done by 

Raymond Jnmes1 it would be dono in Jull com)>liance of the ubcst execution" rules. 

Exhibit 240 at 7,, 21.f. UASNM01193SS. 

See Proposed Finding of Fact #39. 

DISPUTED. Malouf spot checked bond markets daily. Keller's testimony was that 
Malouf did obtain multiple bids on trades they did together and that Malouf taught him 
about getting multiple bids. Ciambor also testified that he saw evidence of multiple bids 
talcing place. Malouf testified "spot checking" included going out to Schwab or Fidelity 
or another broker and getting a bid. Hudson does not know whether Malouf sought 
multiple bids, only that he has not seen documentation. He admitted Malouf might have 
sought multiple bids but not documented it. 

FOF 180, 354 Malouf's PFOF 23, 24, 49, 61, 62, 148 

90 Malouf's prior sworn statement that he did not use UASNM personnel for his 
personal benefit other than for some minor charitable or other work was false. 

In the state litigation, Malouf signed an Affidavit that stated, in part: 

e. I have no kJ1owledge any use of UASNM pcrsounel tbr personal usc other 

than sotno rninol' clttll'itablo und other work and the usual 1ttaUcrs collllllon tc.l idl 

businesses. ll cet·tainly has not been "~igniticw\t" to nty knowledge. Often l gave the 

person he)Jling me n check from my pursonnl fuJlCis to con1pensate them. This has heen 

going nn ftlr yenrs. 

Exhibit 240 at 7,, 2l.e. UASNM01193SS. 

From 2008 through 2011, Ms. Calhoun spent a_pproximately 30-40% of her time 
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working on Mal ours personal bookkeeping. FOF #261. 

DISPUTED There is no evidence that the work Calhoun did for Malouf personally was 
"significant" and Calhoun acknowledged occasionally receiving payments from Malouf. 
Regardless, Calhoun's testimony is not credible and the extent of the work that she did 
for Malouf is uncertain and unsupported by any evidence. Also, the amount of 
additional compensation that Calhoun received for any work perfotmed for Malouf was 
not established with any certainty. The claim that Calhoun did a significant amount of 
work for Malouf is belied by the fact that Calhoun testified she never complained about 
not receiving payment for the personal work, she completed the work during normal 
working hours, she never looked for another job, and she was never unhappy in her job. 

6 Q You testified about the personal worlc. that 
7 you did for Mr. Malouf personally and for some of his 
8 companies; correct? 
9 A That is correct. 
10 Q And you say you may have gotten some bonuses 
11 for doing that work? 
12 A I don't know if the bonuses were from that 
13 work, but the girls in the office would receive bonuses 
14 or cash from Dennis periodically. 
15 Q Olc.ay. Did you ever complain that you weren't 
16 receiving payment for that work? 
17 A No, I did it during working hours. 
18 Q Did you ever aslc. for compensation for that 
19 worl{? 
20ANo. 
21 Q Did you ever look for another job? 
22 A Did I ever look for another job? Why? 
23 Q Because you weren't being compensated. Were 
24 you unhappy with your job and looking for another one? 
25ANo. 

See Malou(Hearinp; Transcript 11/21/14 at 1262:6-25 

91 Malouf initially testified that he shared the written Purchase of Practice 
Agreement with others in 2008, but then changed his testimony to say he notified 
everybody verbally about the terms of the sale. 

Q [Mc!(enna] And do you believe that you ever sent the Purchase of Practice 
Agreement to Michael Cirunbor at ACA? 

A [Malouf] I believe I presented it to him, yes. 
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Q You believe you personally presented it to Mr. Ciambor? 

A Con·ect. 

Q When? 

A I can't be for sure, but it would have been probably in early -- middle of 
2008. The audits came in April. I'm not -- I can't be a hundred percent certain. 

Q Of the timing or of whether in fact you did present it to Mr. Ciambor? 

A The date. 

Q So, yow· testimony is that you gave the PPA to Mr. Ciambor in 2008 at 
some point? 

A Coll'ect. I -- let me clarify that. I lmow that - had an intense and a very 
long conversation about it, and I'm -- I -- to say that I actually handed-it-him, I can't say 
that. I don't recall. But I would have assumed he would have wanted to see that 
contract, and I would have given it to him just as I did everybody that was involved. 

Q Okay. Well, let me ask you this. Who did you give a copy of your written 
Purchase of Practice Agreement to in 2008? 

A I'm not sw·e. Possibly I<irk Hudson, or -- I know that I had it in my office, 
you know, for review or if anyone would ask me. I can't be sure. That's a long tin1e 
ago. 

Q I understand. I understand. So you don't -- you can't be sure whether in fact 
you gave it to anybody in 2008? 

A I notified everybody verbally. Possibly not with an actual contract, but I 
can't recall. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11120/14 at 928:2-929:12. 

DISPUTED Malouf did not change his testimony, he stated that he could not recall 
whether he provided a copy of the PP A or he told people about it verbally. I-Iis 
testimony is not inconsistent. 

92 Maloufs testimony at the hearing about his bond trading practices was at odds 
with his prior testimony. 
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. Q [McKenna] Now, would you acknowledge that, in fact, during this time 
penod, you should have gotten multiple bids from different brokers to seek best 
execution on these bond trades? 

A [Malouf] Yes. 

Q Would you also acknowledge that you did not do that? 

A No. 

Q You would not acknowledge that? 

A I will not acknowledge that. 

Q Do you recall testifying differently when you met with Mr. Mulhern and 
provided investigative testimony? 

A I don't recall. 

MR. McKENNA: Can we pull up his transcript, which is -- what's the exhibit 
number, 231? 

MR. BRICKELL: Yes. 

MR. McKENNA: And let's go to page 124. Starting at line 8 and we're going to 
go to line 19~ I'm going to read. This is the question. "At what point in the process 
would you possibly get bids from other broker-dealers?" Your answer: "I would spot 
check." It wasn't a situation where I got three bids' like I should have done. Okay? I 
read best execution, and I looked at the information. I called Raymond James about 
best execution. They explained how they did it. And it satisfied everything that I 
thought was necessary to get best execution. There was no fo1mal format. I did check 
from time to time, but there was nothing religiously set up to say here are three bids. 
Let's take this one. 11 Did I read that correctly? 

A Yes. 

MR. McKENNA: You can take that down, Tim. 

Q Mr. Malouf, would you acknowledge that you did not send out bids when 
you wanted to buy a bond for a UAS client, nor would you send out asks when you 
wanted to sell a bond? 

A No. 
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Q You would not acknowledge that? 

A I would not. 

MR. McKENNA: Can we pull up his transcript at page 127, please. And let's 
go to lines 14 to 19. 

Q And "m just going to read from your transctipt again. "Q. All right. But 
other than that process, what else did you do to spot check?" Yow· answer: "I mean, 
that's it. "I wish I could say I had the bid ask, but I just didn't. I didn't send it out for a 
bid or a quote, if that's where you're headed." Did I read 'hat correctly? 

A You did. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 935:13-937:16. 

DISPUTED. Malouf's testimony does not indicate that he never got multiple bids, only 
that he did not do that in every instance. Malouf previously testified that "There was no 
formal format. I did check from time to time, but there was nothing religiously set up to 
say here are three bids." This is consistent with testimony that he spot checked the 
markets. Malouf s testimony is also consistent with testimony from Kellet· and Ciambor · 
regarding knowledge or evidence they had that multiple bids were being sought, but that 
they may not have been documented. See Response to PFOF 89 

93 Malouf was aware that UASNM's policy was to seek multiple bids for bond 
trades and he falsely told others that he followed that policy. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##35, 37, 89. 

DISPUTED that Malouf falsely told others that he followed the policy. 

See Response to PFOF 38, 39, 89 above. 

94 Malouf was at least recldess in failing to seek best execution for his bond trades. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##32- 47. 

DISPUTED 

It has not been established that Malouf did not seek best execution on any trades, the 
Division has not identified any trades that Malouf directed, or shown that best execution 
was not achieved on any such trade. 
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95 Malouf was aware that UASNM's F01m ADVs disclosed that he had a Bachelor 
of Science degree from the University of Northern Colorado, when in fact he had no 
such degree. 

At times between 2008 and May 2011, UASNM's Forms ADV and website stated that 
Mr. Malouf had a Bachelor of Science in Finance degree from the University of 
Nm1hem Colorado at Greeley. FOF #335. 

Mr. Malouf did not receive a Bachelor of Science in Finance degree from the University 
ofNo11hem Colorado. FOF #336. 

DISPUTED Malouf was not initially aware that the disclosw·e was inco1rect. He 
became aware that he had not successfully received his degree and immediately took 
steps to ensure that the disclosure on the Form ADV was corrected. 

FOF 83 

D. Securities Act§ 17(a)(l) and (3); Exchange Act Section lOb and Rule lOb-S(a) and 
(c): employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud or engage in any transaction, 
practice or course of business which operates as a fraud or deceit 

See Section III.B. above. 

E. Investment Advisers Act § 207: willfully mal'e any untrue statement of material fact 
or omit to state a material fact in any registration application or report filed with 
the Commission 

96 Vadous ofUASNM's Forms ADV filed between 2008 and 2011 contained 
untrue statements of material fact and/or omitted to state material facts. 

At least some ofUASNM's ADVs between 2008 and 2011 did not disclose that Mr. 
Malouf sold his RJFS branch to Mr. Lamonde and was receiving ongoing payments 
from Mr. Lamonde in connection with that sale. FOF #8. 

Item 12 ofUASNM's Fotm ADV Part II, dated Aprill2, 2010, disclosed that the 
broker recommended by UASNM was not "based upon any rurangement between the 
recommended broker and UASNM," and, instead, was "dependent upon a number of 
factors including the following: Trade execution, custodial services, trust services, 
recordkeeping and research, and/or ability to access a wide variety of securities. 
UASNM reviews, on a petiodic and systematic basis, its third-party relationships to 
ensure it is fulfilling its fiduciary duty to seek best execution on client transactions." 
FOF#9. 
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Item 12 ofUASNM's Form ADV, Part II, dated Aprill2,'2010, affmnatively 
represented that "employees ofUASNM are not registered" representatives of Schwab, 
Raymond James or Fidelity, and do not receive any commissions or fees from 
recommending these services." FOF #10. 

Items 8 and 9 of the UASNM Forms ADV Part II, dated February 4, 2008, August 20, 
2008, and December 1, 2008, disclosed that employees ofUASNM were or may be 
registered representatives ofRJFS and could receive commissions. FOF #29 

Items 8 and 9 ofUASNM's Forms ADV Part II, dated October 1, 2009, January 1, 
2010, and Aprill2, 2010 removed the prior disclosure regarding the UASNM 
employee's status as a registered representative of RJFS but were otherwise the same as 
the prior versions. FOF #30. 

Items 10 and 12 ofUASNM's Form ADV Part 2A, dated March 2011 disclosed that 
Malouf had sold his interest in a RJFS branch in exchange for a series of payments, and 
that an incentive may exist for UASNM to utilize RJFS to generate revenue that may 
be utilized to make payments to Malouf. FOF #31. 

Ciambor believes that disclosure of the financial incentive for UAS to route trades 
through RJ, that was ultimately made in March 2011, should have been disclosed in all 
fo1m ADVs ever since Malours atTangement with Lamonde in 2008. FOF #154. 

See Exhibit 193. 

DISPUTED 

No evidence was provided to indicate which Fotms ADV were drafts versus final 
versions, whether any were filed with the SEC, or whether any were disseminated to 
customers. 

Malouf's PFOF 152 

97 The disclosure in items 8 and 9 ofUASNM Forms ADV Part II, dated February 4, 
2008, August 20,2008, and December 1, 2008, that employee(s) ofUASNM were or 
may be registered representatives ofRJFS and could receive commissions did not relate 
to Malouf because Malouf was no longer a registered representative ofRJFS. 

As a result, at the end of 2007, Malouf terminated his registration with broker-dealer 
and he transfetTed his broker-dealer customers either to UASNM or to the new branch 
manager. Branch manager continued to operate the broker-dealer office within 
UASNM's office space until June 2011. FOF #5. 

UNDISPUTED that the disclosure did not relate specifically to Malouf, though it did 
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constructively put UASNM customers on notice of a relationship between UASNM 
employees and RJFS. 

98 Malouf, as CEO, president, and majority shareholder ofUASNM had final and 
ultimate responsibility for UASNM's Forms ADV between 2006 and the end of2010. 

When Malouf was CEO ofUASNM he was ''top dog" and Mr. Kopczynski and Mr. 
Hudson worked for him. FOF #197. 

Malouf, Kopczynski, Hudson and outside compliance consultant ACA each were 
involved to varying degrees in preparing or reviewing UASNM's Forms ADV from 
2008 through May 2011. FOF #32. 

Malouf performed at least a cursory review of some fonn ADV s focusing on 
disclosw·es relating to himself and RJFS. FOF #33. 

Q [McKenna] Okay. You didn't really my answer [tny question], though. My 
question is, do you acknowledge that between 2006 and the end of 2007 you had final 
and ultimate responsibility for UASNM's ADV s? 

A [Malouf] No. 

Q Can we show the investigative testimony at page 342, lines 3 to 15. 

The question you were asked was, "In your view between 2006 and the end of 
2010, who had final and ultimate responsibility for the ADV and its contents for 
UASNM?" Yow· response: "The buck stops with me, there's no doubt, as the president 
and CEO and the majority shareholder. I gave Joe the final approval on that document 
every time. I mean, it would just be a given. I mean, I trusted him. I think he 
disclosed and did everything that he was supposed to do until, once again, when I took 
over and started looking at the ADV Pa112 brochure, the things that weren't disclosed, 
the things that should have been disclosed, and I did the best I could." Did I read that 
properly? 

A Yes. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 993:12-994:9. 

Q [Mcl(enna] So, you disagree that you had the ultimate responsibility that 
they were accurate? 

A [Malouf] I guess I'm partially responsible, for sure, as a CEO, but, I mean-
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Malouf Trial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 994:25-995:3. 

DISPUTED l(opczynski and Hudson were delegated and accepted responsibility for 
UASNM Forms ADV, such delegation was permissible. The UASNM compliance 
manual assigned the responsibility for ensuring the accuracy of the Form ADV to the 
CCO, Kopczyski. Hg. Exh. 346, p. 51 (ACA000432-00335). 

Kopczynski accepted the delegation of the duty to review and approve the Forms ADV, 
understood that it was his responsibility, and that he actually reviewed the Forms ADV 
for accuracy: 

Okay. Lets take a look at the compliance 
24 manual again. That's Exhibit 346. And we're going to 
25 be at page 50. 
Page 1324 
1 And again this is the August 2008 compliance 
2 manual. Page 50 is titled "Disclosure Requirements." 
3 Right? 
4 A Correct. 
5 Q Subparagraph A is Form ADV. If you look down 
6 below there's two bullet points. It talks about the 
7 SEC not accepting filings with Part II of Form ADV, 
8 i~stead UASNM must k~ep a copy in its ~iles and provide 
9 it to the SEC staff upon request; right? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q And then it says, "UASNM is still required to 
12 amend Part II if answers become materially inaccurate." 
13 Right? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q And you understood that to be the case 
16 throughout this time period; right? 
17 A I did. 
18 Q And did you have an understanding of the 
19 timeliness of those amendments once the firm becomes 
20 aware that it has become materially inaccurate? 
21 For example, would it be a week, would it be 
22 a month, would it be a quarter, would it be a year? 
23 A For material change? 
24 Q For material change. 
25 A It's my understanding it should be as quickly 
Page 1325 
1 as is possible. 
2 Q Okay. So, not waiting six months or nine 
3 months? 
4 A Right. 
5 Q Let's turn to page 51. 
6 And in that second paragraph, I just wanted 
7 to confirm that the policy does in fact say, "The CCO 
8 is responsible for ensuring the Parts lA and Part II of 
9 UASNM's Form ADV are properly maintained and 
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10 disseminated. Accordingly, the CCO will periodically 
11 review the ADV to ensure that it is accurate and 
12 complete." 
13 Now, did you do that? 
14 A That was done twice a year, for sure. 
15 Q And you were involved in that process? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q And you personally reviewed the Form ADV; 
18 right? 
19 A Along with ACA, yes. 
20 Q Not asking about ACA. I'm asking about Mr. 
21 Kopczynski. 
22 A I did. 
23 Q And the purpose of your review was to ensure 
24 that it was accurate and complete; right? 

25 A That is correct. 

Kopczynski Trial Tr. pp. 1323: 23-1325:25. 

See also, FOF 55, 102, 108, 109, 110, 367, 369, COL 20, 21, 22,25 Malours PCOL 
79 

99 Malouf had a responsibility to make full and accurate disclosure in the Forms 
ADV regarding his ongoing relationship with Raymond James. 

Q [McKenna] Okay. Would you agree with me that with regard to ADV 
disclosures that related to you personally, you had an even greater responsibility? 

A [Malouf] Yes. 

Q And you did understand that you had a responsibility to make full and 
accurate disclosw·e in the ADV s regarding your ongoing relationship with Raymond 
James? 

A I did. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 995:4-12. 

DISPUTED Malouf had a responsibility to make disclosures on Forms ADV to the 
extent he was aware they needed to be made or were not already made on Forms ADV. 
There is no evidence Hudson, Kopczynski, or Ciambor advised Malouf or brought it to 
his attention that any additional disclosw·es regard Branch 4GE or RJFS were 
necessary, despite the fact that they had the necessary information to provide such 
advice. See also opposition to PFOF #98. 
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100 All or most of the Form ADVs created between October 1, 2009 and April12, 
2010, portions of which are reflected in Exhibit 193, were provided to UASNM clients. 

Q [McKenna] Okay. And I'll just represent that it was only required to be 
filed with the commission starting in January of 20 11. 

So, fair to say, then, that one of these fotm ADVs, if not all or most of them, 
starting with the October 1, 2009, until the April12, 2010 form, would have been 
provided to UASNM customers? 

MR. IGNG: Objection. Leading. 
MR. McKENNA: That's fair. 
JUDGE P ATIL: Crosswexamination, so -

Q You can answer my question. 

JUDGE PATIL: ww overruled. 

A [Kopczynski] I believe it would have been fair that they would have 
received those, yes. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/21/2014 at 1377:13wl378:1. 

Q [Jamieson] Okay. The second sentence in there, starts on the second line, 
says, "Client acknowledges that adviser has delivered, and client has acknowledged 
receipt and thoroughly read infotmation providing disclosures in the fotm of ADV" ww 
"in the form of Form ADV Part II regarding the background of adviser's business 
practices and fee schedules." Do you see that? 

A [Owens] Mm-hmm. 

Q And by signing this document on the last page, you aclmowledge that you 
had received and thoroughly read the infonnation on that form; correct? 

A I probably didn't read it word for word, but I looked over it. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 906:7w20. 

DISPUTED 

Kopczynski's testimony is not evidence that the Forms ADV from October 1, 2009 to 
April 12, 2010 were provided to UASNM clients. Kopczynski just agreed with the 
leading question of counsel for the Division that ADV might have been delivered. But 
no foundation was laid that Kopcynski had personal knowledge, or would have ever 
been apprised of whether or not a UASNM customer would have been provided Forms 
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ADV. There is no evidence that any particular Form ADV was provided to any 
UASNM customer. 

Ms. Owens' testimony relates to the February 2008 Fo1m ADV, which disclosed 
Malouf's ownership of Branch 4GE, and the potential conflict of interest disclosed 
therein. There is no evidence she reviewed any ADV that omitted this infmmation. 

101 Form ADV Part II is an application under Section 207 of the Investment 
Advisor's Act. 

.._. ...... -......... ,_ ......... ·l-- J Schudulo F of AVPllC'.S!II: SJ!(.'I'i~ Nut'l\\>tr. p.ur: 
fo.mtADV . .UMNM,.lslC: 

~~~~~~. • • fe~o~4.~~. clth!~.lJniwml Ad\,CJ.'tYStrlirt~ 
Contfnuatlon 
Sflool ·ror Fonll 
ADVPait·ll• ._ .. ,. ····-

See, e.g., Exhibit 24 at MaloufSEC 000542: "Applicant: UASNM, Inc. d/b/a Universal 
Advisory Services" 

UNDISPUTED 

F. Aiding or abetting UASNM's violations of Sections 206(1), (2), and 207: UASNM 
made false statements in Forms ADV and on its website; Malouf lmowingly or 
recldessly provided substantial assistance 

102 Malouf substantially assisted in the preparation ofUASNM Forms ADV. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##98-99. 

DISPUTED Kopczynski and Hudson were delegated and accepted primary 
responsibility for UASNM Forms ADV, such delegation was permissible. 

FOF 55, 102, 108, 109, 110, 367, 369; COL 20, 21, 22, 25 Malouf's PCOL 79. 

See also, opposition to PFOF ## 98-99. 

103 As UASNM's CEO and majority shareholder, Malouf had control over 
UASNM's Fo1ms ADV. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##98-99. 

DISPUTED Kopczynski and Hudson were delegated and accepted primary 
responsibility for UASNM Fotms ADV, such delegation was permissible. 
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FOF 55, 102, 108, 109, 110, 367, 369, COL 20, 21, 22, 25 Malouf's PCOL 79. 

See also, opposition to PFOF ## 98-99. 

104 Malouf was at least extremely reckless in not disclosing his arrangement 
with Lamonde such that it could be disclosed in UASNM's Forms ADV. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##96-99. 

DISPUTED Kopczynski and Hudson were delegated and accepted primary 
responsibility for UASNM Forms ADV, such delegation was permissible. Malouf 
reasonably relied upon Kopczynski and Ciambor to ensure Fonn ADV disclosures 
were adequate and accurate. 

FOF 55, 102, 108, 109, 110, 367, 369, COL 20, 21, 22, 25 Malouf's PCOL 79. 

See also, opposition to PFOF ## 98-99. 

G. Aiding and abetting and causing Section 206(4) violation: UASNM made false 
website statements about independence, commissions, conflicts of interest, and best 
execution; Malouf lmowingly or recklessly provided substantial assistance 

105 UASNM's website contained false statements about UASNM's 
independence, lack of compensation by commission, conflicts of interest, and best 
execution. 

At times, between 2008 and 2011, UASNM's website made the following statements: 

11Uncompromised objectivity through independence, UASNM is not owned by any 
product, company nor compensated by any commissions. This allows us to provide 
investment advice devoid of conflicts of interest. UASNM may place trades tlu·ough 
multiple sources ensuring that the best cost/service/execution mix is met for its 
clients. 11 

"We do not accept commissions and we vigorously maintain our independence to 
ensure absolute objectivity drives our decisions in managing ow· clients' pottfolios." 
FOF#12. 

Exs. 66, 68, and 69 contain UASNM's website address and the language found on 
those exhibits that "We do not accept commissions and we vigorously maintain our 
independence to ensure absolute objectivity" and "UAS is not owned by any product 
company nor compensated by any commissions. This allows us to provide 
investment advice void of conflicts of interest" were very common statements 
UASNM would use in marketing. FOF #131. 
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ACA advised UASNM in the September 2007 Annual Repo11 that the language in its 
marketing materials "void of conflicts of interest" could be misleading, and 
recommended removing it. FOF #85. 

ACA advised UASNM in the December 2009 Annual Report that the language on its 
website 11Void of conflicts of interest11 could be misleading, and recommended 
removing it. FOF #86. 

The 11Void of conflicts of interest" language continued to appear on the UASNM 
website and in marketing materials in 2008-2010. FOF #87. 

UNDISPUTED that the statements were made on the website, but the 
problems arose initially from Hudson and Kopczynski's own conflicts of interest, 
which they were informed of by ACA on two separate occasions and they took no 
remedial action. There is also no evidence they notified Malouf of any problem or 
that any remedial action was necessary. The statements continued to be a problem 
after Malouf was te1minated from UASNM, and they were only removed in response 
to an exam by the SEC in 2012. The responsibility for the website was assigned to 
Kopczynski as CCO by UASNM's compliance manual, he acknowledged he was 
responsible for representations on the website, and he actually reviewed the website. 
Hg. Exh. 346, p. 72 (A.CA000432-0008356);. Kopczynski Trial Tr .. PP· 1354-1357. 
Malouf delegated all compliance functions to Kopczynski as CCO, including the 
website content, consistent with UASNM's written compliance procedures, and 
reasonably relied on Kopczynski to ensure the information was compliant. "My 
responsibility as chief compliance officer was to take procedures and protocols that 
were established in an effort to keep UASNM in compliance with the Commission's 
regulations, and effectively work with the consultant to make sure anything that was 
required along those lines would be taken care of." (Kopczynski, Trial Tr. p. 1287) 

106 Malouf knowingly and recklessly provided substantial assistance regarding 
the false website statements. 

Malouf was the lead salesman for UASNM, and he was familiar with at least some of 
the contents of its website. FOF #13. 

While Malouf testified that he may not have read every work ofUASNM's website, 
he was familiar with its contents in the 2008,2009, and 2010 time frame. FOF #189. 

Maloufs understanding was that what's on the UASNM website for the public to 
consume is what's important. FOF #190. 

Mr. Malouf previously testified that he "probably read" statements on UASNM's 
website in 2008 about U ASNM being independent and not charging commissions. 
FOP #191. 
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Q [McKenna] Did UASNM maintain a website during this period, 2008 to 
2011? 

A [Hudson] We did. 

Q And did Mr. Malouf have any involvement in that website? 

A He did. 

Q What was his involvement in that? 

A Well, he -- in different generations of it, different versions of it, there was 
a version that he and Mr. Womack really created together. There was another version 
that he had hired the daughter of a client to develop. And so, for at least part of that 
petiod, the website was something that he took the lead on developing. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/17/2014 at 157:3-16. 

Q. [King] All right. Let's talk for a minute about marketing matetials and 
the website. Who was responsible for the content of the website? 

A [MaloufJ In its genesis, the gathering of information came from Scott 
Womack. He ran it tluough me, I ran it through Joe. We had the office in California, 
and it was put up on the website. 

A few years later it was taken down and revamped by Twin Studios (sic), and 
I think that's when we took off all the family office -- the professional football player 
stuff we were looking at in Beverly Hills. There were two of those, but I was prut of 
the creative part of that. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11/20/2014 at 1137:25-1138:12. 

DISPUTED The problems with the website arose from Hudson and Kopczynski's 
own conflicts of interest, which they were informed of by ACA on two separate 
occasions and they took no remedial action. There is also no evidence they notified 
Malouf of any problem or that any remedial action was necessary. The statements 
continued to be a problem after Malouf was tetminated from UASNM, and they were 
only removed in response to an exam by the SEC in 2012. The responsibility for the 
website was assigned to I(opczynski as CCO by UASNM's compliance manual, and 
he acknowledged he was responsible for representations on the website. Malouf 
delegated all compliance functions to I(opczynski as ceo, including the website 
content, consistent with UASNM's written compliance procedures. It is undisputed 
that Hudson and I<opczynski were never accused by the SEC of having aided and 
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abetted UASNM's violation; Malouf was less culpable than Hudson and Kopczynski, 
and should not be charged with aiding and abetting. 

See Opposition to PFOF #105. 

107 As a participant in the agreement with Lamonde to receive payments related 
to bond trades made through Raymond James, Malouf had a duty to disclose the 
material aspects of that agreement. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##23-31. 

DISPUTED 

This is not a finding of fact. Rather, the proposed finding as phrased is a conclusion 
of law (i.e., whether a duty existed and who owed the duty). In any event, Hudson 
knew about the sale of Branch 4GE and knew that LaMonde was making payments to 
Malouf at the same time Malouf was directing bond trades to RJFS. As the 
individual signing and attesting to the accuracy of the Forms ADV it was Hudson's 
duty to ensure the Form ADV accurately disclosed the potential conflict of interest of 
which he was fully aware. 

Kopcyznski was responsible for Forms ADV under the UASNM compliance manual. 

See opposition to PFOF #23-31, 98, 99. 

108 Malouf failed to disclose matetial aspects of his agreement with Lamonde to 
UASNM's Chief Compliance Officer, Joe Kopczynski, and its Chief Operating 
Officer, Matt Keller. 

See Proposed Finding of Fact #79. 

DISPUTED See opposition to PFOF #79. Additionally, Kopczynski admitted he 
believed the sale of Branch 4GE would have involved payments over time from 
LaMonde to Malouf, similar to the tenns of his sale ofUAS to Malouf and Hudson in 
2004. (Kopczynski, Trial Tr. pp. 1331-1332). Additionally, the payments to 
LaMonde were broadcast openly throughout the office on those occasions when 
Malouf would ask LaMonde about the status of payments, resulting in at least one or 
two open arguments about the payments. According to Hudson: 

... But certainly, you 
12 know, it's common for practices to be sold with 
13 seller financing, so maybe in a brokerage fitm as 
14 well. And since Dennis had said capital gains, 
15 either Moe had came up with money or he borrowed 
16 money. 
17 Q And you, during these times when Mr. Malouf 
1 B would say where is my check or talk about his check, 
19 did you ever discuss the amounts or hear anything 
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2 0 about the amounts at all that the checks were fm·? 
21 A It's possible I may have heard it. I 
2 2 don't -- wasn't -- if I did, it wasn't regular, 
2 3 wasn't me asking about them. It's possible Dennis 
2 4 might have said an amount sometime. I really don't 

25 know. I don't remember hearing anything like that. 

Q Do you ever remember forming an opinion or 
2 view in your head whether the amounts were 
3 substantial, more than 5,000, 10,000 or 15,000, on a 
4 regular basis? 
5 A I don't know about on a regular basis. I 
6 know they got in an argument a few times about it, 
7 pretty heated, so I guess I would assume it was 

8 substantial probably. 

Hg. Exh. 229, Hudson Inv. Tr. pp. 104-105. 

The fact that LaMonde was making payments to Malouf, according to Hudson, 
"wasn't a hidden thing," and Hudson assumed they payments for the purchase of 
Branch4GE: 

... But in terms of talking to him about his 
2 4 own business, what are you doing with Moe on - how 

25 is he paying you? I didn't really have those 

discussions, although, I knew that Moe was giving him 

2 checks and it was pretty -- wasn't a hidden thing. 
3 Q Did he ever confirm with you that the 
4 checks were for the sale of the business? 
5 A I don't think he ever said, you know, these 
6 checks are, you know, for the sale of the business, 

7 but they were -- I probably assumed that. 

Exh. 229, Hudson Inv. Tr. pp. 106-107 

109 Malouf caused false statements about UASNM' s independence and receipt of 

110 

commissions, and about his receipt of a Bachelor of Science degree to appear on 
UASNM's Forms ADV and its website. 

See FOF##335-336; Proposed Findings of Fact ##102-108. 

DISPUTED See opposition to PFOF ## 102-108, in particular ##105 and 108. 

As UASNM's CEO and majority shareholder, Malouf had control over 
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UASNM's website. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact #106. 

DISPUTED See opposition to PFOF ##105-106. 

111 Malouf was at least extremely reckless in not disclosing his arrangement with 
Lamonde such that it could be disclosed in UASNM's Forms ADV. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##102-110. 

DISPUTED 

This is not a finding of fact. Rather it poses the question of whether Malours alleged 
conduct was "extremely reckless" and is thus a proposed conclusion of law. In any 
event, Malouf delegated duties regarding the Forms ADV to Kopczynski, who had 
extensive experience as a CCO, and Hudson, the CFO. Both had knowledge or 
access to knowledge regarding the sale of Branch 4GB and the payments to 
LaMonde. 

See opposition to PFOF ## 102-110. 

H. Miscellaneous 

112 Item 12.B of Form ADV Part II (and Item 12.A of the new Part 2A) requires an 
investment adviser to disclose the facto1·s considered in selecting brokers and 
determining the reasonableness of their commissions. 
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UNDISPUTED, but note that Item 12.A requires this, not 12.B. 

113 Malouf s conduct was repetitive and long-lasting. Over three plus years, 
Malouf received 74 payments from Lamonde based upon UASNM trades executed 
through the Raymond James branch he sold to Lamonde, totaling $1,068,084.13. 

See Proposed Finding of Fact #16. 
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Exhibit 201. 

DISPUTED Malouf has worked in the securities industry for 31 years. During that 
time he has a clean record. The conduct at issue is confined to a tlu·ee year period 
involving unique circumstances surrotmding the sale of Branch 4GE to LaMonde, a 
one-time event. It was suggested to him that he sell the branch by RJFS, who also 
provided him with a template agreement to complete the sale. Malouf believed that 
the sale of Branch 4GE was completed appropriately and he did not withhold 
information from anyone regarding the sale. The sale involved one tTansaction (sale of 
the branch, one payment amount ( 40% of branch conm1issions), paid in installments 
over a four-year period. 

114 In summary, from January 2008 until at least June 2010, Malouf failed to 
disclose to UASNM clients, UASNM employees, and UASNM's outside compliance 
consultant the details of his arrangement with Lamonde to be paid for trades executed 
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• 

though Lamonde's Raymond James branch. 

See Proposed Findings of Fact ##79-84, 87, 88; FOF ##34, 35, 136, 151, 153, 154. 

DISPUTED Opposed as repetitive and argumentative. See opposition to PFOF ## 
79-84, 87, 88, and 105. 

115 Bell testified that the account transfer could have occurred without Lamonde 
or Malouf providing a list of accounts. 

Q Now, in order to accomplish a transfer of accounts, would it have been 
necessary for either Mr. Malouf or Mr. Lamonde to have provided a list of the accounts 
to transfer? 

A Not with this type of transition, no. 

Q Whynot? 

A Because we would be able to pull the accounts under those particular rep 
numbers and systematically make that change. 

Malouf Trial Tr. 11/19/2014 at 635:9-17. 

UNDISPUTED that Bell said this, although Bell did not testify that the transfer in fact 
occurred without LaMonde or Malouf providing a list of accounts. In fact, the 
evidence showed that a list was provided. See Hg. Exhibits 514 and 515 (indicating 
Malouf sent a list to RJFS). 

116 As CEO and head ofUASNM's marketing effot1s, Malouf had responsibility 
for ensuring that the information on UASNM's website was accurate. 

Proposed Finding of Fact #106. 

Q. [Mcl(enna] During the period of2008 until May 2011, what [who] at UASNM 
led its marketing effotis? 

A. [Hudson] Well like I said before, we were all advisors and we all had areas of 
different responsibility and marketing, and business development would be Mr. 
Maloufs expertise. 

Q. And would that fall under his ambit not because of his expertise, but also 
because of his role as chief executive officer and majority shareholder? 

A. Clearly uninvolved in every RFP. In terms of producing marketing materials 
that would be his area of responsibility. 
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Q. Did UASNM maintain a website dw·ing this period, 2008 to 2011? 

A. Wedid. 

Q. And did Mr. Malouf have any involvement in that website? 

A. Redid. 

Q. What was his involvement in that? 

A. Well, he -- in different generations of it, different versions of it there was a 
version that he and Mr. Womack really created together. There was another version 
that he had hired the daughter of a client to develop. And so, for at least part of that 
pedod, the website was something that he took the lead on developing. 

MaloufTrial Tr. 11117/2014 at 156:16-157:16. 

DISPUTED 

Hudson's self-serving assertion is contradicted both by UASNM's 
compliance manual and the testimony of the CCO, Kocpczynski, who admitted his 
that the responsibility for the website was his and that he actually reviewed it for 
accuracy. See opposition to PFOF #105. . . 

VI. Proposed Conclusions of Law 

Broker activity can be evidenced by such things as regular participation in 
securities transactions, receiving transaction-based compensation or commissions (as 
opposed to salary), a history of selling the securities of other issuers, involvement in 
advice to investors and active reetuitment of investors. 

See, e.g., SEC v. George, 426 F.3d 786, 797 (6th Cir. 2005); SEC v. Kenton Capital, 
Ltd., 69 F. Supp. 2d 1, 12-13 (D.D.C. 1998). 

UNDISPUTED, though receipt of commissions is the "hallmark" of a broker. S.E.C. 
v. Kramer, 778 F. Supp. 2d 1320, 1334-35 (M.D. Fla. 2011), and the evidence showed 
no commissions were received. The payments were based on the purchase price 
agreed by Malouf and LaMonde. 

Transaction based compensation is not a prerequisite to finding liability for 
acting as an unregistered broker-dealer. 
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Bandimere, ID Release No. 507, 2013 WL 5553898, at *52, 82 (October 8, 2013) 
(finding that "[ e ]ven assuming [Respondent] did not receive transaction based 
compensation, the evidence that he acted as an unregistered broker is overwhelming"). 

UNDISPUTED, though receipt of commissions is the "hallmark" of a broker. S.E.C. 
v. Kramer, 778 F. Supp. 2d 1320, 1334-35 (M.D. Fla. 2011), and the evidence showed 
no commissions were received. The payments were based on the purchase ptice 
agreed by Malouf and LaMonde. Further, Bandimere is distinguishable. Although 
Bandimere offered and sold securities, which were later detennined to be a Ponzi 
scheme, Bandimere had never been registered with the Commission as a broker, dealer 
or investment adviser. Conversely, Maloufwas a registered investor adviser. Thus, his 
conduct of meeting with and soliciting clients and providing advice to investors as to 
the merits of securities is consistent and typical of an investment adviser- not a broker. 
Further, the court in Bandimere detennined that he "received compensation of 10% of 
investors' monthly retutns fi·om IV Capital and 2% each month of investors' capital in 
UCR" and therefore received transaction-based compensation. Malouf did not receive 
commissions. Payments Malouf received from LaMonde were a pot1ion of revenues 
earned by Branch 4GB paid as consideration for the purchase of the branch pursuant to 
thePPA. 

3 IM-2420-2 provides that "payment of compensation to registered 
representatives after they cease to be employed by a· member of the Association- or 
payment to their widows or other beneficiaries- will not be deemed in violation of 
Association Rules provided bona fide contracts call for such payment," provided also 
that the unregistered representative does not solicit new business or open new accounts. 

IM-2420-2. Continuing Commissions Polley 

The Board of Govemo11 has held that the payment of continuing commissions In connecUon with the sale of securities 
Is not Improper so long 88 the person receiving the commissions remains a registered representative of a member of the 
Association. 

However, payment of compensaUon to registered representatives after they cease to be employed by a member of 
the Assocfallon- or payment to their widows or other baneflclarles- will not be deemed In violation of AssoclaUon Rules, 
provfded bona Ode contracts call for such payment. 

Also, 8 dealer-member may enter Into a bona fide contract with another dealer-member to take over end servlce his 
accounts and, after he ceases to be a member, to pay to him or to hls widow or other beneficiary continuing commissions 
generated on such accounts. 

An arrangement for the payment of continuing commissions shall not under any drcumstances be deemed to permit 
the aollcllallon of new business or the opening of new accounts by persons who are not registered. Any arrangement for 
payment of continuing commissions must, of coutse. conform with any applicable laws or regulations. 

This policy recognizes the validity of contracts entered Into fn good faith between employers and employees at the 
time the employees are registered representatives of the employing members. Such a contract may vest In an employee 
the right to receive conUnulng compensation on business dona In the event the employee retires and lhe right to designate 
such payments to his widow or other beneficiary. 
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Exhibit 234 at 4. 

UNDISPUTED 

4 The 2008 SIFMA no-action letter explicitly references three prior no-action 
letters issued in 1993, 1994 and 1998 respectively, prior to Maloufs sale of the RJFS 
branch, that contain requirements similar to those in the SIFMA letter, most notably the 
requirement that the retiting rept·esentative sever association with any broker, dealer, or 
investment adviser, and not engage in the securities business. 

or. h~r for..ner <:I Ients .. ~e ~U~pg: rin~"n6.t~l~ll~Uil~l Yill ~~~~~~tl.~i~ :Qr.he(~.~~o~l~~~lfJ~ ~~~ t~e.~~pany, 
~. Ylfll n~t.b.~ a.s~Opll!~~.~,~.t~.IIIJY olh~rb~p~e,r, ~aler, muotc!pa,l.se~urltles.~~~ter, go_vsmment.~~curiUes· 
cte~ler~ loveJtm~nt ~dv.l~e.r,."C)r '"v~•tm.eot,c:qmpB.ny, .ti~~ ~o.l~ .. ~lfl1~~Jf:9-~ ~er~~.lf .9~~ ~sJl.~fng ao .. assoclated, and 
the retiring flnaricfal eonsultant Will not engage In the securiUea business In any fashion. If a reUring financial 

···-··- ·-· -·- r••,.-.- •• ~.···~-~~~o .~·~~-·~~ ·~ .-.·~o~o~ ~·-· -~~.-~·~~- .. ~~.~~·.~-·-~~• ~.·~· ~·.~~~ ·.~~ ·~.~·~ ~~~~~~.-. --··· 
transaction~ with them •. \J.pon. ~~rem~nt, the fo~r Flnar\~l\1. qonst.ttlant must ~ever his ass~cfaU.on .wlth 
Sh~~~on, an~ ~e m~y n~t ~e ~s~ocl~~ed with any ~ther, ~r~ker, ·deal~r, ·or lnve~tment ~~~l,er; (nor .~o,ld hll'(l$8.1f 
·out as b$1ng so asso.clate.d) .during t~e .tenn of lhe agreement. In short, the Financial Consultant may not engage 
In the aecuriUes buslnBSsln any fashion. 

The f'artlclpant wlll (ecetve no ccn.npensatlon for new a~count referrals after retirement, and the Participant 
wlll agree that, during the three-year period, he or she will not (a) contact former clients, directly. or fndlreclly, 
for the purpose or with the effect of sollclUng them to malntafn securiUes accounts or to engage In securities 
transactl~ns~ (b) dl~~uss ~eclJri.Ues acc()unta or securities tranaactl.o!"s with former clients, (o) ffl~!J1l&ln ~ny. 
ll~nae es .. a,r~glst~~~ ()~.a~.oplJi~~~ .~@.r~9~ ~f •. 9.r o~effll.~e. ~~ ~~PP~~te4 .WI~~ •. P~I.or .i)ny ~~~r.. ~r()~er, .dealer, 
riuinlcfp~JI sseurmes dealer, gov~Filment securities dealer; rnvestment advlser,·or.lnve·$tmant c.ompany, or hold 
himself or herself out as being· so associated, or (d) engage ln.the seciiriUes business In any other manner. The 

--------.. -- -·-·---·-- .. ----····--.- •• -··-···--- ·-·---· ---- ••• - ·-·-. ~ :"" _--.. • -- ••• ~ 0 ....... 

Ino ••. and ~U prevailing policies, procedures and rules ofGtuntal. The P~clpanttbriher agrees that. after 
tho fctireriient dat~ he/she wilhiot contact fanner clients, directly or indirectly, for tho purpose or with 
the effect or solioitins them to maintain securities ucoounts or to mgagc in securities transactions, will not 
~isouss securities. acao\Dlts or securitlc& tran~cstions with fonncr olfonts, will not 'lli~Jillilb,l.i.tny ,If~ .Q a 
~-~~te..:~ ~~~.~.~ :C.q..~rwi&Q b,e ~i~t~ Wlt~. Chwital ,~r.~Y.Qth.et b~~er~· ~.ter; muQfoipa1 ~~ties 
.dealer~· sov~cn( ~ti~dc8lcr,· inVc8trncnt comPinY.or inveitriient .. advisorqr hold..~lf1Jlerself 
:o"~as ~l\1·~ ~~.~~~.~4.-ffl,J.Il~~.~saac.~·the.~Uil\iea ~nd~ toauY.ot~~:Qi~~.or•cr 
:~~toh Y!~lild. ~\IJ~~:~~ r~9Jpan,t.to register With any regUlatory or self·res\IJat(ny orpnizattons,' 
.agencies, conunissions or exchanges.". 

the agreement. Upon retirement of the retiring financial consultant and during the term of the agreement. the 
retiring ~nanclal consultant will not contact, either directly or Indirectly, his or her former clients for the purpose 
of sollotung them to engage In securities transactions, and will not discuss securities transactions with his 
or her fonrier clients, the retiring financial consultant will terminate his or her association with the company, 
and will not be associated with any other broker, dealer, municipal securities dealer, government securities 
dealer,·lnvestment advls~r. or lnyes~e!'ll.<;ompany, nor h!Jid hhns~lf or_hers~I(C)Ul Els ~elng so associated. and 
the retiring flnanclal consultant will not engage In lhe secuiilles business In any fashion. If a retiring financial 
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The Participant will receive no compensation for new account referrals after retirement, and the Participant 
will agree that, during the three-year perfod, he or she wil1 not (a) contact fanner clients, directly or Indirectly, 
for the purpose or wllh the effect of soliciting them to maintain securities accounts or to engage In securities 
transactions, (b) discuss securities accounts or securities transactions with former clients, (c) maintain any 
license as a registered or associated person of, or otherwise be associated wlth, PSI or any other broker, dealer, 
municipal securities dealer, government securiUes.daat~r, Investment ai:Mser,'or Investment company, or hold 
hlmselr or herself out as being so associated, or (d) engage In the securities business-In any other manner. The 

Inc., and all prevailing policies. procedUTes and rules of Gnmtat. The Participant fUrther agrees thit. after 
the retirement date. he/she will not contact fanner clients, directly or indirectly, for tho purpose or with 
the efl'eot of soliciting them to maintain securities accounts or to cmgasc in sec;uritics transactions, will not 
discuss securities acc:owts or securities transactions with fanner clients, will not maiatain any license 88 a 
registered person or otherwise be assooiated with Onmtal or any other broker, dealer, munfcipa1 securities 
dealer, government securities dealer, .lnvestnlcnt company or inveit1nent a(lyisor or hold hlmselflhcmelf 
out as being so associated and wUl.not engage in the securitiea induStry to any other extent or mBDner 
which would require the Participant to register with any regulatory or se(f .. reguJatoty organizations, 
agencies, commissions or exchanges. 

Ex 4 to Division's PreMHearing Brief at 2, 3, 9, and 13. 

UNDISPUTED, however IM 2420M2 does not set forth any requirement that a broker 
retire from the secwities industry, nor did the template PPA provided by RFJS, both of 
which Malouf relied on in guiding his sale of Branch 4GB. See PCOL # 3. 

Q All right. So, you're reading that paragraph. Is there anything in there that 
references retirement as a requirement? 

A The info1mation about how he can pay his widow or beneficiary? 
Q Well, it says, "to pay him or to his widow or other beneficiary. 11 

A Right. Right. 
Q So nothing in there about retirement? 
A Not to my knowledge. 

MaloufTrial Transcript 11120/14 at 1044:12-21 

"SEC no-action letters constitute neither agency rule-making nor adjudication and thus 
are entitled to no deference beyond whatever persuasive value they might have, see 
Morales v. Quintel Entm't. Inc .. 249 F.3d 115, 129 (2d Cir.2001); N.Y. City Emplovees' 
Ret. Sys. v. SEC. 45 F.3d 7, 13 (2d Cir.1995); Amalgamated Clothing & Textile 
Workers Union v. SEC. 15 F.3d 254, 257 (2d Cir.1994). Indeed, "[e]ven when disttict 
courts have ruled in accord with no-action letters, they almost always have analyzed 
the issues independently of the letters." N.Y. Ci~ Em{lloy_ees' Ret. Sy_s.a 45 F.3d at 13." 

5 FINRA Interpretive Letters prior to Malouf s sale of the RJFS branch to 
Malouf also instructed selling brokers that they could not "solicit new business, open 
new accounts, or service the accounts generating the continuing commission 
payments." 
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NASD IM-2420·2 ("Continuing Commissions Pol!cy11
) provides that member firms are permiHed to pay continuing 

commissions to registered representatives after they cease to be employed by a member, if, among other things, a 
bona fide contract between the member and the registered representatlv~ c:alllng for the payments w~s entered Into In 
good fa!lh while the person was a registered representative of lha employing member. The arrangement may not 
pefl'(llt RR to solicit new business, open new accounts, or service the accounts geoeraUng the continuing commlssfon 
payments. Based on the facts you have provided, and assuming a bona fide contract covering the arrangement Is duly 
executed, RR would be eligible to receive continuing commissions from Commonwealth under NASD IM-2420·2. 

Exhibit 166 at 1. 

UNDISPUTED, but see opposition to PCOL #4 regarding the fact that no-action 
letters are not agency rules or adjudication, and are entitled to no deference. Further, 
there is no evidence Malouf solicited new business for Branch 4GE, opened any new 
accounts, or serviced the accounts at Branch 4GE. 

6 Scienter may be established by showing extreme recklessness. 

SEC v. Steadman, 967 F.2d 636, 641-42 (D.C. Ch·. 1992). 

UNDISPUTED 

7 One of an investment adviser's "basic duties" under Section 206 is to ensure 
that its clients' transactions are executed "in such a manner that the client's total cost or 
proceeds in each transaction is the most favorable under the circumstances." 

In re Kidder, Peabody & Co., Inc., Rei. No. 34-8426, 43 SEC 911, 915 (Oct. 16, 1968) 
(settled). 

UNDISPUTED 

8 Failure to seek best execution or to conduct best execution review constitutes a 
violation of Section 206(2) and 207 of the Advisers Act. 

Jamison, Eaton & Wood, Inc., Rei. No. IA-2129, 2003 WL 21099127, at *1 (May 15, 
2003) (settled). ("By failing to disclose its potential conflict of interest and other 
brokerage options, and by failing to seek to obtain best execution, Jamison violated 
Sections 206(2) and 207 of the Advisers Act.") 

UNDISPUTED 
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9 An adviser's failure to seek best execution for clients can be established by 
showing that clients paid higher commissions with no apparent corresponding benefit. 

Jamison, Eaton & Wood, Inc., Rei. No. IA-2129, 2003 WL 21099127, at *6 (May 15, 
2003) (settled). 

"Taking into consideration the higher commissions paid by some of Jamison•s clients, 
and the lack of any apparent corresponding benefit such as better trading prices, 
Jamison failed to seek to obtain best execution for these clients." 

DISPUTED The language from Jamison is accw·ately quoted, but does not supp01i 
the proposed conclusion of law. According to the SEC's guidance, which is the only 
regulatory guidance cited by either party, best execution "is 11ot [determined by] the 
lowest possible commission cost but whether the transaction represents the best 
qualitative execution for the managed account." Interpretive Release Concerning the 
ScoJ2e of Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Exchange Act Release 
No. 23,170 (Apr. 23, 1986) (emphasis added). An investment adviser must consider a 
number of qualitative and quantitative factors when trying to achieve best execution, 
not just the amount of commission. See COL 23. 

The only specific SEC requirement for ensuring compliance with best execution is 
"periodic and systematic review" of the procedures employed for best execution. See 
ExchangeActReleaseNo. 23,170 (Apr. 23, 1986). Indeed, inJamieson, it was 
determined that the firm "did not periodically and systematically review its brokerage 
atTangements" and "thereby failed to seek to obtain best execution for these clients." 
2003 WL 21099127, at *6 ("[fjor long-standing clients who selected their own RRs 
and broker-dealers plior to the time that Jamison entered into a bank clearing 
an·angement, Jamison did not periodically and systematically review its brokerage 
arrangements. Eventually, as new business practices evolved, Jamison failed to 
disclose that other brokerage an·angements (which may have provided better 
execution) were available, and Jamison thereby failed to seek to obtain best execution 
for these clients.") 

10 Section 10(b) ofthe Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 thereunder prohibit any 
person from employing a :fi:audulent scheme, making misstatements or omissions of 
material fact, or engaging in any practice or course of business that operates as a fraud 
upon any person in connection with the pw·chase or sale of a security. 

15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) and 17 CFR § 240.10b-S. 

UNDISPUTED 
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11 "To be liable for a scheme to defraud, a defendant must have 'committed a 
manipulative or deceptive act in :ftuiherance of the scheme."' 

SEC v. Fraser, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7038, at *23 (D. Ariz. Jan. 28, 2010), quoting 
Cooper v. Pickett, 137 F.3d 616,624 (9th Cir. 1997). 

UNDISPUTED 

12 The defendant must have engaged in conduct that had the principal purpose and 
effect of creating a false appearance of fact in furtherance of the scheme. 

Simpson v. AOL Time Warner, Inc., 452 F.3d 1040, 1048 (9th Cir. 2006), vacated on 
other grounds by Simpson v. Homestore.com, 519 F.3d 1041, 1041-42 (9th Cir. 2008). 

"We hold that to be liable as a primary violator of§ 1 O(b) for participation in a 
"scheme to defraud," the defendant must have engaged in conduct that had the 
principal purpose and effect of creating a false appearance of fact in furtherance of the 
scheme." 

UNDISPUTED 

13 Section 207 of the Advisers Act makes it unlawful for any person willfully to 
make any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required 
to be stated in a report filed with the Commission, including Fotm ADV. 

Vernazza v. SEC, 327 F.3d 851, 858 (9th Cir. 2003). 

"Advisers Act § 207 criminalizes willfully making false statements of matetial fact, or 
material omissions, in applications or repot1s to the Commission, such as a Form 
ADV." 

UNDISPUTED 

14 The materiality standard for Section 207 claims is essentially the same as for 
violations of Section 206. 

Vernazza v. SEC, 327 F.3d 851, 858 (9d1 Cir. 2003). 

"Although scienter is required for some of these violations, the element of a materially 
false statement is satisfied by essentially the same conduct for all of the statutes in 
question." 
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UNDISPUTED 

15 Section 207 does not require a showing of scienter. 

Jamison, Release No. IA-2129, 2003 WL 21099127, at *6. 

UNDISPUTED 

16 An investment adviser can violate Section 207 by failing to adequately disclose 
the factors considered in selecting a broker or by misstating that it would seek to obtain 
best execution. 

DISPUTED No authority has been cited that supports this proposition. 

17 Advisers Act Section 206( 4) prohibits a registered investment adviser from 
engaging "in any act, practice, or course of business which is fraudulent, deceptive, or 
manipulative[,]'' including those defined by the Commission. 

15 U.S.C. § 80b-6(4). 

UNDISPUTED 

18 Neither scienter nor proof of client hmm is required under Adviser's Act 
Section 206( 4). 

SEC v. C.R. Richmond & Co., 565 F.2d 1101, 1105 (9th Cir. 1977), citing SEC v. 
Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 84 S.Ct. 275, 11 L.Ed.2d 237 
(1963). 

"The court there also held that the Commission does not have to show, in injunctive 
actions, that an investment adviser's activities injured his clients or were intended to 
harm clients or prospective clients." 

UNDISPUTED 

19 Rule 206(4)-l(a)(5) prohibits a registered investment adviser from publishing, 
circulating, or distributing advettisements containing untrue statements of material 
facts, or that are otherwise false or misleading. 

17 CFR § 206(4)-l(a)(5). 

UNDISPUTED 
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20 A website can be considered an advettisement for pmposes of violations of 
Ru1e 206 and Section 17(a). 

Fields, Release No. 474, 2012 WL 6042354, at *12 (Dec. 5, 2012). 

"Fields•s misrepresentations on Platinum•s website violated Securities Act Section 
17(a), and his misrepresentations on the AFA website and inAFA•s Form ADV and 
brochure violated Advisers Act Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 206(4) and Rule 206(4)
l(a)(S)." 

UNDISPUTED 

21 To establish aiding and abetting liability, the Commission must show: "that a 
principal committed a ptimary violation; (2) that the aider and abettor provided 
substantial assistance to the primary violator, and (3) that the aider and abettor had the 
necessary 'scienter'- i.e. that she rendered such assistance knowingly or recklessly." 

Graham v. S.E.C., 222 F.3d 994, 1000 (D.C. Cir. 2000); see also First Interstate Bank 
of Denver v. Pring, 969 F.2d 891,898 (lOth Cir. 1992). 

DISPUTED a~ incomplete S.E.C. v. Slocum. Gordon & Co_., 334 F. Supp. 2d 144, . 
184 (D.R.I. 2004) ("To establish its claim for aiding and abetting, the Division 1nust 
show: (1) a primary or independent securities law violation by an independent violator; 
(2) the aider and abettor•s knowing and substantial assistance to the primary securities 
law violator; and (3) awareness or knowledge by the aider and abettor that his role was 
part of an activity that was improper."). 

22 The Tenth Circuit applies a "recklessness" standard for aiding and abetting 
liability and the D.C. Circuit requires a showing that the aider and abettor acted with 
"extreme recklessness.'' 

"We hold that in an aiding-and-abetting case based on assistance by action, the scienter 
element is satisfied by recldessness." 

First Interstate Bank, 969 F.2d at 903. 

"Two of our decisions, rendered after Investors Research, make this point. Graham v. 
SEC. 222 F.3d 994 (D.C.Cir.2000): SEC v. Steadman. 967 F.2d 636 (P.C.Cir.1992). 
Both hold that "extreme recklessness" may supp01t aiding and abetting liability." 

Howard v. SEC, 376 F.3d 1136, 1143 (D.C. Ch·. 2004). 

UNDISPUTED 
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23 Negligence is sufficient to establish liability for causing a violation when a 
person is alleged to have caused a primary violation that does not require scienter. 

KPMG Peat Man,vick, Release No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 34138819 (Jan. 19, 2001), 
a.ff'd, KPMG v. SEC, 289 F.3d 109 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 

"ORDERED that K.PMG LLP (formerly known as KPMG Peat Matwick LLP) cease 
and desist from committing any violation or future violation of Rule 2-02(b) of 
Regulation S-X, or from being a cause of any violation or future violation of Section 
13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or Rule 13a-1 thereunder due to an act or 
omission KPMG LLP knows or should know will contribute to such violation, by 
having any transactions, interests, or relationships that would impair its independence 
under Rule 2-01 of Rugulation (sic) S-X or under Generally Accepted Auditing 
Standards (GAAS)." 

DISPUTED as incomplete. According to the case law relied on by the Commission, 
KPMG v. KPMG Peat Marwick, SEC Release 34-43862; KPMG v. SEC, 289 F.3d 109 
(D.C. Cir. 2002), this standard is limited only to cease-and-desist proceedings under 
Section 21C of the Exchange Act. See 15 U.S.C. § 78u-2(c). 

24 "While it is unnecessary to show that an aider and abettor knew he was 
participating in or contributing to a securities law violation, there must be sufficient 
evidence to establish 'conscious involvement in impropriety."' 

SEC v. Slocum, Gordon & Co., 334 F. Supp. 2d at 184. Respondent's Pre-Hearing 
Brief at 16. 

UNDISPUTED 

25 "This involvement may be demonstrated by proof that the aider or abettor 
'had general awareness that his role was part of an overall activity that [was] 
improper." 

SEC v. Coffey, 493 F.2d 1304, 1316 (6tt' Cir. 1974); Respondent's Pre-Heating Brief 
at 16. 

UNDISPUTED 

26 In order to establish the element of willfulness, the Division must show that 
Malouf 1nerely intended to engage in the action alleged regardless of his knowledge 
that the act constituted a violation of the securities law. 

SEC v. Moran, 922 F. Supp. 867,900 (S.D.N.Y. 1996); Respondent's Pre-Hearing 
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Brief at 15. 

UNDISPUTED 

27 The element of substantial assistance is met when, based upon all the 
circumstances surrounding the conduct in question, a defendant's actions are a 
'substantial causal factor' in bringing about the primary violation. 

SECv. KW. Brown & Co., 555 F. Supp. 2d 1275, 1307 (S.D. Fla. 2007); 
Respondent's Pre~ Hearing Brief at 18. 

UNDISPUTED 

28 "Reckless conduct is, at the least, conduct which is highly unreasonable and 
which represents an extreme departure from the standards of ordinary care ... to the 
extent that the danger was either known to the defendant or so obvious that the 
defendant must have been aware of it." 

Rolfv. Blyth, Eastman Dillon & Co., 570 F.2d 38, 47 (2d Cir. 1978); Respondent's 
Pre~ Hearing Brief at 19. 

UNDISPUTED 

29 To establish a defense of reliance on others Malouf must show that he did not 
withhold any material infotmation from the professional on whom he purports to 
rely. 

Provenz v. Miller, 102 F.3d 1478, 1491 (9th Cir. 1996), citing C.E. Carlson, Inc. v. 
SEC, 859 F.2d 1429, 1436 (101h Cir. 1988). 

"If it is true that defendants withheld material information from their 
accountants, defendants will not be able to rely on their accountant's advice as proof 
of good faith. See C.E. Carlson, Inc. v. SEC, 859 F.2d 1429, 1436 (lOth Cir.1988) 
(stating that full disclosure to professional must be established to suppo11 the defense 
of reliance on expert opinion)." 

UNDISPUTED; however the evidence shows that all mate1ial witnesses were aware 
of the essential facts regarding the sale of the branch, and that Malouf did not withhold 
any material infotmation. As such, reliance on professional advice negates a finding of 
willfulness. S.E.C. v. Slocum. Gordon & Co., 334 F. Supp. 2d 144, 181~82 (D.R.I. 
2004). 

30 By its express wording, Section 2462 applies only where the SEC seeks relief 
that a court deems punitive- "any civil fine, penalty, or forfeitw·e, pecuniaty or 
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otherwise." 

§ 2462. Time for commencing proceedings 

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, 

an action, suit or proceeding for the enfotcement 

of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture, 

pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained 

unless commenced within five years from 

the date when the claim first accrued if, within 

the srune period, the offender or the property is 

found within the United States in order that 

proper service may be made thereon. 

28 u.s.c. § 2462. 

DISPUTED. The five-year statute of limitations contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 applies 
to all forms of relief sought by the Division. SEC v .. Graham, 21 F. Supp.3d 1300, 
1308 .. 10 (S.D. Fla. 2014). See MaloufPCOL 55, 56. 

31 Section 2462 does not limit the time for the SEC to file claims seeking 
equitable or remedial relief such as disgorgement, permanent injunctions, or officer 
and director bars. 

Equitable relief in SEC enforcement actions may include orders of 
disgorgetnent, injunctions against future violations, or imposition of an officer and 
director bar. Some courts have held that some or all of these equitable remedies are 
exempt from§ 2462's limitations petiod as a matter of law. See Kelly, 663 F.Supp.2d 
at 286 (citing cases); Zacharias v. SEC, 569 F.3d 458, 473 (D.C.Cir.2009) (holding 
disgorgement not punitive). Other courts have engaged in a fact-intensive inquiry to 
determine whether the equitable remedies sought in a particular case are remedial or 
punitive. See SEC v. Alexander, 248 F.R.D. 108, 115-16 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) 
(discussing alternative approaches); Johnson v. SEC, 87 F.3d 484, 488 
(D.C.Cir.1996). This unsettled question is immaterial to this case, as the district coutt 
undertook the fact-intensive inquiry articulated in Johnson and applied in Jones. 
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SECv. Quinlan, 373 Fed. Appx. 581,588 (6th Cir. 2010) (affirming district 
cow1' s conclusion that "the risk to the investing public outweighed the severe 
collateral consequences of the equitable relief, and, therefore, that the permanent 
injunction and officer and director bar were remedial rather than punitive."); see also 
Zacharias v. SEC, 569 F.3d 458,471-72 (D.C. Cir. 2009) ("[A]n 'order to disgorge 
is not a punitive measure; it is intended pdmarily to prevent unjust em'ichment. '") 
(citations omitted); SEC v. Packetport.com, Inc., 2006 WL 2798804, *3 (D. Conn. 
Sept. 27, 2006) (granting motion to strike statute of limitations affhmative defense 
because SEC sought only "equitable relief in the form of, inter alia, disgorgement, 
officer and director bars, and injunctions"). 

DISPUTED. The five-year statute of limitations contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 
applies to all forms of relief sought by the Division. SEC v. Graham, 21 F. Supp.3d 
1300, 1308-10 (S.D. Fla. 2014) ("In essence, the SEC's argument in this case is that 
because the words "declaratory relief," "injunction," and "disgorgement" do not appear 
in § 2462, no statute of limitations applies. The principles underlying the Supreme 
Court's decision in Gabelli, however, counsel against accepting the SEC's argument.) 
See also Malouf PCOL 55, 56. Moreover, the express language of§ 2462 includes the 
fmms of relief sought here by the Division: "disgorgement, permanent injunctions, or 
officer and director bars" are all "penalt[ies], or fotfeiture[s], pecuniary or otherwise . 
. . . " There is no legitimate dispute that the relief sought is penal in nature, and is 
both "pecuniary" and "otherwise." See Division's PCOL #44, in which it cites case 
law describing a bar as a "sanction." "Sanction: Penalty or other mechanism of 
enforcement used to provide incentives for obedience with the law or with 1ules and 
regulations." Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Ed. 1990. 

32 The continuing violation doctdne provides that an action is timely filed if it is 
filed within the required limitations period measured from the date the unlawful 
conduct stopped. 

Denial of defendant's limitations argument is also appropriate in light of the SEC's 
reliance on the continuing violation doctrine. Under that doctrine, if the alleged 
unlawful practice continues into the limitations period, the complaint is timely if filed 
within the required limitations period (in this case, five years) measured from the end 
of that practice. See Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 380-81, 102 
S.Ct. 1114, 71 L.Ed2d 214 (1982). 

SEC v. Kovzan, 807 F. Supp. 2d 1024, 1035-36 (D. Kan. 2011); see also SEC v. 
Geswein, 2011 WL 4541303, *2 (N.D. Ohio Sept. 29, 2011) (equitable tolling 
includes the continuing violations doctrine); SEC v. Huff, 758 F. Supp. 2d 1288, 1340 
(S.D. Fla. 2010) ("[W]here the appropriate facts exist, the 'continuing violations' 
doctrine may apply to the statute of limitations in SEC enforcement actions."); SEC 
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v. Kelly, 663 F. Supp. 2d 276,288 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (rejecting motion to dismiss 
SEC's claim for penalties on statute of limitations grounds because continuing 
violation doctrine in combination with a tolling agreement made the claims timely 
filed); but cf., SEC v. Caserta, 75 F. Supp. 2d 79, 89 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) ("[I]t is not at 
all certain that the continuing violation doctrine applies in secudties fraud actions."); 
SEC v. Jones, 2006 WL 1084276, *4-5 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 25, 2006). 

UNDISPUTED regarding what the doctrine provides, but DISPUTED that the 
doctrine applies in this case. See Respondent's Response to Division's Post-Trial 
Brief at pp. 17-18. Further, the statute runs from the date of the conduct, and there is 
no applicable "fi:aud discovery rule." Gabelli v. S.E.C., 133 Ct. 1216, 1222-24 (2013). 

33 Section 21C of the Exchange Act provides that, if the Commission fmds that 
any person has violated any rule or regulation under the Exchange Act, the 
Commission may publish its findings and enter an order requiring any person that 
was a cause of the violation to cease and desist from causing any future violation of 
the same provision, rule, or regulation. 

15 U.S.C. §78u-3(a). 

UNDISPUTED 

34 In deciding whether to issue a cease-and-desist order, the court must consider 
whether there is a reasonable likelihood of future secwities violations. 

KPMG Peat Marwick LLP, Rei. No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 47245 at *26 (Jan. 19, 
2001). 

UNDISPUTED 

3 5 In the ordinary course, a past violation suffices to establish a risk of future 
violations. 

ld 

DISPUTED as incomplete; see WHXC01p. v. SEC, 362 F.3d 854,859 (D.C. Cir. 
2004) ("Under this view, apparently, the 'risk of future violation' element is satisfied if 
(1) a party has committed a violation of a rule, and (2) that party has not exited the 
market or in some other way disabled itself from recommission of the offense. Given 
that the first condition is satisfied in every case where the Cmmnission seeks a cease
and-desist order on the basis of past conduct, and the second condition is satisfied in 
almost every such case, this can hardly be a significant factor in determining when a 
cease-and-desist order is wm1·anted. The Commission itself has disclaimed any notion 
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that a ceaseMandMdesist order is 'automatic' on the basis of such an almost inevitably 
inferred risk of future violation. See KPMG, 289 F.3d at 124M25.") 

"The 'risk of future violation' cannot be the sole basis for its imposition of the [cease 
and desist] order, as the SEC's standard for fmding such a risk is so weak that it would 
be met in (almost) every case." Id at 860. 

36 The showing necessary to demonstrate the likelihood of future violations is 
"significantly less than that required for an injunction.'' 

KPMG Peat Marv.,ick LLP, Rel. No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 47245 at *26 (Jan. 19, 
2001). 

DISPUTED as incomplete; See opposition to PCOL #35. 

37 In deciding whether to issue a cease-andMdesist order, the court may consider 
several factors including the seriousness of the violation, the isolated or recurrent 
nature of the violation, the respondent's state of mind, the sincerity of the 
respondent's assurances against future violations, the respondent's recognition of the 
wrongful nature of his or her conduct, the respondent's opportunity to commit future 
vio.lations, whether the vi()lation is recent, the degree of hatm to investor~ or the 
marketplace resulting from the violation, and the remedial function to be served by 
the cease .. and-desist order in the context of any other sanctions being sought in the 
same proceedings. 

KPMG Peat Mmwick LLP, Rei. No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 47245 at *26 (Jan. 
19, 2001). 

UNDISPUTED 

38 This inquhy is a flexible one and no one factor is dispositive. 

KPMG Peat Marv.,ick LLP, Rei. No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 47245 at *26 (Jan. 
19, 2001). 

UNDISPUTED 

39 It is undertaken not to determine whether there is a "reasonable likelihood" of 
future violations but to guide the cowt' s discretion. 

KPMG Peat Ma11-t'ickLLP, Rei. No. 34-43862, 2001 WL 47245 at *26 (Jan. 
19, 2001). 
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UNDISPUTED 

40 While the Heating Officer must limit disgorgement to "ill~gotten gains," he 
has broad discretion and may consider all of a defendant's wrongful conduct in 
violation of the securities laws in ordering disgorgement and calculating the amount 
to be disgorged. 

"While the Court must limit any disgorgement remedy to "ill~gotten gain," the 
rationale behind the equitable remedy of disgorgement allows for broad consideration 
of all of a defendant's wrongful conduct in connection with the violation of the 
secw·ities laws. In this regard, district courts enjoy discretion extending not only to 
determining whether to order disgorgement but also to calculating any amount to be 
ordered disgorged." 

SEC v. Huff, 758 F. Supp. 2d 1288, 1358 (S.D. Fla. 2010). 

UNDISPUTED; however Disgorgement is improper because (1) Malouf did not 
receive any ill~gotten gains; (2) disgorgement above and beyond those monies Malouf 
already paid to compensate investors would be punitive; and (3) Malouf would not be 
t1;11justly eruiched if he ~s allowed to retain th~ reasonable value of ]?ranch 4GE as 
calculated by the Division. 

41 The measw·e of disgorgement need not be tied to losses suffered by defrauded 
investors. 

"The measw·e of disgorgement need not be tied, for example, to losses suffered by 
defrauded investors." 

SECv. Huff, 758 F. Supp. 2d 1288, 1358 (S.D. Fla. 2010) 

UNDISPUTED; however, the primary purpose of disgorgement is not to punish but to 
prevent unjust enrichment by deptiving a wrongdoer of ill~gotten gains. S.E. C. v. 
Bilzerian, 814 F. Supp. 116, 120 (D.D.C. 1993), affd, 29 F.3d 689 (D.C. Cir. 1994); 
Huff, 758 F. Supp. 2d at 1358, affd, 455 Fed. Appx. 882 (11th Cir. 2012) ("Because 
disgorgement is remedial and not punitive, a coutt' s power to order disgorgement 
extends only to the amount with interest by which the defendant profited from his 
wrongdoing."). Any disgorgement order would not be designed "to prevent unjust 
enrichment by depriving a wrongdoer of ill-gotten gains" but rather to punish Malouf 
for selling his branch. 

42 Section 15(b)(6) of the Exchange Act provides that the Commission shall 
censure, limit, suspend, or bar any associated pet·son from being associated with a 
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broker, dealer, investment adviser, municipal securities dealer, municipal advisor, 
transfer agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating organization, or fi·om 
participating in an offeling of permy stock, if the Cotnmission fmds that such 
censure, limitation, suspension, or bar is in the public interest. 

(6)(A) With respect to any person who is associated, who is seeking to 
become associated, or, at the time of the alleged misconduct, who was associated or 
was seeldng to become associated with a broker or dealer, or any person 
participating, or, at the time of the alleged misconduct, who was participating, in an 
offering of any permy stock, the Commission, by order, shall censure, place 
limitations on the activities or functions of such person, or suspend for a period not 
exceeding 12 months, or bar any such person from being associated with a broker, 
dealer, investment adviser, municipal securities dealer, municipal advisor, transfer 
agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating organization, or from participating in 
an offering of permy stock, if the Commission finds, on the record after notice and 
opportunity for a hearing, that such censure, placing of limitations, suspension, or bar 
is in the public interest and that such person·· 

(i) has committed or omitted any act, or is subject to an order or finding, 
enumerated in subparagraph {A), {D), or (E) of paragraph (4) of this subsection; 

15 U.S.C. §78u (b)(6)(A)(i). 

UNDISPUTED 

43 In determining the public interest the Commission has considered the 
following factors: the egregiousness of the respondent's actions, the isolated or 
recru1·ent nature of the infraction, the degree of scienter involved, the sincerity of the 
respondent's assurances against future violations, the respondent's recognition of the 
wrongful nature of his or her conduct, the likelihood that the respondent's occupation 
will present opportunities for future violations, the age of the violation, the degree of 
hmm to investors and the marketplace resulting from the violation, and, in 
conjunction with other factors, the extent to which the sanction will have a deterrent 
effect. 

When considering whether an administrative sanction serves the public interest, we 
consider the factors identified in Steadman v. SEC: the egregiousness of the 
respondent's actions, the isolated or recurrent nature of the infraction, the degree of 
scienter involved, the sincerity of the respondent's assurances against future 
violations, the respondent's recognition of the wrongful nature of his or her conduct, 
and the likelihood that the respondent's occupation will present opportunities for 
future violations. 
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Matter of Gary M Kornman, Rei. No. 34-59403, 2009 WL 367635 at* 6 (Feb. 13, 
2009) (citing Steadman v. SEC, 603 F.2d 1126, 1140 (5th Cir. 1979), affd on other 
grounds, 450 U.S. 91 (1981)); see also Matter of Ralph W. LeBlanc, Rei. No. 34-
48254, 2003 WL 21755845 at* 6 (July 30, 2003); Matter of Peter Siris, Rel. No. 34-
71068,2013 WL 6528874 at n.72 (Dec. 12, 2013). 

UNDISPUTED 

44 The "'inquiry into the appropriate sanction to protect the public interest is a 
flexible one and no one factor is dispositive."' 

"' [T]he Commission's inquiry into the appropriate sanction to protect the public 
interest is a flexible one, and no one factor is dispositive."' 

Kornman, 2009 WL 367635 at * 6 (quoting Matter of David Henry Disraeli, Rel. No. 
34-57027,2007 WL 4481515 at* 15 (Dec. 21, 2007)). 

UNDISPUTED 

45 Section 21B(e) of the Exchange Act·provides that, in any proceeding in which 
the a penalty may be imposed, disgorgemcnt may also be ordered. 

(e) Authority to enter order requiring accounting and disgorgement 

In any proceeding in which the Commission or the appropdate regulatory agency 
may impose a penalty under this section, the Commission or the appropriate 
regulatory agency may enter an order requiring accounting and disgorgement, 
including reasonable interest. 

15 U.S.C. §78u-2(e). 

UNDISPUTED 

46 Disgorgement is an equitable remedy that requires a violator to give up 
wrongfully obtained profits causally related to the proven wrongdoing. 

Disgorgement is an equitable remedy designed to deprive a wrongdoer of his unjust 
enrichment and to deter others from violating the securities laws. For conduct 
occurring on or before March 3, 2009 the maximum penalty is $130,000 per 
violation. 
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47 

48 

SEC v. First City Fin. Corp., 890 F.2d 1215, 1230-32 (D.C. Cir. 1989). 

DISPUTED as to the Division's intetpretation of the cited case. Undisputed that the 
court stated that "[ d]isgorgement is an equitable remedy designed to deprive a 
wrongdoer of his unjust enrichment and to deter others from violating the secmities 
laws." 

Because of the difficultly in many cases to separate "legal from illegal profit 
... it is proper to assume that all profits gained while defendants were in violation of 
the law constituted ill-gotten gains." 

In many cases, separating legal from illegal profit is difficult. This is due to the 
inherent difficulty in predicting stock price responses to altetnative variables. That 
is, separating price appreciation due to illicit activities from price appreciation which 
would have otherwise occurred is nearly impossible. "Accordingly, disgorgement 
need only be a reasonable approximation of profits causally connected to the 
violation." As such, it is proper to assume that all profits gained while defendants 
were in violation of the law constituted ill-gotten gains. 

SEC v Bilzerian, 814 F. Supp. 116, 121 (D.D.C. 1993) (intetnal citations omitted); 
see also SECv. Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc., 837 F. Supp. 587,611-12 (S.D.N.Y. 
1993), affd, 16 F.3d 520 (2d Cir. 1994). "[T]he well-established principle is that the 
burden of uncertainty in calculating ill-gotten gains falls on the wrongdoers who 
create that uncertainty." 

UNDISPUTED as to the language cited from the cases, but DISPUTED that allegedly 
illegal profits are indistinguishable from legal profit. The monies constituting fair 
value for the sale of Branch 4GE are clearly identifiable, and have been identified by 
the Division. See Hg. Exh. 208, showing "Amount due Malouf from LaMonde per 
PPA tetms" in the amount of$644, 290. 

Prejudgment interest represents the amount of money the wrongdoer made or 
could have made by investing monies wrongfully obtained. 

Koenig's "pecuniary gain" is the amount he obtained by his fraudulent accounting, 
plus the economic retm·n he made (or could have made) by investing that sum 
between 1992 and the date of disgorgement. And prejudgment interest is the right 
way to estimate the second component. 

S.E.C. v. Koenig, 557 F.3d 736,745 (7th Cir. 2009). 
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UNDISPUTED 

49 An award of prejudgment interest is not a punitive award but rather is 
compensatory in nature. 

We have noted that awards of prejudgment interest are compensatory, not punitive, 
and that the district court should make its interest decision through "an assessment of 
the equities." 

S.E.C. v. Lauer, 478 F. Appx 550,557 (11th Cir. 2012). 

DISPUTED Disgorgement is a penalty and therefore prejudgment interest on 
disgorgement is a penalty. See opposition to PCOL #31. 

50 While an award of prejudgment interest is within the Court's discretion, 
courts have routinely ordered the payment of prejudgment interest where 
disgorgement is also awarded. 

The Court finds that prejudgment interest should be awarded to prevent Gordon from 
profiting from his illegal scheme. The Court has reviewed plaintiffs proposed 
calculation of prejudgment interest and finds that it is reasonable. See Dkt. # 84-1, at 
92-94. Therefore, the SEC will be awarded prejudgment interest in the amount of 
$10,307,489.92 on the award of disgorgement. 

S.E. C. v. Gordon, 822 F. Supp. 2d 1144, 1162 (N.D. Ok. 2011 ); S.E. C. v. 0 'Hagan, 
901 F. Supp. 1461, 1473 (D. Minn. 1995); SEC v. Stephenson, 732 F. Supp. 438,439 
(S.D.N.Y. 1990). 

UNDISPUTED that courts have awarded prejudgment interest on disgorgement in the 
past. DISPUTED that prejudgment interest on disgorgement is an appropriate remedy 
here to the extent it is time barred. 

51 The prejudgment interest rate used by the Commission is the same rate used 
by the Internal Revenue Service to calculate underpayment penalties. 

The SEC has adopted the tax underpayment rate for prejudgment interest in its 
administrative proceedings and courts routinely apply this rate when awarding 
prejudgment interest on an order of disgorgcment. 

S.E.C. v. Gordon, 822 F. Supp. 2d 1144,1161-62 (N.D. Ok. 2011). 
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UNDISPUTED 

52 That rate is defined as the Federal short term rate (also lmown as the period 

53 

rate) plus three percentage points (also known as the annual rate). 

(2) Underpayment rate.--The underpayment rate established under this section shall 
be the sum of--

(A) the Federal short-term rate dete1mined under subsection (b), plus 

(B) 3 percentage points. 

26 U.S.C. § 6621(a)(2). 

UNDISPUTED 

Courts have upheld the use of this rate in Commission enforcement actions. 

The SEC requests prejudgment interest, in the amount of$10,307,489.92, on the 
award of disgorgement using the rate employed the Internal Revenue Service for the 
underpayment of taxes. 

S.E.C. v. Gordon, 822 F. Supp. 2d 1144, 1161-1162 (N.D. OK. 2011); see also S.E.C. 
v. First Jersey, 101 F.3d 1450, 1476 (2nd Cir. 1996); S.E.C. v. Drexel Burnham 
Lambert, Inc., 837 F. Supp. 587, 612 n.8 (S.D.N.Y. 1993). 

UNDISPUTED 

54 In dete1mining whether a civil penalty should be imposed against an 
individual, and the amount of the penalty, if one is approp1iate, courts look to a 
number of factors, including: 

• the egregiousness of the defendant's conduct; 

• the degree of the defendant's scienter; 

• whether the defendant's conduct created substantial losses or the risk of 
substantial losses to other persons; 

• whether the defendant's conduct was isolated or recw1·ent; and 

whether the penalty should be reduced due to the defendant's demonstrated 
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cmTent and future financial condition. 

Though the maximum penalty is set by statute on the basis of tier, the actual amount 
of the penalty is left up to the discretion of the district court. In exercising this 
discretion, courts weigh "(1) the egregiousness of the defendant's conduct; (2) the 
degree of the defendant's scienter; (3) whether the defendant's conduct created 
substantial losses or the risk of substantial losses to other persons; ( 4) whether the 
defendant's conduct was isolated or recw1·ent; and (5) whether the penalty should be 
reduced due to the defendant's demonstrated current and future fmancial condition." 

SEC v. Tourre, 4 F. Supp. 3d 579, 593 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (citations omitted); see also 
SECv. Opulentica, 479 F. Supp. 2d 319,331 (S.D.N.Y. 2007); SECv. Haligiannis, 
470 F. Supp. 2d 373, 386 (S.D.N.Y. 2007); SEC v. Lybrand, 281 F. Supp. 2d 726, 
730 (S.D.N.Y. 2003); SEC v. Coates, 137 F. Supp. 2d 413, 429 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). 

DISPUTED as incomplete; A "defendant's net worth and corresponding ability to 
pay has proven to be one of the most impot1ant factors that district com1s consider 
when determining how much of a civil penalty to assess." S.E.C. v. Gunn, 2010 WL 
3359465, at *10 (N.D. Tex. 2010); see also S.E.C. v. Svoboda, 409 F. Supp. 2d 331, 
347-49 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (rejecting request to impose maximum penalty where 
defendants "perpetrated a fraud involving repeated securities law violations, 
considerable profits, and a high degree of scienter" because the maximum penalty 
"would be inappropriate given each defendant's financial situation"); S.E.C. v. Mohn, 
2005 WL 2179340, *9 (E.D. Mich. 2005) (waiving civil penalties against defendant 
where the court found it unlikely the Commission could collect any civil penalties 
given defendant's net worth and his speculative and uncertain future income 
potential); S.E.C. v. Rubin, 1993 WL 405428, *7 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (imposing $1,000 
penalty against impecunious defendant due to "the distinction between an ordinary 
debt that arises from a particular and defmable liability, and a penalty that is designed 
to punish and is imposed based on an exercise of discretion"). 

55 A three-tier penalty shucture established by the Securities Act, Exchange Act, 
and Advisors Act provide that a third-tier penalty is appropriate where (A) the act or 
omission involved a deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement; and 
(B) such act or omission directly or indirectly created a significant risk of substantial 
losses to other persons. 

(2) Amount of penalty 

(A) First tier 

The a1nount of the penalty shall be determined by the court in light of the facts and 
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circumstances. For each violation, the amount of the penalty shall not exceed the 
greater of (i) $5,000 for a natural person or $50,000 for any other person, or (ii) the 
gross amount of pecuniary gain to such defendant as a result of the violation. 

(B) Second tier 

Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), the amount of penalty for each such violation 
shall not exceed the greater of (i) $50,000 for a natural person or $250,000 for any 
other person, or (ii) the gross amount of pecuniary gain to such defendant as a result 
of the violation, if the violation described in paragraph (1) involved fi.·aud, deceit, 
manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement. 

(C) Third tier 

Notwithstanding subparagraphs (A) and (B), the amount of penalty for each such 
violation shall not exceed the greater of (i) $100,000 for a natural person or $500,000 
for any other person, or (ii) the gross amount of pecuniary gain to such defendant as a 
result of the violation, if~~ 

(I) the violation described in paragraph (1) involved fraud, deceit, 
manipulation, or deliberate or reckless disregard of a regulatory requirement; 

and 

(II) such violation dh·ectly or indirectly resulted in substantial losses or created 
a significant risk of substantial losses to other persons. 

Section 20(d) of the Secw·ities Act (15 USC§ 77t(d)), Section 21(d)(3) of the 
Exchange Act (15 USC§ 78u(d)(3)), and Section 209(e) of the Investment Advisors 
Act(15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(e)). 

UNDISPUTED 

56 The maximum third-tier penalty for conduct occutring after March 3, 2009 
and on or before March 5, 2013 is $150,000 per violation. 

The adjustments set forth in Table III apply to violations occurring after February 14, 
2005. 

U.S. Code citation 15 U.S.C. 77t(d) For natural person/substantial losses or risk of 
losses to others Adjusted maximum penalty amount 130,000 

17 C.F.R. § 201.1003. 

The adjustments set forth in Table IV apply to violations occurring after March 3, 
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2009. 

U.S. Code citation 15 U.S.C. 77t(d) For natural person/substantial losses or risk of 
losses to others Adjusted maximum penalty amount 150,000 

17 C.F.R. § 201.1004. 

UNDISPUTED 

Dated this 6th day of February, 2015. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Bm1on W. Wiand,  
Peter B. King,  
Robert K. Jamieson,  
WIAND GUERRA KING P.L. 
5505 West Gray St. 
Tampa, FL 33609 
Telephone:  
Fax  
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